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KORG AUTOMATIC DIGITAL 
TUNING IS NOW AVAILABLE 

IN CASSETTE. 

Korg, the world’s 
leader in instrument 
tuners, now offers the 'W 
ultimate in digital tun-
ing precision and flexi-
bifity in a sleek and 
compact cassette format 
that travels anywhere— 
the new DT-1 Digital Auto 
Chromatic Tuner. 

Having already set a world 
standard with the AT-12 Auto 
Chromatic Tuner, Korg now 
uses digital technology to cre¬ 
ate a new level of accuracy and 
convenience in electronic tun¬ 
ing. The DT-l’s innovative 
“automatic” design eliminates 
the need to “dial up” notes be¬ 
fore checking pitch. Just plug in 
(or use the sensitive built-in mic 
for acoustic instruments), play a 
note and the DT-1 delivers in¬ 
stant visual confirmation of that 
note and its exact pitch on the Maa 
eus\-to-rc.id digital LED meter. 

Die DT-1 emplovs a quartz crystal ' 
oscillator reference for the highest standards 
of reliability and accuracy. Unusually flexibly3M 
easily handles a super wide 7 octave frequency A-
range (32 Hz to 3.9 kHz) including any acoustic^ 
electronic instrument from contrabass to piccolo. * 
The Korg DT-1 can also produce 4 octaves of refera 
tones through an external amplifier. 

Calibration (pitch of middle A can be set 
anywhere from 438-445 Hz in 1 Hz steps), 

The Korg DT-1 proves that the 
evolution of electronic tuning 

continues. Our commitment to 
the highest standards of perform¬ 
ance has allowed us to create the 

first major development in digital 
tuning. The standard has been set, 

the rest is up to you. For a full color 
Korg Catalog and DT-1 Brochure, 

send $1.00 to Unicord, 89 Frost St., 
Westbury, New York 11590. 

/ Exclusively 
/ Distributed by 

Kunii /Unicord 
I ©Unicord 1985 

MORE FOR YOUR MUSIC. 

Slow (for instruments 
with unsteady pitch) 

and Fast (instant 
response to pitch fluc¬ 
tuations) Modes offer 

greater control flexibility. 
A special ByPass/Sound 

Out jack lets you “hear” what 
you’re tuning. 

All of this tuning accuracy 
and convenience is built into a 
cassette-sized format that slips 

easily into your pocket or 
instrument case. 
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Jim Marshall pictured with the new Model 3210 
"Mini-Stack” at the factory in Bletchley. England. 
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• 100 Watts RMS 
• Two 4x10" Closed-Back Cabinets With 
Celestion Speakers 

• New C-MOSFET Circuitry For Warm 
Distortion 

• Channel Switching/Footswitchable 
Reverb 

• Effects Loop/Direct Line Out 
• Amp: 24" wide by 9" high by 9" deep 

29 lbs 
• Cabs: 24" wide x 24” high x 12" deep 

48 lbs each 
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OF MODERN MUS 

((FEW COMPOSERS IN THIS CENTURY HAVE 
F ACHIEVED THE SWEEPING POPULARITY OR 
I INFLUENCED THE MUSICAL SOUND OF THEIR 

TIMES AS MUCH AS PHILIP GLASS."* 
CBS MASTERWORKS IS PROUD TO PRESENT THE 
WORLD PREMIERE RECORDING OF SATYAGRAHA. 
THIS EXTRAORDINARY RECORDING IS THE SECOND 
WORK IN THE OPERA TRILOGY GLASS BEGAN WITH 
THE MONUMENTAL EINSTEIN ON THE BEACH. 
MAGNIFICENTLY PERFORMED BY THE NEW YORK 
CITY OPERA ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS UNDER THE 
DIRECTION OF CHRISTOPHER KEENE, THE RECORD¬ 
ING OF SATYAGRAHA MARKS A NEW CHAPTER IN 
MUSIC HISTORY 
WE ARE HONORED THAT ONE OF THE MOST IM¬ 
PORTANT MODERN COMPOSERS HAS CHOSEN 
TO PRESENT AND PRESERVE SATYAGRAHA, AND 
HIS OTHER GREAT WORKS, EXCLUSIVELY ON THE 
MASTERWORKS LABEL. 

SATYAGRAHA. 
THE LONG AWAITED RECORDING IS HERE AT LAST 
ON CBS MASTERWORKS RECORDS AND 
CHROME CASSETTES (soon TO BE AVAILABLE ON COMPACT DISCS) 

ENJOY MORE CBS AND 
CBS MASTERWORKS RECORDINGS 
BY PHILIP GLASS: 
M4 38875 EINSTEIN ON THE BEACH 
FM 37849 THE PHOTOGRAPHER 

(ALSO ON COMPACT DISC) 
FM 37265 GLASSWORKS 

(ALSO ON COMPACT DISC) 
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7^0 USHING THROUGH THE TREACHEROUS 
BPthiCKET, H/S TRUSTY DSD-2 BY HIS SIDE, 

PROFESSOR D SAMPLER BOLDLY LEADS THE . .. 

BI3DSS 

From the outermost reaches 
of modern technology, BOSS 
has brought forth a digital 
sampler and delay-all in 
one compact footpedal. 
The DSD-2 lets you sample a 
seething jungle of sounds. 
Bring any sampled sound 
back to civilization. Unleash it 
with just the touch of a 
footpedal and a trigger input 
from your instrument. With 
sampling times of 200 to 800 
mSec, you can take 
everything from distant 
drums to a wildcat scream 
and make it part of your 
sonic menagerie. 
Switch into the Delay mode 
and you're ready to stalk the 
big game effects. The DSD-2 
gives you clean, accurate 
delay, continuously variable 
between 50 and 800 mSec. 
And when it comes to audio 
quality, the DSD-2 outruns any 
analog beast in the bush. 
Join the Sampler Safari. Go 
after sounds in their natural 
habitat. Bring 'em back alive 
with the DSD-2! For a full color 
18" X 24" Sampler Safari 
poster send $5.00 to BOSS 
Sampler Safari c/o 
RolandCorp US, 
7200 Dominion Circle, 
Los Angeles, CA 90040. 



LETTERS 
Sting Solos 

From the Everly Brothers to 
James Brown, Stevie Won-
derto Sting, good is good no 
matter what it is. Besides 
being one of the most consis¬ 
tent writers in the last dec¬ 
ade, he has raised the stan¬ 
dard of pop music almost 
single-handedly. Even Wyn¬ 
ton would have to agree with 
that. After hearing Blue Tur¬ 
tles, I really could care less 
if the Police record again. 

Douglas Pryor 
Riverside, CA 

In "Sting's Swing Shift,” he 
says “...the waltz...There's 
real tension in the way that 
three pushes against the 
four.” Try as I may, I just can't 
see those quarter notes 
pushing three beats to the 
measure any more tensely 
than any other type of note. 
It wouldn’t make a bit of 
difference if it was 3/8 time 
slower instead of 3/4 time 
faster. The tension, as we all 
know, comes from some¬ 
where else. 

Now that I 'm started, I am 
tired of his pronouncements 
that the Police had done all 
they could. I never thought 
Summers or Copeland had 
reached the peak of their 
abilities in this particular 
ensemble; perhaps Mr. 
Sumner should speak more 
of himself and not be always 
laying off his own limitations 
on others. 

Oh well, with a name like 
Sting, it’s caveat emptor 
anyway, isn’t it? 

Evelyn M. Parke 
San Francisco, CA 

I couldn’t agree more with 
what Branford Marsalis said 
about the restricted way the 
saxophone is used in rock 
(with all due respect to King 
Curtis, Jr. Walker, Sanborn, 
et al). In vocal-centered 

music, horn players have to 
be careful not to crowd the 
singer. I’m glad that a 
talented musician like Bran¬ 
ford is on the case. 

Also, I love “Russians” but 
I think Sting is giving Robert 
Oppenheimer a bum rap. 
The much more hawkish 
Edward Teller would have 
been more appropriate. 

Nice job, Vic. Just don't let 
your heady vantage point go 
to your head, if you know 
what I mean. 

Russ Gershon 
Cambridge, MA 

Re Vic Garbarini’s statement 
to Sting: “I think what you are 
looking for are some of the 
younger generation of black 
jazz musicians who have 
grown up listening to funk 
and rock." Vic, why not just 
“musicians”? Why perpet¬ 
uate such dreadfully out¬ 
dated Crow-jimistic thinking? 
Musicians have been gradu¬ 
ally breaking down racial 
barriers throughout this cen¬ 
tury. Please, a little more 
responsibility in the future. 

Fred Smith 
Costa Mesa, CA 

Wowowowowowowo 
Over the centuries many 
books about Nyuk Rock 
have been published: the I 
Ching and Tao of Lao Tsu in 
China; the Nag Hammadi of 
the early Christians; the writ¬ 
ings of Davy Crockett and 
Petroleum V. Nasby in the 
nineteenth century. But you 
miss the most important 
facet of the Stooges when 
you limit their influence to the 
twentieth century. If one 
were to examine the issue a 
little further, I am sure you 
would find the Three Stooges 
are nothing less than a divine 
manifestation of the cosmic 
funny bone. I cite by example 
the similiarity between 
Larry’s locks and the father 
of our country, Geo. Wash¬ 
ington. The Three Stooges 
appear here and there to this 
one and to that one through¬ 
out eternity, in both direc¬ 
tions in time simultaneously. 

I as one of many, will suffer 
major disappointment if your 
book isn’t ever published. 

Mark Preston 
Santa Monica, CA 

[Last of the Moe Haircuts will 
indeed be made manifest in 
the spring from Contempo¬ 
rary Books, Chicago. - Ed.] 

Re: “Nyuk Rock” by Bill 
Flanagan: "If the new music 
was mothered by country 
and the blues, it was fathered 
by the Three Stooges in a 
riotous gang-bang of post¬ 
Hiroshima rebellion." 
What? Somehow I find it 

difficult to appreciate Flana¬ 
gan’s prosaic wizardry, or 
the literary gymnastics re¬ 
quired to spew out a line 
which conjures forth horrify¬ 
ing visions of Hiroshima 
while comparing the 
Stooges’ talent to a riotous 
gang-rape. To describe 
America's catharsis follow¬ 
ing the horror and devasta¬ 
tion inflicted on Hiroshima as 
a “riotous gang-bang," and 
to then suggest that such 
sick, violent behavior is in 
any way related to the Three 
Stooges, is both ludicrous 
and highly offensive. 

Maggy Antebi-Wilson 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Bill Flanagan replies: Oh—a 
troublemaker, eh? Let's see 
if we can explicate this com¬ 
plex syntax. 1 ) "Post-Hiroshi¬ 
ma rebellion" refers to the 
budding radicalism of youth 
in America after World War 
II. That the rebellion was 
post-Hiroshima is a simple 
fact, a fact not especially 
related to the "riotous gang-
bang." 2) A "gang-bang" is 
not the same as a "gang 
rape." The difference—the 
willingness of the woman to 
participate—/s not insignifi¬ 
cant. 3) There's no way three 
guys can—even in meta¬ 
phor—father the same child 
without gang-banging. 4) I 
resent your implication that 
the Stooges were not sick 
and violent. 

Idol Chat 

I recently revelled in yet 

another excellent issue of 
your magazine, with the sole 
exception of your article on 
Steve Stevens. What the 
fuck does he mean jazz has 
no heritage? Has Mr. Stevens 
ever heard of Louis Arm¬ 
strong, Miles Davis, Charlie 
Christian, Billie Holiday, Stan 
Getz, Charlie Parker, Dizzy 
Gillespie, Sarah Vaughan, 
Max Roach, King Oliver, 
Dave Brubeck, Chet Baker, 
the Nat King Cole Trio, or 
Clifford Brown? Steven's 
uninformed and absurd re¬ 
marks are an obvious ignor¬ 
ance of music history. Ignor¬ 
ance breeds self-satisfac¬ 
tion. Self-satisfaction is ig¬ 
norance. 

Mabusha Masekela 

I've heard corporate rockers 
put down jazz because “it 
won’t sell," “it's too complex” 
and “the kids wanna rock." 
But Steve Stevens' comment 
about jazz having no heri¬ 
tage stops the presses. I 
suppose he’s never heard 
the contributions Freddie 
Green, Charlie Christian, 
Django Reinhardt and Wes 
Montgomery have made to 
jazz guitars. Wake up, Steve! 

Richard Anton 
New York City, NY 

Apologies 

To give you the benefit of the 
doubt, perhaps there was no 
one you could ask about the 
word “abo” that you used to 
describe the aboriginal reg¬ 
gae band No Fixed Address 
(May 85). However I notice 
you don’t use the word nig¬ 
ger in your magazine. 

Sally Ford 
Fitzroy, Australia. 

Eraata 
Such nice work in our July 
issue and no credit: Photo on 
pages 30/31, Daniel Quat-
rochi/RETNA; illustration by 
Micha Riss on page 61 ; and 
photo by Brian Aris/Outline 
on page 69. 
Contributions can still be 
made to the Live Aid Found¬ 
ation, Box 7800, San Fran¬ 
cisco, CA 94120. 
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A glance at the control panel tells you that 
when inspiration arrives, the 9000 makes it 
effortless to capture, arrange and edit your 
music. What you can’t see are its user sound 
sampling capabilities and the extensive Linn 
library of professional quality sounds. 
Isn’t it about time you visited your Linn 
dealer and experienced the Linn 9000 for 
yourself? 

The Linn 9000 is conceived for every artist, 
every songwriter whose creativity demands 
the finest in technology. 
Designed for musicians by musicians, the 
Linn 9000 incorporates the world’s most 
sophisticated touch sensitive digital drum 
machine with the most advanced 32 track 
MIDI sequencer. There is virtually no 
songwriting style that it cannot accommo¬ 
date, instantly. There is no manner of per¬ 
formance or personal expression that it 
cannot precisely duplicate. 

û' 7 8 ! 9 

4 1 5 6 

•if*» 1 2 ' 3 

EMTIP CL 0 O 

The inventors of the digital drum machine now offer you the most sophisticated compositional tool ever created. The Linn 9000. 

Ilnn 
Linn Electronics, Inc. 
18270 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356 
(818) 708-8131 TELEX #298949 LINN UR 



POWER TRIOS 
IBANEZ 
Ibanez Electronics expands the popular Master Series line with two 
powerful trios of pedal processors. 
The Digital Master Series represents 
the most complete line of digital pedal 
processors available. The new, leading¬ 
edge analog Master Series processors 
are cleaner and hotter than ever! 

If you've been looking for "rack-quality" processing in a pedal, 
Ibanez has it! The DDL Digital Delay 
provides a clean 900 milliseconds for 

MASTER 
doubling, slapback, hard reverb, echo 
and repeat-hold effects. The DCL 
Digital Stereo Chorus creates chorus 
and vibrato sounds that are crisp and 
clear. The DFL Digital Flanger de¬ 
livers a wide-ranging flMige without 
noise "pumping" or bandwidth loss. 
The Digital Master Series —only from 
Ibanez! 

If you need today's great nej^sounds and vpu don't have a lot to spend, 
look ame new analog Master Series 

SERIES 
processors from Ibanez. The ADL 
Delay provides up to 300 milliseconds 
of warm, smooth delay. The CSL 
Stereo Chorus gives you that classic 
chorus sound without the "classic" 
noise. The MSL Metal Screamer is 
an all-new overdrive that will add 
new colors to your sound, no matter 
what you're presently using. Even if 
you're happy with your sound, you 
owe it to yourself to check out the 
new Master Series analogs. At your 
Ibanez dealer —now! 

For a full color catalog send $2 00 to: Ibanez, dept ME • P.O. Box 886, Bensalem, PA 19020 • 3221 Producer Way, Pomona, CA 91748 3916 
• PO. Box 2009, Idaho balls, ID 83403 • In Canada: 6969 Trans Canada I liqhway, Suite 105, St Laurent, Quebec, Canada H4T1V8. 



Orchestral 
Manoeuvres 
in the Dark 

By Ira Robbins 

Andy McCluskey, Paul Humphreys and other brass. 

TWO GUYS AND 
A TAPE DECK 
BECOME A 

"REAL BAND." 

Only one of the following two 
statements is true. Which? 
A) Orchestral Manoeuvres in 
the Dark is a synthesizer duo, 

a pair of chilly intellectual technocrats 
playing electro-pop for eggheads. B) 
An O.M.D. concert is a high-voltage, 
kinetic rock ’n' roll event, more condu¬ 
cive to non-stop dancing than detached 
observation. 

“A,” right? Wrong. But you’ve just 
confirmed the band's serious image 
problem in this country, in contrast to 
their full-scale European success. Far 
from producing highbrow pomp for sta¬ 
tionary consideration, O.M.D. 's records 
are warmly engaging; live, they’re a 
dynamic dance band unafraid of high 
volume, velocity and energy. And while 
the quartet of Liverpudlians do use 
electronic instruments prominently, 
they also incorporate electric bass, 
guitar, acoustic drums and real horns 
in their music. They've expanded stead¬ 
ily from bouncy synth-pop, experiment¬ 
ing with various styles, artsy to aggres¬ 
sive, whimsical to dead serious. 

To be sure, the problems onstage at 
New York’s Beacon Theatre during the 
tour kickoff are computerized: Halfway 
through the gig Paul Humphreys, low-
key master of a modest collection of 
keyboards and a tape deck, finds he 
can’t generate the band's high-tech ef¬ 
fects. Bassist/vocalist Andy McClus¬ 
key, an extroverted rocker, appears 
frustrated about the cock-up but 
doesn't lose his cool. He prunes the 
now-unreproducible openings of sev¬ 
eral tunes, and abbreviates the set. Re¬ 
turning from an early exit, McCluskey 
announces to the wildly enthusiastic 
sell-out crowd, “We've run out of 
songs—here's a real encore!” O.M.D. 
launches into the evening's second run¬ 

through of “Enola Gay," which is once 
again well-received. 

Earlier in the day—following an end¬ 
less, troublesome soundcheck with un¬ 
familiar audio equipment hired for the 
tour—an unhappy but controlled 
McCluskey talked about the group he 
and Humphreys began as teenagers 
during the punk revolution. “Our musi¬ 
cal tastes and feelings grew up in the 
mid-70s; we hated lead guitar solos and 
big drum kits and all the clichés of rock.” 

Even then their perspective was dif¬ 
ferent. “We’d gotten interested in Ger¬ 
man music like Kraftwerk as an alterna¬ 
tive to what was around in 75/76, so 
we'd already developed our musical in¬ 
fluences before the punk explosion." In¬ 
stead of going the loud-fast guitar route, 
they embraced synthesizers. 

After passing through several genea¬ 
logically interesting but otherwise minor 
outfits, the grandly-named Orchestral 
Manoeuvres in the Dark—a duo joined 
by Winston, a tape deck—hit the club 
circuit. “At the end of 78, when we 
started to be O.M.D. and play our songs 
live, there were openings for bands like 
ourselves. The great thing about punk, 
even though we didn’t want to sound 
like a punk band, was that it opened 
loads of clubs all over the country." De¬ 
spite an unorthodox bass/keyboards/ 

backing tapes lineup, “There was no 
resistance, perhaps because it was just 
the two of us belting out dancy pop 
songs, strong melodies and strong 
rhythms. We weren’t standing onstage 
being poseurs.” 

After a year as a duo, “We got sick 
of the confines of the tape playing all 
the drums and everything and we in¬ 
vited Malcolm Holmes—our drummer 
from the old days when we’d been in 
youth club bands—back into the band. 
He started off with a completely elec¬ 
tronic kit, but it broke down so many 
times that he went back to his acoustic 
kit." He now plays a mixture. Martin 
Cooper joined on keyboards and 
saxophone in 1980; the basic lineup 
hasn't changed since. For the new 
Crush LP and tour, brothers Graham 
and Neil Weir add horns and guitar. 

O.M.D. 's first recording, the single 
“Electricity," appeared in May 1979 on 
Factory, the pioneering Manchester in¬ 
dependent label. Typical of their early 
work, the song had offbeat subject mat¬ 
ter and a memorable synth riff winding 
through a bouncy beat. A few months 
later O.M.D. signed to DinDisc, a new 
Virgin Records subsidiary which re¬ 
issued the debut. A series of chart¬ 
bound singles followed, capped in late 
1980 with a chilling pop song about the 
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bombing of Hiroshima: “Enola Gay” 
went number one all over Europe, and 
eventually sold two-and-a-half million 
copies worldwide. 

They’d located a viable sound verg¬ 
ing on formula, but the pair’s creativity 
pulled them in new directions. Architec¬ 
ture & Morality (1981) opens with an 
angry, dissonant shouter, “The New 
Stone Age,” but generally has a placid, 
hauntingly beautiful sound. The album 
demonstrated O.M.D.’s growing artistic 
ambition and sophistication, covering 
themes like “Joan Of Arc (Maid Of Or¬ 
leans)." 

McCluskey explains their songwriting 
modus operandi. “We get interested in 

things and they become part of our 
music. This started when we were six¬ 
teen, just kids. It seemed much more 
logical for us to write about the tele¬ 
phone box near our house than boring 
‘I love you/You love me’ songs, which 
were clichés we’d had enough of. We’d 
get interested in airplanes and write 
about Enola Gay; we’d get interested 
in Joan of Arc and write about her.” 

He admits no master plan guides 
O.M.D.’s evolution. “On the whole, the 
changes have been quite subcon¬ 
scious. The differences in sound from 
album to album really reflect differ¬ 
ences in our attitudes and personalities 
as we’ve grown up from the ages of 

part one, 

Elliott Randall* 

or XLS560’s on his electric bass. 

Farmingdale, USA 

*'s and 
0.170's 

Randall uses D'Addark 
XLS520's on his guitar. 

<Pro's Pro. ,. 
Studio legendipari bne. Premier 

member NY guitar scene for over a 
decade. In the "played with" portfolio: 
Doobtes, Niis Lofgren, Bo Didley, Sha 
Na Na, Steely Dan. 

In the “TV" portfolio: Saturday Night 
Live, David Letterman. 

“On Broadway" portfolio: Grease, 
Jesus Christ Superstar. 

"The Flicks" portfolio: Fame, Class 
of '84, Blues Brothers. 

When it comes to guitar expertise, 
the Pro's Pro wins it all hands down. 
And when it comes to strings, Elliott 

nineteen to twenty-five. Our first album 
is very much boys on synthesizers. As 
we developed, we dropped our loathing 
for some of the acoustic instruments 
which we’d refused to play in the early 
days. Also, we built our own sixteen-
track studio, the Gramophone Suite, 
from the advance on the first album. 
One of the reasons we initially moved 
away from the zippy pop stuff was be¬ 
cause we had this chance to sit down 
and pick over things. Architecture & 
Morality was where we really took our 
time to build things very properly on the 
tape.” 

O.M.D.’s 1983 album, the intriguing 
Dazzle Ships, was symptomatic of the 
band's studio preoccupation. An ad¬ 
venturous concept LP of sorts, it in¬ 
cludes a spoken-word tape collage 
about “Time Zones" and a found-sound 
piece of ship noises (the title track). De¬ 
spite a number of straightforward 
tracks, fans and critics were bewil¬ 
dered. "In hindsight, I now understand 
why it was so difficult for people to like 
it, but at the time we were in quite a 
bizarre state of mind. We'd achieved 
almost all the goals we could have ever 
had for ourselves, even abstract goals 
we weren’t aware of. We began to look 
for something else.” 

They subsequently abandoned their 
beloved Liverpool studio. “We got really 
bored going to the same place every 
day. After four and a half years, it was 
like going to the office." O.M.D. re¬ 
corded the more down-to-earth Junk 
Culture in Montserrat. Crush, produced 
by American Stephen Hague, is simi¬ 
larly eclectic. 

The new album’s most striking lyric 
is “88 Seconds In Greensboro," con¬ 
cerning the fatal 1979 confrontation in 
North Carolina between the Ku Klux 
Klan and a communist organization. “I'd 
seen a TV program about the incident," 
McCluskey recalls. “I was stunned—an 
average suburban setting with all this 
carnage suddenly transpiring. I felt it 
must be almost inevitable that that kind 
of rally was going to get that kind of 
treatment in that part of the USA. I didn't 
want to point any fingers or assign guilt 
or ask why it happened. I was more 
interested in the feelings of the people 
involved. Their husbands and brothers 
were gunned down and nothing was 
going to get done about it. I was in¬ 
terested in this awful feeling of inevita¬ 
ble ultimate frustration.” 

Women’s roles are explored in sev¬ 
eral of Crush's songs. “I’m more aware 
of women within society than I used to 
be," McCluskey explains. “When you're 
growing up, your mum is your mum and 
your sisters are your sisters and girls 
are for chatting up and taking to bed. 
Now I’m beginning to see people within 
a social context. 'Women III’ is not trying 
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to fly a flag for liberating women from 
the kitchen sink; the character is caught 
between the good things and the bad 
things. The Native Daughters Of The 
Golden West' is the other side of it, the 
cheerfully small-minded attitude of 
women who grow up to believe they’re 
going to be wives, have children and 
live in houses. That's their holy grail.” 

He allows that some of his songs, de¬ 
spite such clear topics, "have ended 
up lyrically being quite abstract." In his 
defense he adds, “Songs do tend to 
take on a life of their own once you start 
to write them. Very often a nice lyric 
springs into your mind and you can’t 
be logical about it, you can’t say this 
means very much, it just fits. Our songs 
have always been strongly emotional, 
whether a love song or about the Ku 
Klux Klan killing people.” 

Having found the U.S.A, thus far more 
confused than converted, O.M.D. can 
only hope that this lengthy tour will re¬ 

move misconceptions and generate en¬ 
thusiasm for what they are now rather 
than what they used to be. Their un¬ 
planned plan risks leaving most of their 
potential audience wondering what 
O.M.D. is really about. But McCluskey 
won't have it any other way, and he 
doesn't believe that the band's willful-

continued on page 96 

Field Manoeuvres 
On tour Andrew McCluskey plays Ibanez 
Artist and Aria Pro hollow-body electric 
guitars with Dean Markley strings (reg¬ 
ular and heavy bottom). His Fender Jazz 
bass has Dean Markley Strings (me¬ 
dium). McCluskey also uses an Ibanez 
compressor pedal and Nady True Diver¬ 
sity wireless guitar transmitter/receiver. 
His amplifier is a Fender Twin Reverb. 

Paul Humphreys travels with a Fairlight 
CMI, Emulator II, Korg M100, three Ro¬ 
land SDE-2000 digital delays and one 
Roland SDE-1000. The Fairlight takes a 
Fostex eight-channel mixer. 

Martin Cooper has a Jupiter 8, Emulator 
II and three Roland SDE-2000 digital de¬ 
lays. His saxophones are by Yamaha 
(soprano) and Selmer (tenor). 

Malcolm Holmes keeps time with the 
Sonor Signature series: 22-inch kick 
drum, 15-inch floor tom, 14x8-inch snare. 
Heads are by Remo, cymbals are Sa-
bians. Holmes also puts five Simmons 
pads through a Simmons SDS 7; one pad 
operates a Claptrap. One of Holmes’ two 
Pearl Syncussion electric high-hats also 
operates a Claptrap. He has a custom-
built trigger unit for the Syncussion, and 
a Roland CR80 Compu-Rhythm. Graham 
Weir plays not only trumpet and Bach 
trombone, but also an Ibanez Roadstar 
electric guitar through a Roland JC120 
amplifier. 

Besides the above, O.M.D. is traveling 
with a Roland 020 tune-up amp, Korg 
AT12 tuner, and Dysan and Datalife 
floppy discs. The band doesn't take its 
own P.A. on long tours; for the U.S. Crush 
jaunt, they’re using an RS1200 bin system. 

Dizzy Gillespiei^w' Faces GRP 0 9512 

GRP Digital Jazz Sampler / VoLJ/ GRP 0 9529 
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Lee Ritenour/On The Line GRP 0 9525 

Dave Grusin /MÿAr Lines GRP 0 9504 
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1 rmn the hottest legends in jazz to the most 
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new era in artistic and technoIm rica I mas¬ 
tery with the company that has made a science 
rmt of sound. 

Music reproduction that reflects the highest 
state-of-the-art digital recording technology, 
from who else but GRP. 

Also available on albums and cassettes 



percent efficient power amp, we would have to depart from 
conventional technology. DECA'* is not a conventional Class AB 
amplifier passed off under some "fancy "name. Its technology 
isn't analog. It's a totally new approach on which we have 
applied for six patents. 
The DECA-700 and DECA-1200 power amps deliver time after time with virtually no heat, very little mass (24 and 26 pound units) and 90 
percent efficiency. The DECA-700 specs out at a rated minimum power output of 350 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms and 700 watts 
RMS into 8 ohms (in bridge mode). Our DECA-1200 is rated at minimum power of 600 watts RMS into 4 ohms and 1200 watts RMS into 8 
ohms (in bridge mode). Other features include DDT"' compression circuitry to prevent amplifier overload, absolutely no measurable TIM or slew 
rate induction distortion, multiple overload output and load protection features. They are both available in a 19" rack mount (two space) 
configuration. J 
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musías CHANGING. 
ARE YOU? 

SDS7 suggested setup 

THE FUTURE OF MUSIC 
IS ELECTRONIC 

With the future of drumming 
so closely linked to the future 
of the rest of music, pro¬ 
gressive drummers—those 
who know where the future of 
music is going—are going 
electronic. They're going elec¬ 
tronic because they want a 
drum system that can adapt to 
any need, any sound, any sit¬ 
uation. And, they're going to 
Simmons because they don't 
just want any electronic 
drums; they want the best. 

Simmons Electronic Drums 
are already being used in the 
studio and in concert more 
than any other. 

SIMMONS SDS7: 
ENTER TOMORROW'S 
WORLD OF MUSIC 

TODAY 
Acknowledged as todays most 
advanced drum set, Simmons' 
SDS7 modular percussion syn¬ 
thesizer places the contempo¬ 
rary drummer firmly in the 
future of total electronic 
capability. It offers limitless 
analog and digital possibilities 
(as well as sampling), so that 

you can create and program 
virtually any sound you want. 

But, as futuristic as the SDS7 
is, its reliability, playability anc 
ease of operation has been 
designed with you, todays 
drummer, in mind. See and 
hear for yourself at your near¬ 
est Simmons Drum dealer. 

(SIMMONS) 
Group Centre. Inc. 23917 Craftsman Road 

Calabasas. CA 91.302 (818) 884 265.3 
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Dizzy 
Gillespie 
By Fred Goodman 

A BEBOP 
REVOLUTIONARY 

KEEPS ON GROWING 
AND BLOWING 

Dizzy Gillespie is splayed 
across a couch in a George¬ 
town hotel room. A cigar is rid¬ 
ing between his battered lips, 

battered because they have discov¬ 
ered and pushed jazz through the bell 
of a trumpet for fifty years. He is conjur¬ 
ing the ghostly images of another hotel, 
this one in the Harlem of the 40s, where 
a music he could call his own and de¬ 
tractors would name bebop was 
probed and agreed upon but never 
codified because that would be to lose 
it. He pauses in the middle of a story 
about Thelonious Monk, a classmate 
during those late-night jams at Min¬ 
ton's, and reaches for a cardboard con¬ 
tainer filled with a goop that looks like 
wallpaper paste. “I got something,” he 
says in a tone of voice a huckster might 
use to bait a rube, rubbing the mix into 
the cracks of his calloused, swollen 

feet. “This stuff is a motherfucker that’ll 
scare anything away.” Later, talking on 
the telephone, he tells someone that he 
has diabetes. "Just a touch," he says. 
He is closing in on seventy. 

It’s only moments like this, when his 
body betrays him, that there is any hint 
of mortality in a man who, four decades 
after playing mother and 
mid-wife to jazz during its 
stylistic rebirth, could lay 
claim to being the living 
embodiment of black art 
in modern America. He 
shows no hint of self im¬ 
portance, though, even 
with fifty years on the road 
cracking his feet. Maybe 
that’s because Dizzy Gil¬ 
lespie remains an artist 
and an entertainer, a rev¬ 
olutionary as well as a 
popularizar. Bebop did 
once signify cultural revolution after all, 
and with Monk and Charlie Parker, Gil¬ 
lespie was one of its great theoreticians 
and practitioners, a young man who 
helped upset the old order. But he also 
carried within himself the black vaude-
villian traditions of mentors like Cab Cal¬ 
loway, in whose bands he 
learned his trade. 
Heroin killed Charlie 

Parker. The artistic 
silence that 
punctuated the 
last years of 
Monk's life 
seemed the 
natural, pur¬ 
poseful expres¬ 
sion of a career 
that found little 
satisfaction 
or under¬ 

standing because he was that ultimate 
oddity: someone who is just too different 
from the rest of us. And yet here is this 
trumpeter, still on the road, in a hotel 
room dotted with wet clothes he has 
washed by hand in the kitchenette sink. 
Still the clown, still the fox. The Diz. 

Although he will forever and ever be 
linked to bebop, he's 
never lost his musical 
curiosity, and that much 
remains as evident on his 
records as it is around his 
eyes. “I can think of no 
better time than when I’m 
physically and mentally 
ready [to play],” he says. 
“I can't think of a better 
feeling.” There's savvy in 
the slow, raspy voice that 
still carries the inflections 
of a South Carolina child¬ 
hood. Lately he has been 

making music with young juppies like 
Branford Marsalis, Kenny Kirkland and 
Marcus Miller. New Faces on GRP Rec¬ 
ords chronicles a recent relaxed, 
straightahead session when those 
younger players met the master on his 
home field, while Dizzy's Closer To The 
Source, on the Japanese King label, 

evokes the slick, sophisticated 
“quiet storm" sound that's cur¬ 

rently a staple of black radio 
(and features an incredible, 
extended harmonica solo 

by Stevie Wonder 
on the title track). 
For Dizzy, musical 

exploration and edu¬ 
cation is always a two-
way street. “Branford 
is the oldest-young¬ 

est musician I know,” 
he says. Initially the 
band had difficulty 

tackling some of the 
older tunes Dizzy 
pulled for the GRP 
date, he admits, but 

the problems were 
easily over¬ 

come. 
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“Branford is so hip. I sat down at the 
piano and said, 'This music is funda¬ 
mental, y'know, in a classical sense.’ 
Branford knows the work of Coltrane, 
Don Byas and Ben Webster, and he’s 
on the verge of establishing a viable 
identity himself. He played some beau¬ 
tiful things on those records. Some of 
the notes were very, very unusual in 
their particular chords.” 

Dizzy can relate to that. During 
bebop’s mid-40s incubation at Minton's 
and Clarke Monroe’s Uptown House, 
“We were interested in developing other 
means of expressing chords,” he says. 
"I used to call up Monk and say, 'Hey 
man, look what I found.’ And he’d call 

me up in the daytime, and we’d try it 
out that night at Minton’s. But Monk is 
the most unorthodox; in the beginning, 
it would be like 'Uh-oh, here comes that 
wrong-note guy.’ On my compositions, 
I would stick to fundamentalism. I notice 
I use the cycle of fourths most of the 
time. My compositions seem to stand. 
Monk has a lot of minor sixth chords. 
Now they call it half-diminished. But I 
hear the top [chord], you dig? And when 
I play, I play on that.” 

Ironically, Dizzy’s own playing, like 
his style as an entertainer, is rooted in 
tradition. “When I was coming up, Roy 
Eldridge was the cupbearer,” he re¬ 
calls. “We always tried to pattern our-
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selves after Roy. There were a lot of 
trumpet players that I admired: Hot Lips 
Page, Red Allen, some nobody knows 
about like Little Willie who used to play 
with Buddy Johnson. When I changed 
in my inspiration and Charlie Parker 
came on the scene, that never dim¬ 
inished my respect for Roy Eldridge." 

Gillespie’s regard for his elders was 
not always reciprocated though. “They 
felt threatened,” he remembers. “Roy 
had been the bellwether for all the guys, 
and then all the young trumpet players 
were trying to play like me. And some¬ 
times he’d act funny. 

“So one day we were in Philadelphia, 
having a couple of drinks, and I just 
accosted him. I said, ‘Roy you have no¬ 
thing to fear from me or Miles or Fats 
Navarro or Kenny Dorham or none of 
the cats. Your contribution is safe, it has 
been notarized with a stamp. And if you 
don’t believe it, just go and get some 
of your records out and listen to them. 
You’ll see you’re firmly established and 
don't have to worry about me or nobody 
else.' And since that time we’ve been 
tight.” 

These days, Gillespie says, “I don’t 
feel threatened at all. Not because I 
think I'm better, but because music is 
always in a state of evolution.” And “you 
don’t go backwards by acknowledging 
the fundamentals of music,” he points 
out. “That only adds to your repertoire. 
Sometimes it's necessary to know what 
other stylists have done so that you can 
better adapt to creating around a style. " 

But even as Gillespie’s own style 
explores relatively sophisticated musi¬ 
cal frontiers, he paradoxically cultivates 
his image as an entertainer. Onstage 
he projects a warmth and good humor 
that often wins over audiences that 
would otherwise be daunted by a jazz 
musician of his stature. 

“I found out early that to make some¬ 
body laugh is to make [music] more 
accessible,” he explains. “And some¬ 
times you get a lot of flack from the 
critics, but I go right on. I came up under 
some very talented people in show bus¬ 
iness. Lucky Millinder, Cab Calloway, 
Tiny Bradshaw—show business su¬ 
preme. I learned a lot from them and I 
use it.” 

For all his calculated “Dizzyness," 
however, Gillespie can also be a down-
to-earth and resolute character. His fi¬ 
nancial acumen is well-known in the 
jazz community. And throughout a half-
century of “the jazz life” he’s also man¬ 
aged to avoid a drug habit, a particular 
bête noire of the bebop generation. 
That escape is all the more remarkable 
considering the image and artifice of 
that scene, a scene in which Gillespie 
was very much a central character. 

"People were picking up on image 
things like berets and goatees," he re-
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■ NEVER HEARD 
ANYTHING LIKE IT. 

*** DiKafc tilt 

HERBIE HANCOCK AND FODAY 
MUSA SUSO "VILLAGE LIFE." Herbie 
Hancock's newest musical venture 
is a challenging, exotic collaboration 
with Foday Musa Suso (the brilliant 
West African musician first heard on 
"Sound-System"). It borrows liberally 
from African tribal music and is 
altogether unique to western ears. 
You've never heard anything like it. 

WAYNE SHORTER "ATLANTIS."* 
Wayne Shorter's first solo album of 

this decade is an astonishing mixture 
of jazz styles. From the techno-funk 
sound of Weather Report...to pure 

mainstream jazz.. .to smooth jazz/pop 
... it seems hard to believe that any 
one man could create it all. You've 

never heard anything like it. 

DJAVAN "DJAVAN."* Pronounced 
"Ja-Von," and called "one of the 
greatest artists in the world" by 
Quincy Jones, singer/composer/ 
guitarist Djavan is the current rage of 
Brazil. His sensual, innovative music 
has endeared him to musicians the 
world over. You've never heard 
anything like it. 

EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULES OF JAZZ. 
ON COLUMBIA RECORDS AND CASSETTES. 
•ALSO AVAILABLE ON COMPACT DISC. 

"COLUMBIA." V  ARE TRADEMARKS OF CBS INC. © 1985 CBS INC 

calls. “I guess young people, they go 
all the way, and that’s part of it. Some 
of the guys used drugs, probably on 
account of Charlie Parker. 

“But I was married, and I knew my 
wife didn’t want no shit. I was more in¬ 
terested in keeping my wife than I was 
in getting involved with things that, if 
she found out, would be the end. I 
smoked a little pot, snorted a little coke, 
but never had no big desire to become 
this regular seeker of dope.” 

Beyond his association with bebop, 
Dizzy has led some of the finest big 
bands in jazz and pioneered the fusion 
of Latin and jazz musics. His fiery en¬ 
semble of the late 40s, featuring Cuban 
percussion master Chano Pozo, is for 
my money the best big band of the 
bebop era. Although the drummer was 
cut down in a barroom gunfight not long 
after he teamed with Gillespie, the 
music they made together has since 
proved to be an important milestone in 
the development of modern Latin jazz. 

Gillespie, who says his interest ex¬ 
tends beyond Cuban to West Indian 
and Brazilian music, credits trumpeter 
Mario Bauza—a section-mate in the 
Cab Calloway orchestra, and later an 
associate of the great Cuban 
bandleader Machito—with igniting his 
interest. “He took me under his wing 
and got me the job with Cab,” Dizzy 
says. “He knew I was interested in 
Cuban music and he cut me into Chano 
Pozo. Pozo couldn’t speak English; I 
provided something for him because he 
didn’t understand jazz too much. But 
what he knows about Cuban music, 
boy!” he says, whistling in appreciation. 

“I think one day Cuban, West Indian 
and Brazilian and American music will 
be one,” Gillespie predicts. “They got 
different beats, but it comes together.” 

Beyond his own tastes and special 
interests, Dizzy remains a tireless, even 
voracious musical explorer. He recently 
received a synthesizer from Quincy 
Jones, and claims that his next pur¬ 
chase will be a drum machine. 

“I’m forever seeking something," he 
says. "You get tired of playing the same 
thing all the time, and there are so many 
things that I haven’t done extensively 
that I would like to do, such as teaching. 
I’ve got a system of teaching rhythm 
with the hands so students can hear all 
the things that we do. It can be taught. 
But you can’t do too much with harmony 
because the classical guys have almost 
done it all. I hear some things some¬ 
times that I thought I’d thought of first 
and, Io and behold, here’s a guy like 
Ravel who did it in 1868." Dizzy Gilles¬ 
pie is laughing now, that dangerous 
twinkle again in his eyes. “I say, ‘Wow! 
He’s grabbed my music, dagnabit!’”B 

SEE READER SERVICE ON PAGE 104 
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Fender rolls out the pr< >ved to be the perfect followed in 1961 by the popular musie, and it has 
Model T. starting place for the develop Showman— the very first gone on to become the most 

Originally released in ment of the ultimate rock piggyback amplifier. recorded, and largest selling 

The Del-Dale and 
Tones, and 
The Beach 

Strat, Jaguar 
and Jazzmaster. 
But in 1967, a 
young man 
from Seattle 
returned from 
a triumphant 
six months in 
England to 

Boys playing 
Fender guitars like the 

anything but an 
overnight sensation. 
Harold Rhodes had 
been working on an 
electric piano that 
used 

electric piano in the world. 
Key change at Fender. 

In 1964, Leo found 
himself with 17 buildings, 
about 600 employees, and a 
back order of approximately 
89 million in guitars and 
amps. The overwhelming 
demands of the company 
coupled with his often 
debilitating illness forced 
him to sell the company 

that finally earned 
the Rhodes a most 
esteemed position 
in musical history 
where it virtually 
defined the sound 
of the “new” jazz. 
Its influence in¬ 
evitably reached 

The music world 
turns upside down. 
The early ’60s were domi¬ 

nated by the twangy surf 
sounds of The Ventures, Dick 

3150XU.0M 
°UR€ NfCKEl WOUND - EXTRA UOHT GAUGE 

Fender’s 
new line 

full of holes. 
Fender acoustics 

made their 
debut in 1962 
and brought 

the name of the 
world’s largest-selling 

electric guitar to traditional 
acoustics. A complete rede¬ 
signing of the line in 1982 
by Ed Rizzuto and John Car¬ 
ruthers divided the popular 
guitars into the Standard 
Series“and California Series” 
of acoustic, acoustic/electric, 
and classic guitars. 

and roll guitar. Working with 
Southern California musi¬ 

cians like Rex Galien, as 
well as Freddie Tavares 
and Bill Carson who are 

• still with the company 
today, Fender designed 
a new guitar with a con 
toured body, six indivi¬ 
dual bridges, three pick 
ups, three-way switching 
and a unique tremolo 
design. The Stratoeaster" 
guitar made its debut in 

Z 1954 and paved the way । 
: for a guitar virtuosity 
- made possible by its im¬ 

mensely improved 
playability. And 
with visionaries 
like Buddy Holly 
turning to the 1 
Stratoeaster guitar, 
it was fated to 

■ • serve as the voice 
W , of what was to 

become a revolution. 
IahkI, please. 

Fender started it 
all off in the late '40s with 
the Super and Pro amps, 
road-tested by Bob 
Wills and the Texas 
Playboys as they 
criss-crossed % 
America in their bus B 
from the Panhandle 
to Hollywood. It V 
was followed by the B 
Champ' in 1948, 
the Bassman’ 
in 1952 and the 
Bandmaster 
in 1953. The 
T\vin“amp 
eame along 
in 1953—later 

tone 
bars instead 

of strings since 
the late ’40s. He faced tre¬ 
mendous opposition from 
keyboard players:“If it’s elec¬ 
tric, it must be a toy’’ But it 
was the advocacy of jazz 
giants such as Miles Davis 

changed to the 
Twin Reverb " 

t t in 1963— and 
! Í became the most 

dropped-around, 
kicked-in, and spilled-
on amp in the 

history of musie. And 
through its illustrious career, 
it’s amplified every instru¬ 
ment that could possibly be 
amplified. Trumpets, har¬ 
monicas and yes, even ac¬ 
cordions. The Concert” amp 
was introduced in 1960; 

Through 
I the years. 

A A-V ' the ckr 
I si v Feib k i 
I "iipk 

tí; signs liaw 
endured, 

retaining their tremendous 
popularity. It’s a remarkable 
evolution that continues its 
rich heritage to this day. 
Jazz musicians prefer 
to hit bars. 

When the Rhodes’ 
electric piano was in¬ 
troduced in 1963, 
it was 

1948 as die Broadcaster, and 
renamed in 1950, the 
Teleeaster" guitar was the 
first solidbody electric 
Spanish guitar ever to go 
into commercial produc- * 
tion.With the assistance 
of a team that included 
Jimmy Bryant, Fender" 
put the first Teleeaster 
guitar in the hands of the 
skeptical, but soon to be 
convinced, American 
musician. It was cham¬ 
pioned by legendary' 
country' guitarist Luther 
Perkins, and later by 
quintessential ses¬ 
sion player James 
Burton. 
It’s got a good 
sound, but you 
can’t dance to it. 

There are a 
number of things 
you can’t do with 
an acoustic bass. 
You can’t fit it in a 
Morris Minor. You can’t 
play it just because you can 
play the guitar. You can’t hear 
it very' well when everyone 
else is electric and their amps 
are set on 10 (or 11 in the 
case of Nigel Tufnel). And you 
can’t dance with it. All of 
which got Fender to create 
the Precision Bass’electric 
bass in 1951. 

The P-Bass" bass, as it 
later became known, was 
the first electric bass guitar, 
and it dramatically increased 
the intonation precision of 
the bass player due to its 
frets. The Jazz Bass’electric 
bass was in 
trodueed 
in I960 
as an 
alter¬ 
native 
model, 
and the 
two of 
them have 
remained the foundation of 
popular musie throughout 
the world ever since. 
The birth of a legend. 

Initially designed as a 
country' and western instru¬ 
ment, the Teleeaster guitar 



completely redefine the 
outer limits of the electric 
guitar. With the 1967 release 
of his Are You Experienced? 
album and a pivotal per¬ 
formance at the Monterey 
Pop Festival, Jimi Hendrix 
began a massive Strat ' 

con¬ 
tinues 

to this day. It’s 
estimated that 

ing his short career, 

guitar revival 
that 

international network of 
dealers, Fender became the 
sound of music through¬ 
out the world. 
(IBS means 
business. 

In 1981, 
Bill Schultz 
and a well-
respected 
product dc-
velopment 
team were 
brought 
aboard to inetvoov 

on stages, we’re especially 
proud that they’re also heard 
in garage bands up and down 
the street. 
Mastering the art 
of cooking. 

With a newly formed 
association with world-

renowned guitar luthier 

Raiders of the Lost ARE 
In 1981, Fender acquired 

ARP, the most influential 
force in the devel¬ 
opment of the 
synthesizer. In¬ 
cluded was a 
synth already in 

devek tpment—The 
Hendrix owned, played and 
destroyed more than 100 

Fender’s presence in the 
marketplace. They started 

Chroma.™ Its warm analog 
sound and sophisticated 

James D’Aquisto in 1984, 
Fender released a series of 

Fender guitars— most of 
which were made between 
1965 and 1970. 
And most of 
which have 
mysteriously 
disappeared 
from the face 
of the earth. 
Fender snares 
Rogers. 

In 1967, 
Fender acquired 
Rogers ’ Drums, 
the oldest drum 
company in 
America. 
They began 
an aggressive product de¬ 
velopment program which 
resulted in the development 
of the Dyna-Sonie" Floating 
Snare, and Memriloe™ hard¬ 
ware which quickly became 
the most copied hardware 
design in the world. 

Fender also acquired V.C. 
Squier, a string manufacturer, 
in the late '60s. As Fender 
Strings, they’ve grown 
to become the most 
widely distributed 
strings in the world. 
Rock steady. 

During the ’70s, 
Fender provided in¬ 
struments for more 

musicians in 

more 
countries than 
any other manufacturer. 
With the development of an 

by working to improve the 
quality of all Fender pro¬ 

ducts. They fired 
up research and 
development, 
virtually don 

bling the 
R&D staff 
overnight. 
During the 

first year they 
introduced the 
Vintage Series, 
faithful recre¬ 
ations of the 
classic 
Fender de 

signs of the 
'50s and '60s. 

Within three 
years the Schultz 
team updated and < 
panded the Fender 
line of tube 
and solid 
state ampli¬ 
fiers. They 
also intro¬ 
duced a new 

Pro Sound Products division 
that released a series of mies, 
mixers, power mixers and 
amps, and speaker systems. 
They unveiled the Elite Series, 
a newr generation of guitars 
and basses with completely 
redesigned electronics and 
features. 

And they introduced all 
of them to widespread criti¬ 
cal and popular acclaim. 

digital circuitry made it 
an immediate favorite 
of such keyboard art 
ists as Joe Zawinul and 
I lerbie 1 laneoek. 
Bride of Chroma. 

The sequel to the 
Chroma synthesizer sur 
faced in 1984—The 
Polaris™ Smaller than the 
Chroma, but packed with 
even more features, its 
rich sound, tremen¬ 
dous versatility and 
superior interface 
capabilities have 
made it the perfect 
nerve center for 

set-

Fenders 
for the garage. 

Fender’s original 
intent was to get in¬ 
struments into the 
hands of as many 

people as 
possible. In 
1982.Fender 
founded 
FenderJapan 
to produce 
instruments 
that would 

be more affordable to more 
people. With the introduction 
of Squier" guitars and basses, 
Sidekick™amps, and the 
Rogers' R-Series™drums, 
the people at Fender rededi 
eated themselves to young 
players. The kids. The next 
Erie Clapt<>n. And while these 
low priced Fender instru 
ments are often heard on 
music videos, in studios and 

h< >lk >wb( >dy guitars. The 
Master Scries™ instru 
ments also included 
semi-hollowbody 
guitars designed by 
F ender t< > e< >mplete the 
musical circle by pro-
viding a wider range of 
sounds than had ever 
been available from 
Fender before, from the 
classic tones of the jazz 
box to the heaviest of 

metal screams. 
Change of hands, 
change of heart. 

Early in 1985, 
a group led 
by Bill Schultz 
purchased the 
company from 
CBS. This sale 

put Fender once 
again in the hands 

of a small group of 
people who have dedicated 
their lives—and their futures— 
to their love of music. Yester 
day’s music and tomorrow's 
music. Benefitting from CBS’s 
extensive efforts in research 
and development which 
began in 1981, Bill and his 

e< >lleagues 
are direct 
ing Fender’s 
future with 
a new 
vision. And 
with the 
support of 
such musi¬ 
cians its 

Elliot Easton, Chick Corea, 
Tommy Tedesco and Erie 
Clapton, they look ahead to 
creating instruments that 
will make Fender's future as 
rich and as vital as its past. 



The story of Fender is the story of music 
today. Perhaps no other manufacturer of 
instruments and equipment has had a 
greater influence on the way we compose, 
play and hear music. It’s a remarkable 
legacy with an unmatched history. But 
what’s most exciting about Fender is not 
its past. But its future. 

Bsiidmastcr. Bassman. Ch amp. Ch rum a. Concert DynaSonie. Fender..! Bass. Jazz Bass. Master Series. Memriloc, 
I‘Bass. Polaris. Precision Bass. R Series. Rhodes. Rogers, Showman. Sidekick. Squier. Strat. Strate «easier, lele. 
Telex-aster. anil 1Win Reverb are trademarks of Fender Musical Instruments < '.orp. (Ç) I9K5 Fender Musical 
Instruments ( asp. 1130 ( Columbia Street. Brea. ( JA 92621 



T-Bone 
Burnett’s 
Three Year 

Plan 
By Bill Flanagan 

Ssshh! Nobody likes a critics’ darling! 

'83: RECORDING ARTIST 
'84: TROUBADOUR 

'85: HOTSHOT 
PRODUCER 

Four tributes to T-Bone Burnett: 
“If anyone in this business is a living 

legend, it's T-Bone Burnett." - Bono. 
“He might be the best songwriter in 

America right now." - Rolling Stone. 
“He's a great songwriter, but even 

more than that I love the sound of his 
records." - Mark Knopfler. 

“He has a peculiar quality of crazi¬ 
ness about him. He's the only one on 
the [Rolling Thunder] tour I’m not sure 
has relative control over his violent dark 
side.” - Sam Shepard. 

Rock ’n’ roll has always been 
about what's going on in the 
town,” T-Bone maintains. "It 
always had a lot to do with jour¬ 

nalism. Rock 'n' roll is a form of folk 
music. It came from a very American 
Idea of 'All people are welcome here.' 
White people tried to sing black music. 
The earliest mention I've heard of rock 
'n’ roll was in a Bing Crosby song from 
the 1920s, when he was a hot dance 
band singer. That was the urban jazz 
version, when the white kids started get¬ 
ting up and doing the dance band stuff. 
Jimmie Rodgers, the father of country 
music, was another version of a white 
kid singing black music, and it got 
passed on through Hank Williams and 
Elvis Presley and Dylan and John Fo¬ 
gerty into today. Now we have, in the 
U.K., U2 and Big Country and the 
Alarm. 
"The Violent Femmes have a song 

called 'Country Death Song.’ It’s a very 
hip piece, ’cause there's a whole Ap¬ 
palachian tradition of ‘I left my babies 
at the house while I ran down to the 
store to get some groceries. When I 
came back the house had burned down 
and all my babies are dead. It’s God 
punishing me.' The Violent Femmes 

song is in that tradition. 
“Lyrically, rock 'n’ roll has always 

been very tied to what’s going on. 
Chuck Berry's 'School Days' is a 
straight piece of journalism. He wasn't 
a kid, but was writing about what he 
saw—the mood of the country, the town. 
It’s about what people are going 
through. It started out much more sim¬ 
ply with Jimmie Rodgers singing, ‘When 
it's peach picking time in Georgia’ or 
Hank Williams saying, ‘Let’s get in my 
car, I know a place where they’ve got 
some soda pop and some dancin’.’ 

“Elvis Costello’s a really good exam¬ 
ple of a modern day folk artist. ‘Peace 
In Our Time.' His lyrics are very complex 
but that’s appropriate. Because the 
world is so complex right now.” 

T-Bone Burnett is in a hotel in Boston. 
It's the spring of 1984 and he's opening 
for Costello on a two-man acoustic tour. 
Burnett and Costello are just getting to 
know each other, just discovering how 

much a lanky, sociable Texan and a 
smaller, more introverted Englishman 
can have in common. 
Cut to the summer of 1985 and a 

small theatre near London’s Covent 
Garden. Many in the audience wan¬ 
dered in out of the sunlight and paid 
five pounds to see this performance by 
the Coward Brothers, a lunatic version 
of the Everlys. Henry and Howard Cow¬ 
ard offer sweet country harmonies and 
a string of gags about their separate 
backstage suites, which brother’s 
smarter, and how quickly this latest 
British reunion tour had to be thrown 
together when the money from the last 
one ran out. 

Most people in the audience proba¬ 
bly know that the tall Texan and the 
wise-cracking Brit aren’t really brothers. 
Most people know the Coward Brothers 
are really Elvis Costello and T-Bone 
Burnett. Maybe a few even own the 
Cowards' British single, "The People’s 
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Limosine” on Imp (as in ''imposter”) Re¬ 
cords. T-Bone and Elvis have written a 
whole album's worth of songs together. 
In late July they headed out to Los An¬ 
geles where T-Bone started producing 
Costello's next album. 

Yeah, producing. This is 1985, T-
Bone's year of productions; 1984 was 
his year as a solo troubadour. Burnett’s 
work falls into year-long cycles. Most of 
his fans are still waiting for a sequel to 
1983, his last year of making albums 
and touring with a band. T-Bone figures 
it'll be time for that stuff again in '86. 
This year he’s a producer. Already hav¬ 
ing knocked off Los Lobos, Marshall 
Crenshaw and ex-Plimsoul Peter Case, 

Burnett comes back after the all-star 
game with Costello and, maybe, one 
more real big name before Christmas. 
Then he figures he’ll have enough 

money to cover his family back in Texas 
while he goes off on another of those 
expensive years of album-making and 
band-fronting. 

I can see I’m starting wrong; let me 
begin again. -“The Sixties" 
Let’s backtrack for those who still 

aren’t sure which T-Bone we’re talking 
about; not the old blues man, not the 
bassist with Hall & Oates. J. Henry Bur¬ 
nett grew up in Texas and learned his 
way around a mixing board while run-

The very best of 
British Strings 

James How Industries Ltd., 
Unit One. Morewood Close. 

Sevenoaks. Kent TN13 2HU. England. 

Tel: (0732) 450838 Telex: 957290JHIG 

ning a little recording studio there. He 
released an album of his own songs 
that didn’t get too far, but his knack for 
being in the right place at the right time 
paid off when a long night in Greenwich 
Village found him in on the formation of 
Bob Dylan's Rolling Thunder Revue. T-
Bone was one of the small army of guitar 
players who got to step out of the back¬ 
ground to sing one song per show. That 
was T-Bone’s first band. 

His second was a spin-off. Arista 
Records gave a deal to three Rolling 
Thunder vets under the name the Alpha 
Band. T-Bone was the center of atten¬ 
tion through the Alpha’s three LPs. The 
material he wrote for that group was 
quirky and erratic. Little was as honest 
or powerful as the songs Burnett intro¬ 
duced on Truth Decay, his 1979 solo 
album. That hard-to-find disc won him 
a cult following (T-Bone sometimes 
steps down from the stage to ask his 
audience, “Are you a cult?") and reams 
of critical praise. That led to an EP on 
Warners, a bigger cult, more reams, 
and finally, in 1983, Proof Through The 
Night, the only major-label T-Bone Bur¬ 
nett album and a masterpiece. Pete 
Townshend and Richard Thompson 
joined in to help T-Bone fashion an 
album of uplifting folk rock with Beatles 
harmonies and Byrds sonic shimmer. 
Burnett recreated the songs brilliantly 
onstage with a backing band that in¬ 
cluded Heartbreakers drummer/singer 
Stan Lynch and two sons of Andy Will¬ 
iams (and they were good!). 

Burnett's lyrics fit his own criterion: 
they were about what was going on in 
the town, in America. In his songs weak 
men blackened their souls lusting after 
wealth, glamour, and unattainable 
women. Strong men fought off loneli¬ 
ness while refusing to be immobilized 
by life's contradictions. Even Burnett's 
funniest lyrics had poignant flip sides. 
The creeps in his songs weren’t Randy 
Newman caricatures—they were so 
real that onstage Burnett (not wanting 
to condescend) often switched their 
stories into the first person and some 
listeners thought him sincere. “The Six¬ 
ties” was a scathing portrait of a 
materialist who used the jargon of liber¬ 
ation as an excuse for hedonism. But it 
was so perfectly realized that dimmer 
members of Burnett's audience some¬ 
times cheered the character’s vices, 
thinking T-Bone was extolling the pro¬ 
tagonist's sleazy pastimes. That song 
contained a line that could make half a 
generation wince: “Here's your brave 
new world...on the mirror." 

Obviously Burnett was right on top of 
his game. So of course Warners 
dropped him in their great artist purge 
of '84. After a lot of argument within the 
company, the bottom line won and T-
Bone went. 
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WIN A 
SON Y COMPACT 
DISC PLACER! 

(FOR THE PRICE OF A POSTAGE STAMP) 
That's right, for only 220 and a minute of 
your time, you can be one of three winners 
in MUSICIAN Magazine's/Sony CD Givea¬ 
way. Just fill out the entry coupon or send 
us your name and address on a postcard. 
Three MUSICIAN readers will be chosen to 
win a state-of-the-art Sony player plus some 
of today’s hottest CD titles, because we 
know you’re serious about the music you 
listen to. 

All entries must be received by October 
30,1985, so don’t delay. At prices like this, 
you can't afford not to enter. 

Prizes include a Sony D-5 portable 

compact disc player, the Sony CDP-70B 
home player and a grand prize of the 
amazing Sony CDX-R7 car CD stereo. Each 
system will also include 12 compact discs. 

MUSICIAN Gloucester, mX SONY ill 
Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW 

Compact discs provided by cuea < KS KE( X HU )S PolyGram Records 



in music 
you 

music 
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I'm liable to do an 

¿ester Bowie 
soloists for al 
Doo-Wop on hi 

Turn it on, crank it up and step back! All the leg¬ 

endary qualities of virtuosity, presence and power 

are in dangerously perfect balance on Cobham's 

latest album threat "WARNING.” 

Not only a powerhouse of menacing melody, 

relentless rhythm, and pure Cobham force, 

“WARNING" marks the first excursion of master 

drummer Billy Cobham into a world of state of the 

art digital recording and synthesizer technology... 

The result will blow you away. 

"Warning" on GRP records, cassettes and 

compact discs. 

But when that happened Burnett was 
already into his year as a troubadour. 
T-Bone would pull into town alone on a 
train and bring his suitcase and guitar 
over to the best hotel. He'd go to the 
local club without soundman or roadie 
and perform. Then he'd collect the 
money and go on to the next town. 
Playing without a band, Burnett 

squeezed unexpected dynamics out of 
his 1938 Gibson J-45. He played all of "My 
Life And The Women Who Lived It" on 
the low E string; he'd sing at least one 
song without any guitar at all, relying 
on the audience to provide back-up 
parts; when he got to the solo section 
of “Trap Door” T-Bone stopped playing 
chords and switched to lead. When he 
finished his solo and went back to 
chords and vocals, people cheered. 

“Playing with just one guitar lets you 
get into all the subtleties,” Burnett said. 
“A stop with one guitar becomes gigan¬ 
tic. It's a real joy of playing to be allowed 
to play very quietly and draw people in. 
In bigger places an audience often 
won't let you do that.” 

Hard to believe that the Alpha Band's 
early gigs were so loud that even those 
with greatly diminished hearing sat with 
fingers in their ears. 

“I saw an article where Keith Richards 
said, ‘Charlie Watts is the Rolling 
Stones,'” T-Bone offered. “I thought, 
good grief, has it really come to that? 
Charlie Watts is great, but would people 
actually pay twenty-five bucks to go see 
a drummer for an hour and a half? In 
swing bands the drums just came out 
at appropriate times and were very 
exciting. Chuck Berry records just 
grooved; the drums weren’t loud at all. 
Drums have taken way too big a piece 
of what rock 'n’ roll is these days. Who 
said that had to be? When you go into 
a studio they spend two days getting a 
drum sound and an hour on the guitar. 
It’s gotten so far removed from Duke 
Ellington’s band. The drums were there 
to supply the pulse, but what people 
were really interested in hearing was 
Paul Gonsalves wail for 13 choruses— 
and all the harmonies, the complexities. 

“And lyrics are gone. When you go 
to a big rock 'n' roll show you never 
hear a word. When the audience wants 
too much, all the sensitivity goes. In my 
next band I’ll make sure I don't lose 
what I've learned from the solo shows. " 

The solo shows were indeed personal 
in a way modern rock rarely manages. 
In every town, T-Bone seemed to con¬ 
nect straight into a network of like¬ 
minded musicians. Often they’d join him 
onstage. If the town were London, the 
guests might be stars like Townshend 
and U2. If the town were, say, Provi¬ 
dence, T-Bone would find the best local 
rock ’n' roll songwriters and get them 
up with acoustic guitars to share his 
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In the early morning hours of Novem¬ 
ber 15, 1984 tragedy struck the Bethany 
Lutheran Church of Cherry Hills, Colo¬ 
rado. A faulty electric organ was blamed 
for a multiple alarm fire that claimed 
much of the structure. Thankfully no 
one was injured in the blaze that caused 
over one million dollars in damage. 
In the ensuing clean-up operation a 
Crown amplifier was discovered under 
charred timbers. Owing to the intense 
heat of the fire the chassis had warped 
and the AC cord was a puddle of wire 
and rubber. 

The amplifier found its way to John Sego 
at Listen Up, Inc. of Denver. Armed with 
insatiable curiosity and a knowledge of 
Crown dependability John installed a 
new AC cord and proceeded to verify 
operation on the test bench. The amplifier 
met factory specifications in all functions. 
In the photo above we offer you another 
glowing report of Crown durability. 

H crown 
1718W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517 
(219)294-8000 



Produced by Steve Hillage. 

Management: Jay Landers. 

America's newest hit band 
is exploding all over the country 
with their hit single, 
"When Your Heart Is Weak." 

"Cock Robin." 
On Columbia Records, Cassettes 
and Compact Discs. 

spotlight. In addition to performing with 
the locals, Burnett would come down 
off the stage and hang out at the bar 
with fans when the performance was 
over. When T-Bone got on his next train, 
he'd leave the local scene buzzing with 
fresh ideas, new friendships, and what 
the hippies used to call good vibes. Bur¬ 
nett's troubadour year generated a lot 
of warmth. It was a million miles from 
being part of a big hype on a major 
record label, Burnett’s past and al-
mostly certainly his future. 

His year of production, by contrast, 
is generating more business. In the 
spring of '85, Burnett sits in a Manhattan 
recording studio while Marshall Cren¬ 
shaw leads NRBQ’s rhythm section— 
Joey Spampinato and Tommy Ar-
dolino—through the third take of a new 
tune. T-Bone and visitor Skeeter Davis 
vote for keeping the first version, full of 
energy and high spirits. Crenshaw 
wants the second, saying the musicians 
were tighter. Everyone agrees the third 
take's too sterile, so there’s a deadlock 
over which of the first two was better. 
The whole time the point is debated, 
Spampinato sits with headphones on, 
unaware of the argument. Finally T-
Bone and Crenshaw signal him to take 
off his cans and tell them which take he 
prefers. “I like the third one,” Joey says. 
(Moans all around.) Finally T-Bone of¬ 
fers to edit the best parts of the different 
takes together to make an acceptable 
whole. It's a compromise that allows 
work to continue, though not necessar¬ 
ily one he’ll stick to. 

“I'm getting really interested in mak¬ 
ing hits," Burnett explains. The success 
of his Los Lobos production, together 
with these votes of professional confi¬ 
dence from Crenshaw, Costello and 
others, have made Burnett a popular 
guy in some of the very corporate cor¬ 
ridors that once equated T-Bone with 
that bane of commerce, art. Burnett's 
hooked up with U2's management, and 
even old Warners is starting to hint that 
they’d still sort of like first crack at T-
Bone's next LP. 
Brings to mind something Burnett 

said right after Warners gave him his 
walking papers last year: He was 
philosophical about losing that deal. 

“Warners just don't know what to do 
right now,’’ Burnett said. “If these big 
record companies put out an album that 
sells 200,000 copies, it doesn't put a 
blip on their computer. They’re not really 
making money on it. Not when you fig¬ 
ure in all the salaries and expense ac¬ 
counts. They have to sell a million re¬ 
cords to start really showing a profit. 
Which is death to an artist." 

Burnett sighed and then summed up 
the whole dilemma in one line: “If an 
artist doesn’t have the freedom to fail, 
he has no freedom at all.’’ 0 

"Columbia,' <• are trademarks of CBS Inc. < 1985 CBS Inc 
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Nothing Lets Your 
Lead Scream Like JBL. 

Lead guitar. It's the driving force. The explosion of 
energy that can blow the roof off. Blow an audience away. 
And blow your speakers apart. 

A speaker that tries to be all things to all sound 
usually hasn't got the guts for an aggressive lead. 
That's why at |BL we don't design for a general 

market. We design for sound. Highly specific sound. 
Your sound. 
Our remarkable 12 " E-120 is ¡ust what your lead guitar 

has been screaming for. The E-120 was built to capture 
the full dynamic range and dramatic colorings of rock, 
heavy metal, and any music that stretches sound to the 
limits. The E-120 delivers unparalleled brilliance and 

power on top. And lets you hold your audience with 
absolute authority, with a full, complex midrange and a 
deep, rich bottom-end that punches hard. 
The E-l20’s big, ultra-efficient 4’’ edgewound voice 

coil lets you crank it up like no other speaker in the 
business—and it does it without driving your amps to 
destruction. Giving you explosive clarity and extra¬ 
ordinary definition, sounds that simply turn to "mush’’ 
with other speakers. 
See what 300 high-powered watts, our exclusive SFG 

magnetic structure, 4” voice coil, and the most efficient, 
most rugged speaker in rock and heavy metal can do for 
your music. Take the lead at your local JBL dealer today. 

|BL. Incorporated 
Harman International 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Northridge. CA 91329 

Available m Canada through Gould Marketing 



Do you 
hear voices? 

course 

If you spend a lot of time think¬ 
ing about music, you probably have all 
sorts of sounds running around in your 
head. 

However. 
What you hear in 
your mind you just 
donk hear in your 
ears. Because 
instrument just 
can’t produce it. 

Unless, of । 
you’re playing the Kurzweil 
250." An instrument engineered to 
produce any sound anyone can imagine. 
In all its glory. 

To get great sound, you have to 
start with great sound. 

Our engineers use Contoured 
Sound Modeling to capture the sounds 
of real instruments. Contoured Sound 
Modeling has given the world the 
famous Kurzweil Grand Piano, Strings 

and Human Choir. 
But if our 

engineers were 
merely good engi¬ 
neers, those 

voices would sound, well, engineered. 
Why don’t they? Because our engineers 

are even better 
musicians. 

And as 
such, they 

not only use a 
careful blending of 

instrument, performer, 
acoustics, recording tech¬ 
niques and signal process¬ 
ing. They also depend on 

a tool older than music itself. 
The human ear. 

Total control at your fingertips. 
If you can press a button, you 

can call up any of the Kurzweil 250’s 45 
resident voices and 124 keyboard setups. 
Instantly. Because they’re all in the 
Kurzweil 250’s massive on-board mem¬ 
ory. That way, you won’t ever have to 
mess around with disks. 

Then play any voice or setup 
on the Kurzweil 250’s velocity sensitive, 
88-key wooden keyboard. Which is 
weighted to feel like a grand piano. So it 
can be as expressive as a grand piano. 

And just as important, the 

12 tracks, no waiting. 



Kurzweil 250 has a 
built-in 7900-note 
12-track sequencer 
that lets you com¬ 
pose your own 
complex arrange¬ 
ments. Edit any 
note, edit any 
track, insert 
notes or change 
tempos and 
volumes. And 
once you’re 
satisfied with 
what you’ve got, 

layer it onto any resident voice. 
Imagine Kurzweil Strings that turn 
into the wind. Or thunder. Or vice 

versa. Anything you can hear in 
this universe, you can hear on 
the Kurzweil 250. 

Stay tuned. 
Today, the Kurzweil 

250 is the single best, most 
expressive instrument you can 
buy. But it’s not alone. 

We’ve introduced the 
Kurzweil 250 Expander, a portable 

expander package that you can MIDI to 
any MIDI keyboard. 

We’ve added the Kurzweil 
Sound Library, a growing collection of 
sounds on Macintosh disks. 

And we will be adding even 
more in the future. 

But whatever we 
Kurzweil 250 will always/be for the 
same reason. So the voices\you’re hear¬ 
ing, everyone can hear. 

To find out more abo 
Kurzweil 250 

to clean up slight timing errors. 
You get more out of MIDI here. 
MIDI is available on a lot of 

keyboards. But no keyboard instrument 
lets you do with MIDI what you can do 
with the Kurzweil 250. 

As either master controller or 
slave, it gives you access to virtually all of 
the Kurzweil 250 control functions. 

If you can sample it, 
you can play it. 

Say “hello” to 
the Kurzweil 250. 

Next thing 
you know, you’ll be hearing 
“hello” in 4-part harmony. Or 6 part 
harmony, or 12. How? With our Sound 
Modeling Program.™ 

You just plug in a mic (or patch 
in a line), and off you go. Our Sound 
Modeling Program will then let you sam¬ 
ple your own sounds. 

Afterward, do virtually any¬ 
thing with any sound. Compand it, trim 
it, loop it or play it backwards. Play it 
like you would any resident voice. Even 

visit your 
local Kurzweil retailer, or call us at 
1-800-447-2245. Or send $6.9MMassa-
chusetts residents add 35 4 tax) for py 
of our 50 minute demo cassette, to 
Kurzweil Demo Cassette, P.O. Bok^63 
Providence, RI 02901. 

Kurzweil Music Systems, In 
411 Waverley Oaks Road, Waltham, 
02154-8464. 
Macintosh is a licensed trademark of Macintosh Laboratories, Inc. 

KURZWEIL 

Ever play 
one of these? 

there’s quantization 
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GUADALCANAL DIARY 
The South Rises 
Again, Yet 

uadalcanal Diary 
maketheirhomein 
Marietta, Georgia, a 

place in the shadow of three 
things: the Civil War, Jesus, 
and the giant model of a 
chicken that looms over a 
Kentucky Fried fast food 
outlet and the rest of the 
town. “Instead of naming our 
album Walking In The 
Shadow Of The Big Man, 
guitarist Jeff Walls jokes, 
“people have suggested 
that we should have used 
Big Bird" 

Their music /s flavored by 
the downhome Southern 
suburb where all the band 
members grew up. Guadal¬ 
canal Diary’s acoustic 
guitars, fervent vocal har¬ 
monies, tambourines and 
plain bass/drums pulse de¬ 
scend from hootenannies 
held on warm Saturday 

taneous human combustion, 
sex, Texas cowboys meeting 
Watusi natives, and Jesus. 
“It's not that we're particu¬ 
larly religious," Walls ex¬ 
plains, “it's just that where 
we come from that's what 
you hear a lot about." “Why 
Do The Heathens Rage?”—a 
headline for a local church 
advertisement—became a 
band expression for “people 
tearin' up and actin' wild" 
and then a song title. “We 
just don’t sing about being 
poor, like Bruce Springsteen, 
something that’s very real to 
me and too painful to sing 
about,” Walls grins. 

The band took its name 
from a World War II movie 
none of them have sat 
through without falling 
asleep. Onstage, though, 
they kick up the floorboards, 
careening from eccentric 
rock to a walloping version 
of the folk song “Kumbayah.” 
Formerly on the indie DB 
label, they signed with 
Elektra in May and will march 

nights, or spirituals on Sun¬ 
day mornings. But the spirits 
behind the Rickenbackers 
are Elvis Presley, Chuck 
Berry, the Byrds and the 
Beatles. Guadalcanal Diary 
plays rock ’n’ roll. 
And sings about spon-

into the studio this fall to 
record a new album. Guadal¬ 
canal Diary may well prove, 
as Walls and bassist Rhett 
Crowe swear, “the only truly 
American music has been 
produced in the South." 

- Julie Panebianco 

Prince Throws 
a Party 

Prince didn’t want to be 
alone on his twenty-seventh 
birthday, so he invited 800 
friends to celebrate with him 
in a huge, rollicking mas¬ 
querade party in St. Paul on 
June 7. 

In keeping with Prince’s 
new, toned-down image, the 
fete resembled more a high 
school prom than a rock 
star’s birthday bash. (The 
party was even held at the 
Prom Center.) Chiffon 
streamers billowed above 
the dance floor where belly 
dancers and fairy princesses 
tripped the light fantastic 
with cowboys and Indian 
chiefs amid balloons, tinsel 
and thousands of fresh flow¬ 
ers. Two brass beds and an 
antique-style bathtub, relics 
of Prince’s stage set, were 
prominently displayed but 
remained unused. Several 
doves cooed in cages hang¬ 
ing throughout the four party 
rooms. (One dove did more 
than cry, however. She 
keeled over and died.) 
Starchly uniformed waiters 
and waitresses with stifled 
grins and darting eyes bus¬ 
tled about as the invited 
guests, including Apollonia, 
Dez Dickerson, Jerome Ben¬ 
ton and Andre Cymone, 

dined on a buffet feast featur¬ 
ing creole, seafood, Chinese 
and soul food selections. 

The guest of honor arrived 
a little before midnight. He 
was dressed as a pirate in 
white tunic, white tights and 
white high-heeled ankle 
boots, a large sword dan¬ 
gling from his thick black 
leather belt. The “new 
Prince” is no longer petulant 
and pouting, but smiling and 
winsome with a short haircut 
and no makeup. He grinned 
as the crowd broke into a 
robust chorus of “Happy 
Birthday" and responded 
with a ninety-minute jam ses¬ 
sion featuring the Revolution, 
Sheila E. and two new addi¬ 
tions to the Royal Court, 
Mazerati and the Family. 

The set consisted of 
mostly new material, includ¬ 
ing the haunting ballad 
“Sometimes It Snows In 
April," with a smattering of 
older songs, such as "Irresis¬ 
tible Bitch.” Between songs, 
Prince chatted amiably with 
the audience, begged his 
father to stop taking pictures 
(Papa Nelson was the only 
guest permitted to bring a 
camera inside), and 
awarded the Best Costume 
prize to Sheila E. who was 
virtually unrecognizable as a 
man, complete with mus¬ 
tache, sideburns and a 
rolled-up sock in her under¬ 
shorts. 

Finally, after bringing his 
mother and little brother 
onstage for an impromptu 
stomp, Prince waved good¬ 
night and danced offstage. 
But his party was still not 
over. Unlike the “old Prince,” 
who did his thing and split, 
the birthday boy stuck 
around until most of his 
guests had departed. Then 
he made his way out to the 
lobby where he and a few 
aides gathered up his many 
gifts, loaded them into his 
car and sped away into the 
night. - Stephanie Jones 
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Edited by Scott Isler 

CAMEO 
Apollo 

to Juilliard 

Hhis is a business of 
borrowing, I find. 
What could be origin¬ 

al, as long as you've lived 
and heard music? I'm in¬ 
spired by other people tak¬ 
ing little things from what we 
do and doing something 
else with it. I’m happy for 
them, because our chances 
in this country of making it 
very, very successful in other 
things are not as great as in 
some of the creative arts, 
which we have a natural con¬ 
nection for." 

That's Larry Blackmon 
drummer and leader of 
Cameo, speaking. And if you 
think you hear several differ¬ 
ent things coming together 
there as he talks, feel free to 
pat yourself on the back. 
Blackmon’s slightly convo¬ 
luted, Stevie Wonderful 
phrasing marks him as one 
of those “cosmic-conscious¬ 
ness” musicians who some¬ 
times sound like an est man¬ 
ual. That “we” and “us" talk 

means he’s a young black 
man discontented, as so 
many are, with what he calls 
America's “black justice.” 
And when he mentions musi¬ 
cians who copy—well, 
Blackmon himself was 
roundly accused of doing 
the same when Cameo made 
the scene back in 1977 with 
a pair of George Clinton-
esque hits, "Rigor Mortis" 
and “Funk, Funk." 
Things have changed 

since then. Cameo has de¬ 
veloped an eccentric funk 
sound that is quite identifi-
ably its own. And Harlem-
born Larry Blackmon is living 
a childhood dream come 
true. 

He says the “thrill of live 
music” at the Apollo, which 
he attended after church on 
Sundays, made him want to 
play. "I went to Juilliard for a 
while on an extension 
course, but Juilliard didn't 
offer me anything that relates 
to what I’m doing today. 
When it came down to it, all 
of our hit songs that I wrote 
and co-wrote had very little 
to do with anything I learned 
at Juilliard.” 

With Juilliard and a trail of 
hit singles behind him, 
Blackmon is making plans. 
He’s considering a solo 
album as well as burgeoning 
sociopolitical concerns. He 
also has Atlanta Artists; his 
Georgia-based “new artists" 
record company synthesizes 
his frustrations with Juilliard 
and a record industry he 
sees as monolithic and 
closed to new ideas. 

“People in this country," 
he complains, “expect you 
to make it first, before they 
want to listen to you. The 
industry should be about 
developing that perception 
for new talent. And I think I 
have the eye and ear for that. 
I believe in new artists. A lot 
of artists, that have had a 
good chance but didn’t 
necessarily make it as big as 
they wanted, carry a lot of 
war wounds with them. It 
gets in the way of the creative 
process, working in the 
studio and other places. I 
find with new artists there is 
an openness, a willingness 
to try everything. What I see 
is myself in them." 

- Leonard Pitts, Jr. 

Live in Poland: 
This Is Not A menea 

nazz guitarist/compos-
erPat Metheny, win¬ 
ner of three Grammy 

awards, recently went to 
Poland in search of an audi¬ 
ence. It's not that he doesn’t 
have plenty of devotees in 
the rest of the world. But he 
was looking for a particular 
audience which, he had 
heard, exists only in down¬ 
trodden, music-hungry 
countries like Poland. 

“There was this level of 
appreciation for detail that 
you just never run across," 
Metheny says of his Polish 
fans. “We would get standing 
ovations for things in the 
music we take for granted.” 

Jazz radio stations in Po¬ 
land play Metheny's albums; 
the single he made with 
David Bowie, “This Is Not 
America, " was a number one 
song there. But h'S records, 
like those of most other West¬ 
ern artists, are unavailable to 
Poles. One girl told him she 
had driven 200 miles to the 
East German border and 
paid around 13,000 zlotys— 
two months' wages for a 
Polish worker—to get a copy 
of his double album, Travels. 

That kind of devotion is 
hard to find anywhere. AI-
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though they’re neither overtly 
political nor a rabble-rousing 
heavy metal band, the Pat 
Metheny Group nearly set off 
riots at their concerts, 
Metheny says. “There were 
always thirty or forty police 
guys with guns hanging 
around" as a visual tran¬ 
quilizer. 

Why such a strong reac¬ 
tion? Besides the exotic ap¬ 
peal of Western music, Meth¬ 
eny mentions the political 
significance of improvisa¬ 
tion. “There's something 
about what we do that’s ex¬ 
tremely American. It’s abso¬ 
lutely about freedom and all 
those values that we as 
Americans have grown up 
with. I don't think you could 
find Polish listeners who 
wouldn’t have picked up on 
that.” - Steven Reynolds 

BEAT 
RODEO 
Not Weird, 
Only Different 

eoplehaveahard 
time pigeonholing 
us," Beat Rodeo sing-

er/songwriter Steve Almaas 
grins broadly. “Are we a 
country band? Not really. A 
pop band? Not exactly. What 
we do isn’t weird, but I hope 
it’s different.” 
Depends where you’re 

coming from. Like R.E.M., 
Let's Active and the Bongos, 

Here Comes 
the "Toot Toot!” 

“Don’t mess with my toot 
toot,” the lyric warns, but a 
lot of people have been 
messing with—recording, 
that is—“My Toot Toot.” The 
bouncing zydeco ditty looks 
to become South Louisiana’s 
biggest contribution to pop 
music since Paul McCartney 
booked Professor Longhair 
on the Queen Mary. 

The “Toot Toot" saga be¬ 
gins with Rockin' Sidney Sim¬ 
ien, a forty-seven-year-old 
singer/songwriter/musician 
from Lake Charles who's 
been recording since 1957. 
Sidney composed the 

Almaas and his fellow Rodeo 
hands play bright, melodic 
pop-rock derived from such 
classic groups as the Byrds 
and Beatles. However, their 
debut LP, Staying Out Late 
With Beat Rodeo, also has a 
strong country strain and a 
preoccupation with broken 
romance. Some songs are 

as sorrowful as the worst 
Nashville tear-jerker. 
Nothing so weird about 

that, until you consider Al¬ 
maas' roots. He first re¬ 
corded in 1978 as one-third 
of the Minneapolis punk trio 
the Suicide Commandos. 
Following the group’s dis-

catchy song “about five or 
six years ago,” he says, and 
recorded it for an album just 
before last Christmas in his 
living room. Released as a 
single, “My Toot Toot” quickly 
became a regional success. 
Singer Jean Knight then cut 
a cover version for a local 
label, with a synthesized 
"accordion” replacing Sid¬ 
ney’s accordion (this is prog¬ 
ress); the recording was later 
picked up by Mirage Rec¬ 
ords. Mississippi-based 
Malaco Records, who had 
hoped to lease Knight's re¬ 
cording, retaliated with their 
own cover, by Denise 
LaSalle. Both versions duked 
it out on the black record 
charts, with Knight crossing 

solution, Almaas drifted east 
to New York and formed the 
poppier Crackers, which 
briefly included future Let's 
Active chief Mitch Easter. 
When the Crackers crum¬ 
bled after an ER Almaas 
signed on as a temp in 
Richard Barone's Bongos 
for a 1981 tour. 

With Barone and Easter he 
subsequently cut a solo ER 
titled Beat Rodeo “because 
it was a perfect description 
of the sound, which was 
jumpin' country music. I'd 
developed a huge Everly 
Brothers fixation, so that just 
seemed like the right direc¬ 

over to Billboard's top fifty. 
Meanwhile, John Fogerty 

heard Rockin’ Sidney's 
single at the Warner Bros. 
Records offices and was 
taken by “the craziness of it.” 
Bitten by the toot-toot bug, 
the Berkeley swamp fox re¬ 
paired to Crowley, Louisiana 
and recorded his version, 
with Sidney and other area 
musicians helping out. (The 
proceedings were video¬ 
taped for John Fogerty’s All 
Stars, a Showtime cable TV 
special in June.) And that’s 
not all; Cajun warbler Jimmy 
C. Newman and Fats Domino 
with Doug Kershaw have 
recorded the song. “I’m just 
waitin’ for ZZ Top now, "Sid¬ 
ney says. 

tion for me at the time. " Beat 
Rodeo the band was born 
when Almaas recruited hot-
pickin’ lead guitarist Bill 
Schunk and a rhythm section 
to play his songs live. 

An earlier edition of Stay¬ 
ing Out Late was well re¬ 
ceived in Germany in ’84; the 
blond, boyish Almaas hopes 

the U.S. version of the LP will 
provide a similar boost to his 
“slow but steady" career. He 
won't even complain if Beat 
Rodeo gets pigeonholed as 
country rock. “I don't care 
what people call us,” he 
smiles, “as long as they 
call!" -Jon Young 

The happy ending for “My 
Toot Toot"'s creator is that 
Epic Records signed Rockin' 
Sidney in June and rere¬ 
leased his own recording, 
pitching it at the country mar¬ 
ket. Three weeks later Rock¬ 
in’ Sidney was a top forty 
country artist. 

“Everybody wants to know 
what a ‘toot toot’ is," Sidney 
says in explaining the song’s 
popularity. He’s taking the 
competing “Toot Toot" ’s in 
stride: “I'm a better singer 
than all of them!” he laughs. 

No false modesty here. 
But no false expectations 
either. “I have 1200 songs,” 
Sidney explains his law of 
averages, “I should have 
three more good ones.” 
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Unleash The Beast 
With rippling muscle held in check and every sense alert. Stage Systems 
stalk your sound. They move through your music with smooth, measured 
strides. Then attack with primeval power. Springing from gut-wrenching 
growl to the silky purr of a natural high. Ruthlessly accurate. A study in 
efficiency. The ultimate beast of play. 

In the jungle of claim and counter claim, no ordinary speaker can 
compare. Through eight grueling hours of pink-noise abuse, Stage Systems 
endure peaks to 1200 watts. The raw power of live performance. Time-
coherent equalization. Constant-directivity dispersion. Low-mass titanium drivers. 
Stage Systems are an evolution of proprietary design. And wrapped in a 
sleek, black coat, Road-Wood™ cabinets of oriented strand board are 
virtually maul proof. 

Stage System speakers from Electro-Voice. Because only the fit survive. 
Be among them. See your EV dealer and unleash the beast. 

For more information, contact Mike Solomon, Market Development Manager/Music 
Products at Electro-Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Ml 49107. 

Electro-
SOUND IN Al 



ROBYN HITCHCOCK & THE EGYPTIANS 
Psycho, not 
Psychedelic 

he Sex Pistols didn't 
change my life, man," 
Robyn Hitchcock 

snorts on his first trip to the 
States since appearing with 
the Soft Boys in 1980. “Plus 
I already knew how to play 
when punk came along and 
so did the band, so it wasn’t 
relevant to us. Hence our 
lack of success." 

The Soft Boys split shortly 
thereafter. Guitarist Kimberly 
Rew reformed his old band 
the Waves, while fellow gui-
tarist/songwriter extraor¬ 
dinaire Hitchcock pursued a 
desultory solo career. This 
time around he's touring and 
recording with the Egyp¬ 
tians, including two former 
Soft Boys. Their Fegmania is 
one of two albums cut after 
a long period of “brooding." 

It’s verbally playful, vividly 
melodic and unstintingly 
odd—a summation of the 
60s-based sensibility that 

has driven Hitchcock to re¬ 
cord faithful cover versions 
of songs by the Byrds and 
Pink Floyd’s Syd Barrett. 

But don't get him wrong: 
“Psychedelia destroyed it¬ 
self. What was good about 
Syd Barrett also destroyed 
him. Having seen that hap¬ 
pen to other people, I’m not 
keen to follow the same path. 
I want to go on writing 
songs." Call it “psycho rock, 
if you want a definition, as 
opposed to psychedelic 
rock. I am not a drug poet or 
drug messiah. I am acid, but 
I’m certainly not on it. I’m 
prepared to beadrug; I'll go 
down anyone’s throat.” 

Apart from disavowing 
hallucinogens, “My message 
to the general public would 
probably be to make love in 
the rain till dawn and see if 
they can avoid getting a 
cold. Or failing that, cycle 
around in a large hat, vigor¬ 
ously, using up energy in 
some way or other. And 
make sure you have the right 
babies.” 

-Mark Fleischmann 

ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM/GILBERTO GIL 
Two Flavors 
from Brazil 

love the ultimate liber¬ 
ty of walking alone, 
which I can have in 

New York because my face 
was not too exposed and 
has been forgotten,” claims 
Antonio Carlos Jobim. Far 
from forgotten almost twenty 
years since his last U.S. per¬ 
formance, the Brazilian com¬ 
poser sold out Carnegie Hall 
twice this spring on the fame 
of “The Girl From Ipanema," 
“One Note Samba,” “Des¬ 
afinado," “Wave" and other 
bossa nova standards he 
wrote in the 60s. 

Gilberto Gil, who sold out 
Carnegie just weeks after 
Jobim, wants instant recog¬ 
nition—not just for himself, 
but for his co-founders of 
Brazil's “tropicalia” move¬ 
ment of the 70s, and their 
followers who exploit the 
pop lexicon without losing 
the samba spirit. “By Amer¬ 
ican standards, I am not a 
star," the singer/songwriter/ 
guitarist admits. “If Brazil 

was an English-speaking 
country, no problem, it would 
be easy to cross over, and 
we would have at least ten 
big international stars.” 

The differences between 
fifty-eight-year-old Jobim 
and forty-two-year-old Gil 
could hardly be more pro¬ 
nounced. The elder man is a 
Rio de Janeiro native of 
French extraction, a longtime 
fan of U.S. jazz and Cole 
Porter. The wiry, coffee-col¬ 
ored Gil, from a remote 
mountain town, was under 
the spell of the Beatles, the 
Stones and Bob Dylan be¬ 
fore Jobim colleague João 
Gilberto turned him back to 
indigenous Brazilian styles. 
Onstage Jobim exuded 

bittersweet melancholy, 
croaking English and Por¬ 
tuguese lyrics to subtly puls¬ 
ing melodies he tinkled on a 
white grand piano. Five 
female singers (his second 
wife Ana and daughter 
Elizabeth among them), chic 
in asymmetrical fashions, 
and his backup band, in¬ 
cluding Jobim's thirty-four-
year-old guitarist son Paulo, 
were elegantly subdued. 

Gil, though plagued by 
tech problems in New York, 
joked, shimmied and sang 
like a magpie. His young 
band rocked out on reggae 
rhythms; by the show's end, 
Gil's fans were partying in 
the aisles. 

Still, Jobim and Gil are 
simpático, having shared 

some frustrations as well as 
an understanding of their 
musical roots. Both were 
harassed by the military gov¬ 
ernment that ruled Brazil 
until earlier this year. Both 
have suffered semi-success¬ 
ful records aimed at the 
North American market. Both 
believe Brazil's culture is a 
treasure, though not without 

disadvantages. 
“I never would have 

dreamed that songs in Por¬ 
tuguese with carioca slang 
would mean anything here,” 
Jobim shrugs, still amused 
that Stan Getz made him 
famous. “This kind of samba 
comes from Brazil's blend of 
African blacks and Gallicos 
from northwest Spain and 
northern Portugal. Bossa 
nova became big because it 
added something unique to 
the panorama of U.S. pop 
music.” 

“Samba is going to be¬ 
come like race music, like 
the blues,” Gil predicts. “It's 
a raw material that comes 
from an under-developed 
area, and gets processed 
and sold as product. But as 
the world’s culture becomes 
more international through 
television satellites and the 
whole network of communi¬ 
cations, the sub-cultures will 
get more exposure. And no 
matter how thinned out it is 
for international consump¬ 
tion, the Brazilian flavor of 
our music will come 
through." 

- Howard Mandel 
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It can sound like anything from 
a jazz combo to a rock band. 

And record like a multi-track studio. 
Introducing the Technics SX-K350 PCM keyboard. 

The peal of a trumpet. The whisper of a flute. The rhythm 
of percussion. 

These PCM sounds, and more, are all at your fingertips. 
Because they're all stored in the memory of the new Technic s 
SX-K35O portable keyboard with MIDI capability. 

And to mix everything together, the SX-K35O features a 
4-channel play seguencer that's like a multi-track recorder. 
With it you can play and record solo presets, bass lines and 
separate left and right voices on four tracks. Then play back 
one track or any combination of tracks simultaneously with 
your live performance. 

And with the MIDI terminals you can interface with up 
to 16 other MIDI keyboards, an external sequencer or even a 
computer. Which means the SX-K350 can handle the 
demands of today's music. And tomorrows. 

The Technics SX-K350 keyboard. It can take your music as 
far as your imagination will go. Maybe even further. 

Technics 
The science of sound 





John 

Mellencamp 
I town of rolling hills and solid frame houses with a flag on 
I every front porch and a basketball hoop at the end of each 
.A. driveway. Summer means school’s out, and the streets around 
the stately courthouse square are nearly deserted. Diversions don't 
get much racier than the scene a few blocks away at Kevin Brady's 
All-American Tattoo Studio. That’s where you'll find John Cougar 
Mellencamp, casually shooting the breeze and lending moral support I 
to pal A.J. Corréale, as 
Brady, an amiable tattooed 
giant, meticulously traces 
the skyline of Manhattan 
into A.J. 's arm. 

"Will you look at that?" 
Comes ofA ge 

John marvels, as Brady carefully replicates in miniature the gilded 
deco carapace atop the Chrysler Building. A.J. turns his arm for a 
better look and chortles happily: "Hey, you can even see the guy 
wires." John shuffles across the room, plops back in a chair, surveys 
the small flock of friends and curiosity seekers who've gathered in 
the tattoo parlor—a well-lit, carpeted office that’s aboutas exotic 
as the inside of a barbershop—and flashes a wide smile. "Everybody 
having a good time?" 

Sure enough John is, swigging on a can of soda and trading 
wisecracks with the customers. In another time and place it's not 
hard to imagine the Coke machine as a crackerbarrel, and Brady’s 
Tattoo Studio a general store. But as the evening hours slip by (it 
takes time to tattoo Manhattan, y'know), his serenity and good 
humor also seem a little puzzling. This is John Cougar on a Friday 
night? The restless troubadour and heir to the tradition of small-

(Sort of) 

By Mark Rowland 



town Indiana anarchy, who sings about holding onto sixteen 
as long as you can? 

“I have been the eternal teenager," Cougar admits. “But 
now—oh, I hate to say this,” he shrugs in a way that shows 
he doesn’t really. “In the last couple of years I’ve kind of quit 
being that, and I’m not sure why. I am glad I did all the crazy 
things I've done since I was a kid; at least I've experienced 
the craziness—the evil—in oneself. But I see myself much 
more as an observer now.” 

He takes a moment to ponder the thought. “I guess I feel 
more comfortable with myself. I told my wife the other day, 
‘You know, I don't feel so anxiety-ridden about making a 
record now.’ When I used to make albums I'd feel so anxious 
I'd almost pass out. Now that it doesn't happen, I start to 
wonder, 'Uh-oh, maybe this one ain’t so good.' 

"For me it’s like drinking. It never dawns on me to have a 
drink anymore if I get nervous, never dawns on me to take 
a pill. Why make yourself dizzy? I guess kids do enjoy that— I 
look at my little daughter and she loves going around in 
circles. That carries you to a certain age, and after that... well, 
I guess there’s maturity.” 

So there it is; at thirty-three, John Cougar Mellencamp is 
ready to grow up. He’s no longer the wild kid who, on the 
crest of his first great success a few years ago, stalked off 
the set in the middle of a CBS-TV interview because he didn't 
like the tone of the woman asking him questions, and later, 
in a burst of good-natured exuberance, tossed his publicist 
into a cake. He's trimmed the quantity of obscenities which 
habitually sprinkle his conversation, and which, in the midst 
of that season's concert tour, led to several warrants for his 
arrest. Perhaps he's even toned down the daredevil nature 
that, a few years previous, culminated in a motorcycle acci¬ 
dent four days before his wedding. John still owns a motor¬ 
cycle, mind you—three Harley Davidsons to be exact, includ¬ 
ing a pink one he bought for his wife—along with a very cool 
Corvette and another, souped-up Chevrolet. He still wears 
jeans and a T-shirt nearly everywhere, and when that shock 
of unruly dark hair falls into his face, it still belies the inno¬ 
cence of those angelic blue eyes. 

But John Cougar has changed. You can hear the difference 
in his music. You can feel the difference in his relaxed pres¬ 
ence. More telling, you can see the difference in his tattoos. 
On one arm near his shoulder, there’s a Woody Woodpecker 
cartoon, symbol of the “nothing matters and what if it did” 
wiseguy Cougwatchers have come to know and not always 
love. Down near the elbow, however, is a more somber fig¬ 
ure—a cracked heart with the words “forgive us" scripted 
beneath. Like John’s new album Scarecrow, it’s evidence 
that he’s become more serious and introspective, and that 
the compassion which first surfaced on songs like “Golden 
Gates” and “Pink Houses" has become a guiding force in 
his music. It's also a reminder that, for all his cocky in¬ 
souciance, John Cougar Mellencamp isn't really such a tough 
guy. After all, he still wears his heart on his sleeve. 

The Once And 
Future Mellencamp_ 

T
hese days, John Mellencamp lives in a house off 
the old state road a few miles from the center of 
town. He lives there with his wife Vicky (a pretty 
blonde whose demeanor is so down-home Midwest 
it’s hard to believe she's really from L.A.) and their 

three-year-old daughter Teddi Jo (who like her father can 
be equally adept at playing charmer and brat). Once again 
in the family way, Vicky says her friends advise her to hope 
for a boy, “because both John's daughters turned out to be 
just like him.” She laughs affectionately: “I suspect that a 

“I have been 
the eternal 

teenager. But 
I see myself 
more as an 

observer now.” 

boy’ll just be worse though.” John shares custody of his 
teenage daughter with his first wife Priscilla, who also lives 
in town. Vicky says she and Priscilla are close friends. 

John’s family life wasn't always this close-knit. “My father 
used to say to me, ‘When I was your age...’, and I used to 
say back, ‘What are you talking about? You was never my 
age!”’ Growing up the second of five kids in Seymour, a 
sleepy working-class town about fifty miles east of 
Bloomington, John spent a large portion of his teenage years 
on a B-movie spree of drinking, driving around, girl-chasing, 
work-dodging, swearing, drinking and girl-chasing while 
driving around swearing and dodging work; and fighting 
peers, parents and any other handy symbol of the authority 
that always wins. John’s welterweight physique did not al¬ 
ways serve him in good stead in fights with contemporaries 
who were capable of pulling plows, but he did cultivate the 
cool-guy poses of movie icons like Brando and James Dean, 
the latter another causeless rebel from smalltown Indiana. 
His career as a teenager probably climaxed at age seventeen 
when he surreptitiously drove his sweetheart across the bor¬ 
der to Kentucky and married her. For that one his parents 
promptly kicked him out of the house. 

“Didn't speak to me for years," John says. “No, actually 
once I was standing around downtown and my mom came 
by in a car and rolled down the window. She goes ‘You taking 
drugs John?’ I said ‘Yup.’ And she rolled up the window and 
drove away.” 

In fact, John’s personality wasn't all that unfamilial. “Know 
how my father met my mother?" he asks rhetorically. “His 
brother had gotten into a fight, and then my father knocked 
my mother down as he was running away from the police. I 
remember when my mom told me that story I wondered, 
‘What did he have on?’ 'Oh,' she says, ‘jeans and a T-shirt 
and tennis shoes.’ I looked down and that's what I was wear¬ 
ing. That’s when I began to think we might have something 
in common.” 
These days John’s family relations are considerably 

smoother; his father, now semi-retired, even helps out with 
some of the business aspects of John’s career. Cougar’s 
grandmother makes her recording debut on Scarecrow by 
singing an old folk lullaby as a prelude to “Small Town,” the 
most personal and possibly the best song Cougar has ever 
written. “She’s eighty-five now,” says John. “She was like, 
‘Are you sure you want me to do this?’ And we said, 'Oh 
grandma, just sing it.' It worked great—we put the mikes real 
far away and it sounds just like an old record. 

“I think any musical ability I have came from her," he ex-
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plains. "She can sing, play piano and some stringed instru¬ 
ments. That's on my dad's side—my ability to lie I got from 
my mom’s," he cracks. “But she sang that song to us when 
we were kids, and it seemed to tie in with the feeling of 
growing up in a small town." He starts to sing, "but I've seen 
it all in a small town..." then lets the verse trail off. 

“I think that's true. You can experience the world in smaller 
places. Maybe we weren't as sophisticated, but hey—we all 
drank, we all got educated, we all were taught to ‘fear Jesus.’ 
When I was a kid I used to complain, ‘There’s a lot of hypo¬ 
crites in church.’ And my grandpa would say, “There’s a lot 
of hypocrites in bars, and you still go there.” 

Early marriage did not spur Mellencamp toward adulthood. 
“Those were the days," John says 
fondly. "Priscilla worked at the phone 
company, and we lived with her par¬ 
ents. I collected unemployment and 
lived the life of Riley. I mean, I was busy 
doing nothing you understand—I could 
recreate like crazy. I’d get up at the 
crack of noon, and Priscilla’s mother 
would fix breakfast for her brother and 
me. Then we'd throw around the frisbee, 
smoke pot, go into town and look for 
girls—with, you know, the brother of my 
wife....At night we’d get money to go to 
the movies and have a drink. What a 
great life. Finally her parents kicked us 
out—to do us a favor they said, so we'd 
support ourselves. I said hey, don’t do 
me no favors! They did anyway," he 
sighs. "So I figured maybe I ought to 
go back to school—anything to avoid 
the draft.” 

What’s amazing is that, for all the dis¬ 
tance he’s traveled since that time, he 
remains remarkably non-judgmental, 
reluctant either to pat himself on the 
back or to criticize others' lack of ambi¬ 
tion. "I know guys that I grew up with 
who still do nothing,” he points out. 
“They don’t really work—just hang 
around in the afternoons. And if they’re 
happy with that, secure enough, so they 
don’t have to prove themselves in that 
way, well who am I to criticize it? 

"Sometimes people around here see 
me differently now," he admits. “Maybe 
it’s the money, I don't know. But to me, 
it’s no big deal. I’m not aware of really 
being different.” 

Not different—just unique John first 
tried his luck as a singer in high school, 
imitating James Brown with typical 
chutzpah. In college he shed his 
stoned-hippie image after noting that 
“every other guy in my classroom 
looked just like me. I felt like a dumb-
ass.” So he cut his hair, quit smoking 
pot, started performing in a band called 
Trash, streaked his hair, and took to 

John Mellencamp story would have ended, were it not for 
sudden financial salvation from an unexpected source: 
Bunny Bread. 

George had a job delivering Bunny Bread to area super¬ 
markets, all of which were participating in a cash giveaway 
contest. “Every card a winner,” went the contest promo, and 
technically it was true—each card could theoretically provide 
a lucky customer with $2,000. All you had to do was scratch 
off the right letter combination. The odds against this happen¬ 
ing were, of course, astronomical. 

“But I'd pick up hundreds of these cards from the cashiers 
at the supermarket every day," George recalled. “We figured 
there were probably a finite number of combinations printed, 

Even a blind pig finds an acorn once in a while. 

wearing a dress onstage—an unusual gambit for the time 
among Indiana rockers. He began to write songs with a 
childhood friend, George Green, who fancied himself a lyri¬ 
cist. Their ambition was for Mellencamp to “fly to New York 
and make a demo,” which they figured would cost a few 
hundred dollars. 

Unfortunately both were broke. At this point John, Priscilla 
and their young daughter were living above a garage, and 
selling their record collections at twenty-five and fifty cents 
a pop simply didn’t meet the nut. Perhaps that’s where the 

and with enough cards to work on, I could crack the code." 
It took him about a week. One day John received a call from 
his buddy: "You are about to receive $2,000.” "I've always 
looked for another contest like that, " George muses dreamily. 
“But I never found one." 

John flew to New York, made his demo, and arrived at the 
doorstep of Tony DeFries, then manager of John's hero David 
Bowie. DeFries, a legend in his own mind, believed himself 
responsible for transforming David Jones, a kid from the 
London streets, into Ziggy Superstar. Still thirsting for another 
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“I was 
insecure enough 

to listen to 
anybody who’d 
been in the 

business awhile’.’ 

opportunity to play Svengali, he sized up Mellencamp and 
decided he liked the cut of his jib. “He wanted to make a 
star out of someone from the Midwest,” George Green 
opines,“but he had no understanding of us or what we did.” 

So began the nightmare. DeFries arranged a record deal 
with MCA and advanced Mellencamp several thousand dol¬ 
lars to make a record using local Bloomington musicians. 
Some of these players were of dubious talent; he had to take 
away the drummer’s cymbals during one session. John put 
together several raw tapes, mostly covers of 60s tunes like 
“Oh Pretty Woman.” He sent them to DeFries who, far more 
interested in marketing an image than an album, promptly 
released the tapes as an LP under the name “Johnny 
Cougar.” The record, Chestnut Street Incident, was, John 
admits, “terrible." Worse, DeFries had embarked on a strat¬ 
egy of keeping “Johnny Cougar” from the press. For Bowie, 
an obviously glamorous pop idol, this snob strategy had 
worked to perfection. This time, however, most observers 
understandably perceived DeFries' client as a no-talent 
hype. And the quotes manufactured on John's behalf didn’t 
make things any better. “He had me saying things like, ‘Any¬ 
body who can get headlines for an orange-haired, no-talent 
limey faggot like David Bowie can do anything,'” John recalls, 
shaking his head. “Meanwhile I’m living in Bloomington with 
no idea of what’s happening.” 

“We figured all we had to do now was sit back and the 
money from the record would start pouring in,” adds George 
Green. “We thought the music business was great. We didn’t 
know anything." 
“Johnny Cougar” and DeFries soon parted company, 

though Mellencamp’s never quite shaken off either the name 
or the reputation. But something about being knocked on 
his face inspired him to come back for more. Dropped by 
MCA, he found a new manager, put together an all-lndiana 
band that included his current guitarists, Larry Crane and 
Mike Wanchic, kept writing songs and kept playing clubs. 
For years. And a funny thing happened. His music got better. 

Mellencamp's first break occurred in 1979, when his single 
“I Need A Lover” (from the John Cougar LP) cracked the top 
thirty, and a cover version by Pat Benatar became a much 
bigger hit. Nothing Matters And What If It Did, (1980) featured 
strong melodies and vignettes about growing up crazy in 
the great Midwest, but was generally overwritten and over¬ 
produced. So Cougar opted for his roots, which in his case 
meant the Rolling Stones. American Fool, with its stripped-
down guitars and crackling drums, again examined the pas¬ 
sions and pains of a wayward youth, this time sung from the 

heart. John’s own record company didn’t like the album 
much; they wanted him to re-record it with the Memphis 
Horns. But he and George Green had co-written one song, 
“Hurt So Good,” that “I just knew was a hit." “Hurt So Good" 
helped make American Fool become the best-selling album 
of 1982, while “Jack And Diane," a song John himself had 
wanted to pull from the album, became a #1 hit. Today he 
laughs at that last irony: “Hell, even a blind pig finds an acorn 
once in a while." 

Becoming a star is only the second-hardest thing to do in 
popular music. The hardest thing is to make rock critics 
change their minds. Cougar’s old foes in the East Coast pop 
intelligentsia weren't quite ready to lay down the sword. A 
few excerpts from American Fool's reviews: 

“Not close enough for rock 'n' roll—or anything else except 
cynical marketability. "-Dave Marsh, Philadelphia Daily News. 

“The guy is a phony on the face of it and not in a fun 
way.” - Robert Christgau in the Village Voice. 

“Trite material...distorted and over-modulated drums...pre¬ 
tentious album title.” - Stereo Review. 

“John Cougar Mellencamp can't help it. All he has to do 
¡sopen his mouth and out oozes insincerity.” - Rolling Stone. 

But money and record sales talk too. Shortly after the Roll¬ 
ing Stone review appeared, Cougar recalls, Stone mogul 
Jann Wenner called him up to express apologies, declare 
himself a fan, and promise to thereafter ban negative Coug-
copy in his magazine. A flattering article appeared in the 
next issue. By the time Uh-Huh came out the next year, with 
its unabashedly grainy, Exile On Main Street sound, populist 
anthems (“Pink Houses”), delightfully bratty rock 'n' roll 
(“Crumblin’ Down,” "Authority Song") and a distorted and 
over-modulated drum sound that Charlie Watts should kill for, 
most of Cougar's former detractors were churning out re¬ 
visionist critiques faster than you can say “domino theory." 
And Cougar's primitivist, deceptively savvy studio technique 
had, along with his commercial clout, made him an in-de¬ 
mand producer as well. 

He’s chosen projects sparingly—a comeback LP for old 
fave Mitch Ryder, the song “Colored Lights," for the Blasters 
Hardline LP (he did it for free because “I liked those guys 
and figure they couldn’t afford it"). A chance to work with 
Richard Thompson is tempting, he says, because Thomp¬ 
son's music pushed him to work harder on his own lyrics. "I 
could never quite figure out,” he reflects, “how that guy could 
manage to say more in a line than I ever said in a whole song. " 

In the past, Cougar admits, “I really didn’t have any handle 
on my career. I was just insecure enough to listen to anybody 
who’d been in the business a long time—I figured they knew 
more. I hated making that record, Nothing Matters," he sud¬ 
denly exclaims with a flash of old anger, “it cost so much to 
make and it sounds so horrible, and I didn't care enough to 
do anything about it. That was the real problem. Everywhere 
I turned people were ridiculing me and I tried to say it didn’t 
matter, to cover my ass. But of course it did. 

“But I’ll tell you something,” he says. “It was good all that 
happened to me. Because otherwise, I just might have stayed 
that way forever." 

From A Laugh 
To A Tear 

T
the morning following the Night of the Gotham 
Tattoo, Cougar drives by in a mint-condition '56 
black and silver trim Chevy Bel-Air with an engine 
that sounds like it was lifted from a V-2 rocket. Just 
to make things not too boring, the transmission 

sticks between second and third as John tries to pass some 
petrified prisoner of a Plymouth on a blind curve along one 
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of Bloomington's picturesque country blacktops. The car’s 
other noteworthy feature is a multi-component stereo system 
(including an equalizer) out of which rumbles voices from 
the 60s—the Lovin' Spoonful, the Buckinghams, Eddie Floyd, 
the Beau Brummels, the Seeds. The sun has broken through 
a patch of clouds, the air is crisp and sweet, the foliage 
luminescent. It's a fine day. 

Cougar carries these homemade tapes of 60s singles—he 
has hundreds—wherever he travels. He genuinely loves the 
songs; at his Radio City concert in New York last year, he 
began the show with a medley that included renditions of 
“Pretty Ballerina" by the Left Banke, “Please Don’t Let Me 
Be Misunderstood” by the Animals, and Lee Dorsey's “Ya-
Ya.” Cougar is a true child of that era. In many ways, he still 
lives there. 

“For a while I was scared off by the 60s—by anything that 
had to do with ideals,” he is saying. “The 60s were like a big 
firecracker that fizzled for a long time and never went off. 
There was no climax. So I guess I turned my back on it. 

“But what the 60s finally taught me,” he goes on, “is that 
everything has to be more personal. We have to believe what 
we're doing, feel it in our heart and mind, before what we 
do has any real impact. I’m not saying you have to totally 
understand every issue, but if you have enough information 
to believe in your decisions, well, that's something to work 
with. You can't hurry ideals, whether it’s communism or de¬ 
mocracy—it's like trying to have a baby in four months. The 
60s were about emotions, and the media helped play on 
that. I don’t have anything against being eighteen," he smiles, 
“but let’s face it, at that point it didn't take much to get me 
to jump on a fence and start throwing things.” 

In a clearing surrounded by forest at the end of a long 
driveway stands an attractive frame house, which turns out 
to be Cougar’s home studio. The furnishings inside are com¬ 
fortable, the equipment flexibly functional, but what’s most 
impressive is the vibe of the place—it feels like a home. Even 
the recording rooms have large windows to gaze out at the 
surrounding woodscape. There’s about 5,000 knobs on the 
mixing board and...“Nah, here's the best thing about the 
place,” Cougar insists, heading toward the kitchenette. 
“Check this out." He turns on the tap, and steaming water 
pours into a cup. “One hundred-ninety degree water right 
now. The only way to drink tea. Now is that an item or what?" 
He sighs contentedly. 

Cougar may have missed his calling in TV commercials; 
he won’t do endorsements. “Say someone wants to sponsor 
your tour for a million bucks,” he explains. “Well, I could use 
a million bucks, couldn’t you? But the things you have to do 
for these guys: They want tickets for every show, you gotta 
go backstage and greet their people—before you know it 
you’ve become their employee. Sorry, I got into this business 
so I wouldn't have to work in a factory. 

“I think anybody who is popular, there's someone who 
wants to give them money,” he goes on. “Others see it as a 
way to make dough; to me it's kind of prostitution. Lou Reed's 
about the only one who can pull it off, and let’s face it, that 
guy’s been screwed his whole career. Transformerand Berlin 
were so great," he exclaims, a fan once more. “I turned 
friends on to them— I'd say, ‘Listen, this record will make you 
ill.’ Not that I really want to feel ill, but can you imagine a 
record that can do that? So hell, if Lou wants to stand in front 
of a scooter he wouldn't ride in a thousand years, it’s okay 
by me. 

“There’s still two or three people I’m a fan of,” he later 
reveals. “There's Lou, Joni Mitchell, Bob Dylan—and I don't 
ever want to meet any of them." Recently, Joni Mitchell did 
call Cougar and ask him to contribute a vocal track (since 
scrapped) for her next record. “I said to her, ‘Let's do this: 
cut the track with your own vocal on it, send it to me, and 
I'll cut my vocal and send it back'—and that’s what hap¬ 
pened. I did it that way because I really didn’t want to meet 

her. I didn't want to lose that fantasy." 
It's ironic that, for all John's problems with the press, his 

own musical favorites—Reed, Dylan, Mitchell, Bowie, 
Prince—are all critic's pets. “Hey,” Cougar responds, draw¬ 
ing himself up proudly, ‘I may have been making some shitty 
music, but that doesn't mean I was listening to it!” 

He cues the tape for Scarecrow. There's nothing more 
potentially awkward than listening to a record for the first 
time in the same room with the person who made it, but as 
Cougar puts it, “for the first time, there's nothing on my album 
that I’d be embarrassed for you to hear." He has a right to 
feel confident. Each song is constructed simply but power¬ 
fully, and without resorting to glitz technology. Cougar's vet¬ 
eran band—besides Crane and Wanchic, bassist Toby 
Meyers and drummer Ken Aronoff—crafts a sound that’s 
sometimes pretty and occasionally explosive. There's noth¬ 
ing fancy here—no special effects, no more than a handful 
of chords. Cougar’s voice has become deeper and more, 
uh, mature, and the lyrics have been cut to the bone. That's 
what makes Scarecrow so good. Every sound matters. 

“I don’t want my records to sound slick,” he points out. 
“That's not where I'm at. I don't want my songs to be too 
hard to play if you want to play them. I remember when I 
was a kid I told my parents that I'd written Donovan's 'The 
Universal Soldier.' That's how much that song meant to me. 
Now you give a kid a guitar and out comes ‘Stairway To 
Heaven,' and I think that’s great. As opposed to say, ‘Fragile’ 
by Yes. Who can play that song? Who identifies with it? I 
don’t ever want to sound that complicated. The thirty-five-
year-old guy who comes home after work to his family—he 
doesn’t need to know about 13th passing chords. Now they 
have schools to teach you how to play rock 'n' roll,” he laughs. 
“That’s a sad state of affairs if you have to go to school to 
learn something even I could figure out. 

"Anyway, it's not in the notes,” he goes on. “I feel a song 
in the space between. People have said that before—it’s 
what you don’t play that counts—but until now I didn't under¬ 
stand that. Kenny, for instance, can do anything, he's had 
great training. But he loves to play in time, and he sounds 
great. He's the only guy I know who can lay down his drum 
part without listening to the song. With him it’s like driving 
on the Interstate with a race driver. Sure, he could go faster. 
But don't it make you feel relaxed? Because to him it’s all in 
slow motion.” 

It’s easy to underrate Cougar's band, whose fervor and— 
except for Aronoff—lack of extraordinary technique some¬ 
times make his music seem raw, even ragged. There have 
been times, John notes, when musical advisors and business 
associates have told Cougar that he ought to get rid of them. 
When that’s happened, he says, “I decided, ‘No buddy, I 
ought to get rid of you.' 

“When a sound is that naked,” Cougar insists, “it has to 
be just right. If I had seven or eight guitars to layer, it might 
sound like something you never heard before. With two 
guitars and a bass and drums, it all better sound like you're 
kicking ass with some authority. You learn pretty quickly the 
capabilities and incapabilities of the musicians. And that's 
not scary, that’s a challenge. It's fun. 

“Sometimes in the middle of a show Larry will start chang¬ 
ing stuff around and I’ll have to look at him, like, 'Larry!'” 
Cougar sighs in mock exasperation. “He gets bored. But it’s 
easy for me to write a song for him—he thinks like I do on 
guitar, only better. He’ll fill in the melodies and embellish the 
rhythm.” Cougar claims that his favorite song on the new 
album is “Face The Nation,” not because he thinks it’s the 
best, but because “the band sounds like Eric Burdon and 
the Animals. And Larry plays a great guitar solo." 

The title song, a scorching Cougar rocker that eloquently 
details the plight of Midwest farmers who’ve been forced to 
give up their land, is more likely to attract notoriety; so will 
“Justice And Independence ’85," an allegorical fable that 
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follows the split between a country’s ac¬ 
tions and its ideals. But the heart of the 
record can be found on three subtler 
tracks: the elegiac "Small Town”: a 
beautifully sketched soliloquy from an 
old man to his son called “Minutes To 
Memories"; and “Between A Laugh And 
A Tear,” a duet between John and Rick¬ 
ie Lee Jones that, of all Cougar’s songs, 
best describes where he's come from 
and what he’s all about. 
When this cardboard town can no 

longer amuse you 
You see through everything, and 

nothin’ seems worthwhile 
and hypocrite used to be such a big 

word to you 
and it don't seem to mean anything 

to you now; 
Just try to live each and every pre¬ 

cious moment. 
Discouraged by the future, forget the 

past. 
That's old advice but it'll be good to 

you; 
I know there's a balance. 
I see it when I swing past. 
Tm finding out that I’m a lot more 

moral person than I would ever admit 
to being before,” John says. “I was kind 
of surprised to notice how many relig¬ 
ious references there are on this record. 
Subconsciously it must be something 
I'm thinking about. Here's the thing: You 
can believe in God or not, but a lot of 
what's being said there is pretty true. 
Look at the golden rule. That’s the first 
thing I was taught: Do unto others as 
you'd have them do unto you. If we 
could all just do that, what a great place 
the world would be. One crummy little 
rule," he smiles ruefully, “and none of 
us can follow it." For the first time all 
day, he lapses into silence. 

“You know, I never wanted to be 
known for my writing," John Cougar 
Mellencamp says at last. "I wanted to 
be known for being the wildest fucking 
guy in the world—motorcycles, tattoos, 
girls. That’s what I do best, I figured, 
that’s my strong suit. And then to find 
out people were listening to the words! 
When people first told me they related 
to “Jack And Diane” I figured they were 
just jerking my chain. They'd say they 
found some personal comfort in that 
song and I'd laugh and say, ‘Gee, 
you've got awfully bad taste.’ But after 
a while I had to admit that, even if it was 
an accident, the song must really mean 
something. And it gave me a chance 
to deal with my serious side. Sometimes 
what people say forces you to re¬ 
evaluate yourself. 

"I think Marlon Brando said it best in 
The Fugitive Kind," John drawls, his 
face lighting up at the chance to quote 
one more anti-hero. "In the movie he's 
thirty and he’s trying to get a straight 
job and he says, ‘Listen, I’ve been on 
the party side since I was thirteen; I'm 

too old for that now. 
"I am more docile these days, more 

controlled. You can just ride so many 
motorcycles, drink so many beers. After 
a while you have to get on top of that 
or it’ll kill you. And I think this is a good 
time for me to be writing. To write well 
you have to grow up a little, you have 
to learn to observe. I’m at a point in my 
life where I have some vision forward 
and some into the past. I never really 
had that before.” H 

Mellencamping Gear 
Every studio has its sonic quirks; 

Cougar's is definitely working-class. "The 
room makes you work to get the sound 
you want." he explains. “It doesn't come 
easy. This room is so dead it eats all the 
highs up, so we end up putting a lot more 
highs on things than we actually need. 
But if something sounds good in here, 
it'll sound good on the outside." 
To make sure, Cougar plays back his 

records through three different sets of 
speakers, including a pair of JBL 4411 's 
and Yamaha NB 1OMs. Control central is 
a Trident Board series 80B; he also em¬ 
ploys an Otari 24-track MTR90, DBX 
compressors, Neve equalizers, and an 
Ampex two-track for playback with 
Ampex recording tape. For his vocals 
Cougar may employ any of over 60 differ¬ 
ent kinds of microphones on hand, in¬ 
cluding Shures, AKGs (an old AKGC28B 
is a personal favorite) and black Senn-
heisers. The band usually records to¬ 
gether, with few punch-ins or overdubs. 

Explaining his idiosyncratic LP sound, 
which is built around Ken Aronoffs 
drums, Cougar reveals that “we'd put the 
snare and kick drum close together on 
‘Hurt So Good,’ but now so many people 
are doing that that I wanted to try some¬ 
thing different. If you listen to old R&B 
records you'll hear how big the snare 
sounds, but it doesn't have any real 
power. To do that you have to open up 
the space around it. On Scarecrow I gave 
it a lot of room. It's eq is very high, and 
there aren't any other frequencies around 
it. Which made it hard to get the guitars 
in—that's where they'd be normally. It's 
weird to have so few instruments on the 
record and have so much trouble finding 
frequencies." Asked how he finally sol¬ 
ved the problem, John laughs. "We just 
worked on it for five months, that's all.” 

On the road, the band's instrumental 
lineup is more straightforward. Guitarist 
Larry Crane plays a a '56 Gibson SG and 
an old model Fender Telecaster, Mike 
Wanchic a Fender Strat and occasional 
Hamer, and Cougar an Ovation acoustic 
and a '56 Telecaster. Toby Meyers 
thumbs a Fender bass through Ampeg 
amplification; Wanchic prefers Mesa/ 
Boogie amps; Crane Fenders and Mar¬ 
shalls. Effects pedals are non-existent, 
says Coug, "because none of us know 
what to do with them." Ken Aronoff plays 
Tama Drums and Zildjian cymbals. 

ARE YOU THE BEST UNSIGNED BAND 

IN AMERICA? TURN TO PAGE 27. 

IF YOU’RE 
OBSESSIVE 
ABOUT 

DIGITAL AUDIO, 
WELCOME 

TO THE CLUB. 
It's the Sony Digital Audio 

Club. The world’s first club dedi¬ 
cated to creating awareness and 
understanding of the remarkable 
technology behind compact disc 
players—from the company most 
qualified to provide it. 

This year, to welcome you to 
the club, you'll receive special 
promotions on compact discs; dis¬ 
counts on digital accessories; our 
quarterly newsletter, ''The Sony 
Pulse"; The Sony Book of Digital 
Audio Technology (over 300 pages 
of facts and details); a 30" x 40" 
digital audio poster; a digitally-
recorded compact disc; and ex¬ 
tensive information about the 
latest advances in digital prod¬ 
ucts from Sony—the leader in di¬ 
gital audio. 

To become a member, sim¬ 
ply mail the coupon below, along 
with a check or money order for 
$15* to Sony Digital Audio Club, 
PO. Box 2022, Boston, Mass. 02118.** 

And join the thousands of peo¬ 
ple who are already well on their 
way to satisfying their obsessions. 

Name_ 

Address_ 

City_ 

State_ Zip_ 

* $3.00 additional for postage and han¬ 
dling outside the U.S.** Please allow 4-6 
weeks for delivery. 
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Buy any Sony Compact Disc Player 
and Save up to$2OO on 
1OO Great CD Titles! 

Pick out any Sony Home, Car, or Portable Compact 
Disc Player between September 1 and December 31, 
1985 and pick up a Sony Disc-Count Book of 100 
coupons, each worth $2 off the regular retail shelf 
price of select CD’s. 

There’s never been a better time to buy a Sony Com¬ 
pact Disc player. Because for a limited time, you can get 
a coupon book good for up to $200 in Disc-Counts on 
your choice of 100 select Compact Disc titles. Just look 
for the Disc-Count Certificate inside specially-marked 
Sony cartons. 

You’ll be able to choose the best compact disc titles 
from the industry’s top recording artists. Best of all, you’ll 

be enjoying your CDs on a new Sony Compact Disc 
player! 

But hurry, because this is a limited-time opportunity. 
Sony Compact Disc players must be purchased by 
December 31. And coupons for the discs must be re¬ 
deemed no later than March 31,1986. The sound, and 
the savings, will be sweet music to your ears! 

SONY 
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO" 



Introducing the Tape 
Multi-track Overdubbing 
with Sync la vier’s New 
Direct-to-Disk™ Recording 
System 

During the AES Convention 
from October 13-16 in New 
York, New England Digital will 
debut the latest Synclavier en¬ 
hancement, the Direct-to-Disk 
multi-track recording system. 

Used in conjunction with the 
state-of-the-art Synclavier, the 
combined system will offer a 
stand-alone “tapeless” digital 
recording and post-produc¬ 
tion environment. In other 
words, the capability of a 
$1,000,000 studio at a fraction 
of the cost, and it's all digital! 

The system to be premiered 
will feature four tracks of re¬ 
cording to disk at 50kHz, with 
storage capacity up to 500 
megabytes. The production 
model will support up to six¬ 
teen tracks and offer the capa¬ 
bility of 100kHz sampling or 
stereo sampling at 50kHz. 

The Direct-to-Disk system will 
be controlled from the Syncla-
vier’s 32-track digital recorder. 
Complete vocal and instru¬ 
mental tracks, recorded con¬ 
tinuously, can now be part of 
any Synclavier recording. For 
example, a user could incor¬ 
porate a recording of an 
acoustic instrument or vocal 
track(s) into their existing Syn¬ 
clavier polyphonic sampled, 
synthesized, or MIDI tracks. 

Be sure not to miss this revolu¬ 
tionary advancement! 

The Midi System that Works! 

Along with all the amazing 
capabilities of the Synclavier 
system, you can add the flexi¬ 
bility of MIDI. Now it is possible 
to incorporate the dynamics 
and timbres of your favorite 
keyboard with the Synclavier 
memory recorder. For exam¬ 
ple, record your keyboard into 
the Synclavier’s 32-track digi¬ 
tal memory recorder or trigger 
the timbres of the Synclavier 
from one of your favorite per¬ 

formance instruments. 
The standard Synclavier MIDI 
system features one channel 
in/four out. The standard sys¬ 
tem can be expanded to 8 
inputs/32 separate MIDI out¬ 
puts. Plus, the new Synclavier 
software gives the ability to 
slide tracks forward or back¬ 
ward in time, eliminating the 
MIDI related delays which 
have plagued most MIDI sys¬ 
tems. 

New England Digital Authorized Distributors Atlanta Songbird Studios 404/351-5955 Boston Syntone Inc. 617/267-4137 Dallas Lightning Music & Sound Inc. 214/387-1198 Nashville Si 



less Recording Studio 
Other Fantastic 
Synclavier Features 

Besides these great new addi¬ 
tions to the Synclavier system, 
the system also offers: 

Polyphonic Sampling 
( 16-Bit/50-100 kHz) Up to 32 voices 
and 32 megabytes of R A M. 

Multi-Channel Outputs 
SMPTE 
Velocity/Pressure Keyboard 
Automated Music Printing 
Guitar Interface 

Instructional 
Video Cassettes 

If you’re interested in relaxing 
at home and learning the 
basics of the Synclavier sys¬ 
tem, you can now purchase 
three video cassettes which 
guide you through its basic 
features and operations. Send 
your check for $175 per set 
(not sold separately) plus 
postage and handling. Com¬ 
plete printed documentation is 
also available for $200 per set. 

For more information or a personal 
demonstration, please call New Eng¬ 
land Digital or one of our authorized 
distributors: 

New England Digital 
White River Jet, VT 802/295-5800 
Los Angeles 
New England Digital 213/651-4016 
New York 
Digital Sound Inc. 212/977-4510 
Synclavier is a registered trademark of NE D Corp 

Direct-to-Disk is a trademark of NED. Corp. 

Copyright 1985 New England Digital 

Synclavier 
•r DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEM 

Synclavier operator captures continuous live vocal overdub 

Digital 615/327-4343 Israel Syntron Ltd 51 Ben-Zvi Blvd. Ramat-Gan London Turnkey 202-4366 Montreal Digital Music Systems 514/284-0609 Toronto Gerr Electro Acoustics Ltd 416/868-0528 





The Importance of Being 

BRYAN 
FERRY 
T

hree hundred thousand bewildered Britons 
were surging down the darkened Strand, try¬ 
ing to get their bearings. Panic and violence 

erupted in various pockets as people, many 
of them small children, were toppled or swept 

away by the surly hordes and thrown against park railings 

and cars. 

It was approximately 10:30 p.m. on an atypically balmy 
and unclouded July night in London, 1981, and the throng 

was attempting to distance itself from Hyde Park, site of 

a massive fireworks display mounted on the eve of the 
Royal Wedding. The panic in the streets had been grow¬ 

ing for half an hour, when disgruntled spectators had 

begun to leave early after realiz¬ 

ing that most of the highly 

touted pyrotechnics display 

would be taking place at a forty¬ 

foot facade on the ground—hence, out of their view. Now 

they were discovering that no arrangements had been 

made by the police or the Palace to guide them home, 

and most of the entrances to the Underground were bar¬ 

red and locked as on a normal evening. Large numbers 
of petrified tots became separated from their parents in 
the ugly melee, with more than a hundred still unclaimed 

by the following morning. It was a royal mess. 

IN EVERY 
DREAM HOME A 
HEARTACHE 

“It’s all very depressing in England now,” commented 
Bryan Ferry, a debonaire sentinel in an impeccable 

tuxedo, as he took small sips from a sweaty, vine¬ 

stemmed glass of Bollinger. He was standing in the 

shadows of an English garden, taking the night air under 

a stately tree while twenty yards away, beneath a striped, 

circus-sized tent, dozens of titled gentlemen in Turnbull 

& Asser eveningwear spun bejeweled ladies to the strains 

of “Cabaret,” courtesy Lester Lanin’s society orchestra. 

The two sharply contrasting London crowd scenes 
were at that moment unfolding simultaneously only a 

short limousine drive from each other, but they could 

BY TIMOTHY WHITE 



My music has always been very deeply felt. 
It’s the only thing I can vouch for as being 
of any value in what I do.” 

have been taking place on different planets. Ferry shifted 
his elegant stance, ran his fingers through his gleaming black 
hair and scanned the faces of London’s jeunesse d'orée and 
added, with the merest trace of his trademark irony, “The 
British people desperately need an evening out on the town, 
a humble bit of fun to break up the drearies." He was a guest 
at the ultra-exclusive pre-Wedding romp being thrown in a 
fine home off Fulham Road in the Little Boltons by Serena 
Balfour, the Duke of Marlborough's niece and daughter of 
Lady Sarah Spencer-Churchill. The great brick mansion and 
garden, originally built by Lord Beaverbrook for his mistress, 
was a far cry indeed from the cramped cottage Ferry knew 
as a child, born September 26. 1945 and growing up in the 
farming and mining country of Washington, County Durham. 
Yet he suited the refined setting with greater elan than the 
majority of those assembled. 

How Bryan Ferry, who has never made the slightest attempt 
to conceal or downplay his hardscrabble working class be¬ 
ginnings, could rise to take his place among England's lead¬ 
ing fashion plates, become one of its most celebrated pop 
figures, and be accorded toast-of-the-town status among 
the most tony movers of aristocratic British society, is no 
small riddle. He is not a fawning fop, nor the sort of fellow 
who could be content with his narrow nose pressed up 
against the glass for a glimpse of the high life. With consid¬ 
erable ease he has achieved intimate access but preserved 
his distance—and his balance. Not even when girlfriend Jerry 
Hall, the famed model and social butterfly, left him in 1978 
for Mick Jagger, did he allow his uncanny dignity to be in 
any way diminished. 

On the contrary, he kept his own counsel and put a tem¬ 
porarily uncertain solo career on hold to reform Roxy Music, 
the distinguished British pop group he'd founded in 1971 to 
record six consecutively successful albums of, in the main, 
his own incomparable songs. From the appearance of Roxy 
Music (1972) onward, Ferry treated the hyper-critical Anglo-
rock scene to an eerie/magical music that fused a sublime 
primitivism with a coolly disquieting brand of avant-garde 
cocktail lounge blues. And on such solo outings as These 
Foolish Things (1973) he cut a reverse-camp figure of saloon¬ 
crooning surrealness, a Dada Sinatra—who sounded utterly 
sincere! It provided more head-scratching magnetism for 
the already-enthralled—plus an intriguingly sophisticated 
step beyond the painted, preening pop culture puppetry a 
leering Bowie embodied. 

At the time of the Royal Wedding, The First Seven Albums, 
a handsome boxed set of the Roxy catalog, was selling 
briskly. Manifesto and Flesh And Blood, the first LPs following 
the band’s reunion, were both extremely well-received, and 
Roxy had also recently scored a number one U.K. hit with 
“Jealous Guy," a tribute cover of the late John Lennon's 
classic soliloquy. Once the Wedding Week festivities had 
faded, Ferry toiled on with his then-current work-in-progress: 
Avalon, the ghostly and poetic Roxy masterpiece that would 
yield a sizable British hit with “More Than This" and a top 
thirty U.S. single with the title track—the group’s first since 
“Love Is The Drug” clicked in the States in 1975. Ultimately, 
Roxy Music was disbanded in 1983 after an extended, much-
lauded and artistically draining tour. 

Now Bryan Ferry is again on his own—for good, he as¬ 
sures—with the new Boys And Girls. He sidestepped the 
fast life to marry three years ago, and he and wife Lucy have 
two baby boys, one of whom is named Otis (as in Redding), 
but the proud father's enigmatic self survives intact. 
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Yet, his newfound personal happiness, coupled with an 
unexpected personal sorrow (the death of his father) that 
prompted an introspective réévaluation, have for a brief 
period of time conspired to make this uncommonly private 
and elusive man more accessible than ever before. On the 
breezy summer afternoon we met and talked, Bryan Ferry 
had just arrived in New York City from England by way of 
Toronto. He showed the jaunty and slightly light-headed 
bonhomie of a jetlagged tourist too overtired to sleep, and 
seemed pleased and excited to be back in the Apple. A tall, 
slim man with a boyish stride, he explored the Manhattan 
streets dressed in white cotton slacks and matching shirt 
and shoes, an outsized blue blazer completing the sporty 
look, and selected a sedate Italian restaurant on East 52nd 
Street for what proved to be a very leisurely late lunch. 

Hunched over a steaming plate of pasta with pesto, his 
chiseled features bent in a many-angled smile, he was witty, 
genial company, his soft, sonorous voice often erupting in 
throaty mirth. Poised and thoughtful. Bryan sipped lightly at 
his wine as he had in the summer of 1981, emerging shyly 
but surely from the shadows. 

MUSICIAN: It's a question you have always dodged, but how 
would you describe your music? 
FERRY: My music has always been very deeply felt. That’s 
the only thing that I can vouch for as being of any value in 
what I do. I’ve done some rubbishy things in my career, 
mainly on my solo albums, although recently I think every¬ 
thing I've done has been good. 
MUSICIAN: The early Roxy output had a hard edge, flirting 
almost with the sinister. But Flesh And Blood, Avalon, Boys 
And Girls, are in a much different vein. They are warm, sen¬ 
sual but vaguely eerie music that can transform the mood 
of a room. 
ferry: [smiling] For my part, I wouldn't dare play my records 
with anyone else in the room. I don’t play my own music 
much anyhow. I actually meant to listen to everything of mine 
before I began work on this album, thinking, “I must get a 
day to take stock..." but I never got around to it. 
MUSICIAN: You broke up Roxy Music after the Avalon tour 
that resulted in the live The High Road EP, yet Boys And 
Girls expands on the Avalon aura. 
FERRY: I didn’t want the album to be Avalon, Part Two, but 
it does have a continuity in that at least ten of the musicians 
on both records are the same. And I’m the same composing-
wise that I was on the previous album. But it has some differ¬ 
ences as well. I’ve always seen my Roxy catalog as my main 
body of work, as opposed to my solo career, and I do see 
Boys And Girls as coming from my Roxy work. 
MUSICIAN: Was this record done recently, or in dribs and 
drabs following the breakup of Roxy Music? 
FERRY: It was an ongoing drab. Sometimes I'd take a week 
or two weeks off to work on the lyrics. I'd do the verses at 
night, go to bed thinking, “Leave it in the typewriter, I’ve got 
it now," and the next day: "Ohh, hell!” I usually write freehand, 
but when it’s looking right I put it in the typewriter to make 
it more real. 

Most of the work on Boys And Girls was done in The White 
House, a little demo studio on Kings Road in London owned 
by Mark Fennick, my manager, and E.G. Records, Ltd., the 
people I've been with for all of my career. 
MUSICIAN: Let’s run through the history of the project. 
FERRY: I'd been working on this record since July of 1983. 
All the tracks were started on an eight-track system that I 



rented—not having a studio of my own—and brought into 
my home in Sussex. They all were started on keyboards with 
my chief engineer Rhett Davies programming a rhythm 
machine. And then Andy Newmark or Omar Hakim or a com¬ 
bination of both would play with it at a later date to get some 
sort of human element. 

The guitar at the end of “Slave To Love,” with all that spiky 
stuff and those little licks, is Neil Hubbard, and the backwards 
stuff in the beginning and in the central solo is Keith Scott, 
who plays with Bryan Adams’ band. Bob Clearmountain 
suggested him during a time when the Adams band was in 
London doing concerts. 

“Sensation” was begun six to nine months before the last 
Roxy tour. Guy Fletcher, a keyboard player who was on the 
road with Roxy, and who has since been snatched up by 
Dire Straits, played on that track at Phil Manzanera’s Gallery 
Studio in England. What you hear there, with all those 
changes and settings that sound like steel drums, is his 
audition! 

“The Chosen One” was started as a kind of raga thing, 
with Chester Kaman playing acoustic guitar because I'd 
thought it’d be unusual to have a dance beat set by such 
an instrument. The chords of “Valentine” to me always had 
the feeling of a Brecht-Weill Berlin cabaret thing with the 
la-la-la-la chorus of European street songs, and I deliberately 
contrasted it with a reggae mood. “A Wasteland” was a re¬ 
prise of “Valentine” and I kind of moved it away from that 
song and gave it space of its own. I like “Windswept" for the 
South American rhythmic elements, and it’s Mark Knopfler’s 
semi-acoustic guitar that provides the heavy, beautiful solo 
there, although it doesn't sound like him. And I get to play 
a keyboard solo, finally, after several years, on “Stone 
Woman,” and it sounds a bit like a guitar, interestingly. “Don't 
Stop The Dance" began with a chord sequence that Rhett 
Davies devised and I wrote to it. That's how collaborations 
with Roxy always were, and I used to like that. 

David Gilmour adds the strong licks on “Boys And Girls,” 
and I want to play with him more in the future. I made it the 
title track because I thought it was the central piece, the 
meat and bones, musically and thematically, of the record. 
The principal song, for me, is never the single, yet I name 
the record after it to spotlight in people's minds when they 
think of the album as whole cloth. 

Overall, to me it has a steamy feeling, of the jungle almost, 
the concrete jungle. It has a sensuality thing, like a snake, 
which I like very much. A vividness. 
MUSICIAN: Speaking of things vivid, do you still paint as you 
did back in the mid-60s as an art student at the University 
of Newcastle? 
FERRY: No, not at all, but possibly in the future. I don't see 
any point in doing it if I don’t do it seriously, and I really don’t 
have enough time to shift my artistic field to that one now; I 
think it would dilute my energy. The one thing I have always 
been involved in was the designing of the LP sleeves. I 
especially like the covers for Roxy Music and For Your Plea¬ 
sure. But I have trouble with sudden creative shifts, as a rule. 

When I was on the last lap of mixing on the record last 
year, a songwriter in L.A. sent me a tape of a certain song, 
asking if I’d like to record the track as the theme tune for a 
film called The Breakfast Club. I heard the tape, thought the 
song was great, a sure hit, but I couldn’t bring myself to 
change gears to record it. So Simple Minds picked it up and 
it became huge in America! But that’s the way I am. I can’t 
adapt or adjust quickly to new input or whatever. 



I’m the best daydreamer. I’m quite happy sitting and drifting away. I need something specific to 
do. Studio discipline is very good for me.” 

MUSICIAN: You also seem to work more slowly, perhaps more 
carefully, on your records than ever before. 
ferry: It took awhile to get started on this go-round because 
I was trying to finish off this special office-study-workroom 
room in my house in Sussex. It's a funny house I’ve got; all 
the windows face south, the north side is all bricked over. I 
had to build a big wing off the back of the house, and it has 
huge floor-to-ceiling Venetian windows, and a skylight. I built 
it so I could put all my things in it because previously all my 
stuff, my cassettes and papers, had been scattered all over 
the place. 

I'm the best daydreamer; I'm quite happy sitting and drift¬ 
ing away. I do like when I have something specific to do. 
Going to the studio means that I can go to work. I like that 
feeling of doing a day’s work. I'm not one of those people 
who likes his own company, and the discipline of going to 
the studio is very good for me. 
MUSICIAN: Do you prefer country living to city living? 
FERRY: My wife and I are attempting to divide the two, spend¬ 
ing more time in New York in order to appreciate the differ¬ 
ences and contrasts between the two settings. I'd like to do 
some fishing this year. My wife Lucy was brought up fishing; 
her father was always off in Scotland, Ireland, Iceland, on 
fishing trips with the family. So she taught me to fish while I 
was doing the Avalon album. 

The region shown on the cover is where I conjured up 
some of the songs; it’s near Galway, on the west coast of 
Ireland. It's a very old-fashioned corner of the world, fifty 
years behind the times. It’s very austere, very rocky, barren, 
but relaxing. And you hear wonderful Irish folk music on the 
radio, these Celtic pipes and fiddles skipping around and 
interweaving. I was there last year and had hoped to get 
there again this year. 

[Somber] I took my dad and mother to Ireland last year 
for a week. They'd never been on a holiday before. He caught 
the flu...and then he died four days later, of a heart attack. 
Most of my father's people are dead, and what family is left 
came down to the funeral, a big gathering of the clans in 
Sussex, and I saw people I hadn’t seen for thirty years. 

I haven’t been back to Galway since I buried my father. 
MUSICIAN: Boys And Girls has a dedication: “For my father, 
Frederick Charles Ferry, 1908-1984.“ There’s so little known 
about your upbringing, your background. Let’s talk about 
the Ferry family. 
FERRY: I must tell you straightaway that I've never been too 
good at intimate talk per se; I’m a withdrawn type, but the 
wine, which is good, may help. I'd like to try, frankly, because 
I've been thinking about my life a great deal over the last 
year since losing my father. 

He was seventy-six. The strangest man; I loved him very 
much. He was unique because he was so simple in his ways. 
According to the popular press and the rock encyclopedias, 
he was a miner, but he wasn’t at all, really. Actually, he was 
a farmer, as his father, Alfred, was a farmer. They worked 
some land for a man in Penshaw, about four miles from 
Washington, where I was born. My dad, who was one of nine 
children, used to get up every day at four a.m. 

In the northeast of England, you see, there were and still 
are networks of mining villages, with lots of green belts of 
farmland around them. It was interesting to have this indus¬ 
trialized society and these Thomas Hardy-type villages exist¬ 
ing side-by-side. My mother worked in a chemicals factory 
in the region. She and my father met on a blind date; they 
went out for ten years. 

He was born in 1908, so he would have been twenty, and 
she was a year younger. They got married and moved into 
this farm cottage without any electricity. She was scared of 
the rural environment, with the cows putting their heads 
through the windows and that sort of thing, but she adjusted. 
They didn’t have any money and wanted children, so he 
found he could make extra money—by looking after the 
horses that used to pull the coal carts underground in the 
nearby mines. His position as horsekeeper was a rural job, 
yet underground, and for thirty-odd years, he worked shoeing 
and grooming and caring after the teams. As a young lad, 
he used to box in a bar for money; once, a miner made the 
mistake of physically mistreating one of the horses and my 
father knocked his teeth out! 
MUSICIAN: Sounds like he was as tough as his environment. 
FERRY: Tough but gentle and quiet when not provoked. When 
he worked in the pit, he got little money, because it wasn’t 
a highly skilled industrial type job like even drilling. It was a 
curious profession for someone who loved the outdoors as 
much as he did. 

He kept a vegetable garden; he used to spend much of 
his free time over at his allotment—a designated section in 
the housing development. He would give my mother his 
wages every Friday, and she would give him a pound out of 
which he had to buy his tobacco. He smoked that thick, ropy 
twist of tobacco, the cheap stuff that you cut a plug from 
with a knife, until his dying day. But he had to smoke it outside 
because my mother wouldn’t allow it indoors. He also kept 
racing pigeons there, which were his only luxury. 

When he died, he was still as simple in his personal ways 
as ever. He couldn’t and didn't use the telephone, and he 
couldn’t drive a car or anything. My parents lived with me 
for the last eight years, in a cottage next to my house in 
Sussex. They would look after things while I was away, and 
it was great. If I had said, “I'm going to live on Mars. Would 
you like to come and look after things with me?" they would 
have said, “Sure!" My mother has always lived through me, 
and my incredible father, he was so calm and at one with 
nature. He didn’t know anything about music, we never dis¬ 
cussed it. It was a different world he had no conception of, 
yet he was a big influence on my work. 
MUSICIAN: Tell me about the house you grew up in. 
FERRY: The first house, which I lived in until I was five, was 
called No. 5 Model Dwelling. It was a terraced, connected 
house like the row houses in the British Coronation Street 
television program shown in the States. Then we moved to 
a development, a council-house estate, which was a step 
up. It was a semi-detached house with a garden on 
Gainsborough Avenue in the town in County Durham, about 
eight miles from Newcastle. 

I've two sisters: Ann, who’s older and played classical 
piano, and Enid. I was a quiet kid, not a lot of friends, and 
I read a lot. Later on we got a phonograph record player, 
which was always in the living room, which we all shared. 
Later on, when I was thirteen, we also got a television, so 
we took turns with the one or the other. At night, I always 
listened to Radio Luxembourg before bed. My bedroom was 
very small, and I had poems on the walls, things I cut out of 
the Sunday Times, like Sylvia Plath. I don’t know why they 
printed poems in the newspapers, but they did. I also taped 
up these postcards of famous paintings, or reproductions 
from art magazines. 
MUSICIAN: Who are some of your favorite poets or authors? 
FERRY: Someone I go back to again and again is T.S. Eliot. 
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The Chicago crackdown on abusers of greasy kid stuff. 

That was possibly reinforced when I discovered we shared 
the same birthday. He was one of these American 
angtophiles, who'd worked in a bank in London, not secure 
in the belief in his own powers. The first thing I read of him 
was The Wasteland, when I was in school in Newcastle; I 
was sixteen and had become absorbed in literature, poetry 
and art more or less at the same time. 

Prior to that I'd just been bobbing along. I was a Boy Scout 
in the 1st Washington Troop, Curlew Patrol—that's a kind of 
bird with a long, thin down-curved beak. I remember carrying 
the flag about, going camping. I stayed with the troop for 
two years and got a badge for woodsmanship, chopping 
trees in the correct way and so forth. There was quite a bit 
of adventure in all that in my young mind; as we told our 
fireside stories I saw myself akin to David Livingstone and 
the great explorers and missionaries. 
MUSICIAN: How. then, did you accomplish the jump from 
scouting to the arts? 
FERRY: Through music—reading about Charlie Parker and 
his drugs when I was about eleven. I started buying records 
at twelve; a Charlie Parker EP was the first record I remember 
being crazy about. It was The Immortal Charlie Parker, and 
it had four tracks: “K.C. Blues,’’ “She Rote," “Star Eyes," and 
"Au Privave." I used to go around singing all the solos by 
him and the young Miles Davis. There was something strange 
and difficult and beautiful about him. 
MUSICIAN: What did you imagine Charlie Parker to be like? 
ferry: Someone unlike anybody I knew—which was enough 
then, I suppose—and sad most of the time, because you 
can’t be hot all the time, and when he was creating and on 
a good run, a good solo that was soaring somewhere, how 
could the rest of his life match up to that? And the rest of 
his life, with the drugs and all, was so tawdry in comparison 
to when he was up onstage cutting it. The same with Coltrane. 
I believe that a performer sometimes lives in this netherworld 
for the benefit of those who can’t go there; the listeners’ lives 
are made richer by getting the feeling from the artist but they 
can’t join him at his source. 

I can recall sitting in a booth at J.G. Window’s record store 
in Newcastle and trembling as I first heard this music, won¬ 
dering, “Why do I get this sensation. Why do I positively 
shiver? Why? Why?" I got a similar thing when listening to 
old blues people like Leadbelly, Blind Lemon Jefferson, Big 
Bill Broonzy, and then later, with Billie Holiday. Her sound 
was a painful thing, steeped in an awful stress and yet exquis¬ 
itely beautiful as well. I was touched by it, whereas pop music 
meant nothing. 
MUSICIAN: Were you listening to any live music? 
FERRY: Oh yes! When I was eleven, I remember clearly the 
day I won a ticket for a show, because it was the day I had 
to take my exams to determine if I would go to a grammar 
school or a secondary modern. If you passed your exam 
you went to a grammar school; if you didn't, things were 
going to be hard for you. That morning, I had won two tickets 
from Radio Luxembourg to see Bill Haley, and a Bill Haley 
album. So after the exam, I went to the Empire Theater in 
nearby Sunderland to see Haley, who was decked out in his 
tartan jacket. And his saxophonist, Rudy Pompilli, was leap¬ 
ing about wildly. 
MUSICIAN: But did you pass that exam? 
FERRY: Yes, yes. So I went to the Washington Grammar 
School and got a really good education, provided by these 
old characters, many of them ex-Army officers. The enroll¬ 
ment was boys and girls, thank God. boys and girls together 
Academically, it was good and if you worked hard you had 
a good shot at going to university—and if you did get into 
university then you had made it out of the working-class 
malaise. You had taken a step toward becoming classless, 
which was the ideal. Only then could you start creating your 
own life, as opposed to being a bricklayer who lives his life 
on building sites, or a fitter in some steel factory. 

You see. for six weeks during each summer holiday I would 
go to work on a building site or in the local steel factory. I 
also had two paper routes, delivering both papers and 
magazines. I covered one route in the morning before school 
and the other in the evening. Also, I would go around to the 
pubs on Saturdays selling the special pink football sheets. 

On Saturdays, after I had done my morning paper route, 
I would put on my smartest suit and get on the bus for the 
ten-mile ride to Newcastle, where I worked in a tailor’s shop, 
Jackson the Tailor, on Northumberland Street, the main street 
in Newcastle. I was expected to write down measurements 
and fetch bolts of cloth and the like. 

[Laughter] I guess that's where I got interested in clothes. 
I used to love to look through the shop's old catalogs of 
clothes, each of them filled with wonderful drawings of fine 
suits, pictures of vintage sartorial elegance. Later, I’d go over 
to the local billiards room, where all the Teddy Boys used to 
hang out, and they had these remarkable clothes: bright 
peacock-blue or deep scarlet suits with velvet-collared jack¬ 
ets that ran down to their knees, and thick, crepe-soled 
shoes. I stood there in my school blazer, amazed. 
MUSICIAN: Were you spending your wages on records or 
clothes? 
FERRY: Both, but later on I spent them on bicycle parts. I’d 
joined a racing club of the Tour de France sort, meaning 
these were not motorbikes. The bike thing was a scene I 
explored for about two years, beginning when I was fifteen. 
I had to have the best bike, and the only way to do that was 
to send away for these special parts. As in mod culture, 
where you had to have exactly the right length of hair and 
type of shoe, in cycling there was only one sort of brake you 
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The only time I have strong religious feelings 
is when I’m writing. People say a religious 
mood comes through in my later work.” 

could have, only one sort of ten-gear unit. You had to have 
a very short crew cut, a certain cap, short white socks, per¬ 
forated black racing shoes, and tight-fitting black racing 
shorts. I was quite dedicated and used to do a lot of training 
after school. 
MUSICIAN: Were you any good at the sport? 
FERRY: Good? I was utterly useless! [Huge burst of laughter] 
Never any good at all. 
MUSICIAN: After cycling, then, your next predilection was 
rock 'n' roll? 
FERRY: [wide grin, shaking his head] No, no. Next was rock 
climbing. I formed a mountaineering society in my school 
when I was seventeen. Four of us used to do our climbing 
in the Lake District, in the Cumbrians; they have some very 
good crags there. Also in Northumberland, near the famous 
Roman Wall which runs for some hundred miles or so. I did 
the climbing thing to the limit, with the whole Matterhorn 
esthetic: camping out on various summits in mountaineering 
tents, dressed in leather boots and heavy corduroy breeches, 
smoking a clay pipe and reading poetry. Ridiculous. 
MUSICIAN: So where the hell was rock 'n' roll when all this 
was going on? 
FERRY: I really don't know. I think it was hardly there at all. 
The big thing was passing my exams and interview for uni¬ 
versity. But during the ten-week break between leaving 
school and going to university, as I was contemplating the 
usual building site/factory work stint, I bumped into this guy 
in the street who used to be in the old cycling club. 

He said, "Can you sing?” I said, “Sure I can sing!" [chuck¬ 
les] having never done it in my life. He said, “I've got a group. 
Do you want to get together with us?" So I went up and this 
fellow had a back-to-back fish and chips shop and hairdress¬ 
ing salon, and the band, the Banshees, was rehearsing in 
the back room. So I joined up with these guys, who were 
factory laborers who did this in the evenings, and we began 
playing an itinerary of ballrooms and workingmen’s clubs. 
We played R&B, Chuck Berry, all that, and the workingmen 
loved us. We finally graduated to a hip club in Newcastle, 
the Club Au Go Go, a legendary place where Cream, Jimi 
Hendrix, Captain Beefheart and others played. Then it was 
time for me to go to university and I said goodbye and began 
a new chapter. 
MUSICIAN: Were you a big man on campus? 
FERRY: Not as such. Everyone wanted me to go to Oxford 
to study English, because I’d acted in this Shakespeare pro¬ 
duction at school, playing Malvolio in Twelfth Night, and got 
rave reviews. It was my first stage experience and though it 
was very scary I quite enjoyed it—I’d do it again. People are 
always telling me to get into acting, but I wasn’t interested 
in Oxford or the theater. So in 1964 I went to Newcastle 
University, and I had various rows there, because they 
wanted me to be the head boy there if I'd cut my hair, but I 
said absolutely not because I was still into this poetic, Byronic 
nineteenth-century Romantic mountaineering phase. 

After I’d been there a month or two I found people from 
different parts of the country who wanted to form a group 
and started the Gas Board with a bass player friend, Graham 
Simpson, who would later be on the first Roxy Music album. 
He had a wonderful collection of jazz records, every Blue 
Note album ever, each in immaculate condition. But we didn’t 
play jazz, though ours was more sophisticated material than 
the Banshees: Bobby Bland, Otis Redding, B.B. King, Fred¬ 
die King, Albert King. Our guitarist, Ian Watts, a physics 
student, was quite good and helped make us a hot band. 

We all lived in a house on Cheltenham Terrace in Newcastle. 
We bought a van, got publicity shots taken, the whole thing. 
We continued for my first year and part of my second, and 
they went on to become professional while I decided to stay 
and finish my courses. I was too much into art at the time, 
studying with a gifted conceptual artist named Richard 
Hamilton, and though I enjoyed the music greatly it wasn’t 
an expression of myself. 

In 1968 I graduated and moved down to London, where I 
got work driving delivery vans, working in an antiques resto¬ 
ration shop on Walton Street, driving a truck for a removal 
company, moving people’s furniture and taking pianos down 
steep stairways—plus teaching art. Eventually I got myself 
an old piano and tried to teach myself a few chords, and 
started writing songs. I also tried to meet other people in¬ 
terested in the same thing. 

After about a year, I had enough people to form a group, 
and that was Roxy Music. After a few months of odd little 
gigs I had enough songs, like “Ladytron” and “Psalm”— 
which didn’t turn up on record until Stranded—to do a first 
album. I started carrying the tapes around, and I sent one 
to Richard Williams, who worked for Melody Maker. He called 
me back the same day, and said, “Great! Can I do an inter¬ 
view with you?” John Peel, the big underground DJ for the 
BBC, he got one of the same tapes, and asked me to come 
on the show. It all happened so quickly it was like, zooom. 
I started writing songs seriously in 1970, and now I've been 
at it for fifteen years! 
MUSICIAN: Throughout, there’s always been a churchy aura 
to your music. Are you religious? Do you pray in times of 
stress and loss? 
FERRY: I was raised in the Church of England and sent to 
Sunday School. My wife’s a Catholic; we were married in a 
Catholic church. I don’t go to church at all, but I’m somehow 
sure I’ll become more interested in it later in my life, as that 
seems to be the general way things go as you age. 

The only time I have strong feelings about religion is when 
I'm writing, and people have always said to me that there’s 
a strong, oddly religious mood that comes through in much 
of my later work, which I don't consciously generate or put 
into it. What I’m trying to do is reduce words and images 
and sounds down to the bone. 
MUSICIAN: And yet, you've long been identified as a leading 
trend setter in the decidedly unaustere cult-of-fashion scene 
in England. 
FERRY: I've always gone through different phases of style 
consciousness. While in my teens, the idea of being an artist 
appealed to me long before I was an artist, the whole image 
of the bohemian Left Bank painter wearing a black cloak 
and calling for “more wine!" Later, I switched to the Jackson 
Pollack New York loft-look, with his T-shirt and jeans. 

England is a fertile place for fashion; it’s a small country, 
it’s an island, it has hordes of young people, it has a great 
past, and there is a genuine depth to its culture. From 
America, it’s seen as being provincial, but information passes 
through its borders very quickly because it’s very tightly fo¬ 
cused, especially in terms of music. When Roxy first ap¬ 
peared in England in 1972, everybody in the country knew 
about it at once, whereas in America there still are regions 
where the band’s music is on the outskirts of radioland. 

I supppose the network of the English art schools, which 
now sadly are being phased out, were very important to the 
growth of the British music scene. So many future rockers 
attended them before and during my time—and many kids 
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I don’t listen to what anybody else is doing in music because so many things remind me of 
what I’ve done. It gets incestuous.” 

followed suit afterward because of us. The attraction was 
obvious when you consider that, in a society where a tradi¬ 
tional trade is customarily the thing, young people could 
leave a conventional school, get a government grant to go 
to an art college—due to my parents’ limited resources I got 
a full grant—and spend a few years being trained as 
sculptors or painters. And each town had an art school even 
if it was just part of a technical college. 
Actually, I assumed that everybody had art schools. 

They've always been a hotbed of talent, where the influence 
is greater than what they make out of it themselves. A lot of 
the fashion ideas come out of these colleges and into British 
street culture among the young but the money is never there 
to capitalize on the ideas, so they’re pinched by Paris, New 
York and Japan. One of the most significant individual fashion 
exponents is Antony Price, one of my oldest and most eccen¬ 
tric friends, who took the pictures for the sleeve of Boys And 
Girls in his living room, and has done artwork for Roxy albums. 
He's been a huge influence as a designer on a vast number 
of people, whether it’s been with his women's tube dresses 
with the spiral zippers, or the squarish, big-shouldered suits 
adapted from 1940s men’s clothing—so many, many things. 
With my own musical and performance work, I've always 

been asked why so many people are influenced by me. But 
actually, both with Roxy and on my own, I was always implying 
a lot of things. I would hint at and suggest but never entirely 
pursue an idea, an attitude in making music, a visual image 
or a sense of style to its conclusion, so they were all rich 
avenues that were there to be explored further by others. 
For someone starting out in the music business, all these 
slices of stimulation proved to be attractive directions to take. 

I guess it’s been a kind of philosophy on my part, but there 
have been times [laughter] when it’s crossed my mind to go 
back to one of those avenues to explore it more, and I’ve 
discovered, “Oh, oh. Too late. Someone else is well on with 
it now." 

Currently, I don’t listen to what anybody else is doing in 
music because there are so many things that seem to remind 
me a bit of what I do or have done. It gets incestuous, [laugh¬ 
ter] At the end of the day, you just have to know that no one 
can be you, and at best there can only be superficial 
similarities. I'm just getting further and further into myself. 
MUSICIAN: Maybe you've come full circle from the early, 
struggling years when you were trying to isolate time to think 
for yourself. 
FERRY: It does feel cyclical, in a sense. Back then, around 
1970, I felt I was getting nowhere, spending all my time at 
jobs I didn't like, so I applied to the London Education Author¬ 
ity for a part-time job as an art teacher. I did it three days a 
week and it gave me enough money to live on. On my days 
free, I began to write songs in a flat I shared with my girlfriend 
Susie on Kensington High Street. Then I took them around 
on cassettes to record companies. 

The demos were made on a big gray tape recorder that 
Brian Eno owned. I’d met him through Andy Mackay, and 
he’d come over to the apartment on Kensington High Street 
with it, and he’d tape Andy fooling with his oboe, and me on 
keyboards, and him twiddling on synthesizer. We advertised 
in Melody Maker for a guitarist and drummer and got Roger 
Bunn and Dexter Lloyd. And then they were replaced by 
Paul Thompson and David O’List—a lot of shuffling about! 

One of our first gigs was in 1971 at a pub on Kensington 
High Street called the Hand and Flower, playing all the songs 
from the first album. After a few more personnel changes 

we were a band making a record, with Phil Manzanera on 
guitar and Pete Sinfield producing, of course. 

I fell in love with the idea of something called Roxy Music. 
I had sat down one day to write and had fancifully made out 
a list of the names of cinemas—like Plaza, Odeon, Regal, 
Ritz, Rivoli—because I liked the idea that they were important 
sounding but didn't really mean anything. When I got to Roxy 
I stopped, and mused: “Roxy.. Rox-y...Rox...Rock." I thought 
it’d make a fine name for the band. For a couple of months 
we were just Roxy and then someone said there’d been a 
band in America with that name so we added “Music," which 
seemed even better. 

And then John Peel at the BBC and Richard Williams at 
Melody Maker pitched in with their critical enthusiasm. That 
kind of thing could never have happened in America. People 
read the piece in the Melody Maker, heard the session we 
did on the BBC, and we were off and running. E.G. Manage¬ 
ment gave us an audition in a cinema in South London, and 
they asked me if I wanted to sign by myself and use better 
musicians. Being very retiring by nature, I was terrified of 
being onstage alone anyhow. 
MUSICIAN: You conquered your reserve quickly, however. Be¬ 
cause it was less than two years before you were building 
a solo career. 
FERRY: The first two Roxy albums had been hits in England 
and most of Europe, and the whole thing was going great. 
But I was exhausted from the work, particularly on the For 
Your Pleasure album. I'd felt I'd made a reputation as a 
songwriter playing fairly weird music, and I thought it'd be 
interesting to do an old-style Sinatra-like album of standards 
and material I’d admired from Goffin & King, Lieber & Stoller, 
the Beatles and the Stones. I felt that the songs I like aren't 
really ever going to get out there to the mass public, and 
you get a bit bored being limited to a cult audience. I was 
hungry to make more records, but also hungry to learn more 
as well, and These Foolish Things fit those ambitions. The 
solo would just be a one-off record on which I was just a 
singer/stylist/arranger. Some of the songs were more suc¬ 
cessful than others, but that record was also a European hit. 
In America it just confused the issue, since the Roxy Music 
thing was complex and odd to begin with. Nonetheless, I 
realized, “Gee, I've now got two careers!" 

These Foolish Things influenced Roxy’s Stranded, both of 
which, like For Your Pleasure, had been completed during 
1973; I was moving very fast, learning very fast. And then I 
did Another Time, Another Place, which showed me in the 
white tuxedo, which it was so strong, that image, that it stuck 
to me for years and years. Previously, I had been wearing 
these vaguely futuristic, showy, neo-1950s costumes with 
lurex and tiger stripes, which Antony Price had done for me. 
We felt that the music needed some kind of presentation to 
attract attention, and also it made it easier for us to perform, 
since we weren’t particularly showy people. To get dressed 
up in a different guise made it much easier to carry it off. 

The solo thing went on in tandem through the mid-1970s, 
with Roxy’s Country Life, Siren, Viva! and my Let's Stick 
Together and In Your Mind. My solo career grew so big there 
was a lot of friction from the band and it became a very 
unpleasant place in which to work. I went on a world solo 
tour and then lived in L A. for six months in 1977 just as the 
punk movement was coming on. I took a combination of 
English and American players to Montreux, Switzerland to 
do The Bride Stripped Bare. 
MUSICIAN: And that's when your luck ran out 
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There’s no end to the 
sounds you can play 
with the Mirage™ 
Digital Sampling 

Keyboard. 



A keyboard that can deliver virtually 
limitless digital sampling performance for 

under $1700? It must be a mirage. The Mirage 
digital sampling keyboard from Ensoniq. 

Digital recordings of instruments or sounds (including 
sounds you create) are played back polyphonically on the 

Mirage’s velocity-sensitive 5-octave keyboard. You control 77 
parameters of sound including filters, envelopes, and modulation. 

You can record and overdub with the Mirage’s built-in sequencer. And 
you can control other keyboards through the Mirage’s MIDI interface. 

Just slip a 3 Vá" diskette into the built-in disk drive and you’re ready to 
play and modify digitally-recorded instrument sounds from Ensoniq's library. 

Or use Ensoniq’s formatted disks to sample and save your own sounds for the 
ultimate in creativity. 

And now you can enhance this incredible instrument’s performance with new Ensoniq 
accessories. Affordable accessories that can make your $1695 investment sound even better. 

There’s a Sequencer Expander that adds over 1,000 events to the Mirage’s sequencer memory 
for extended sequencer passages. The Advanced Sampler’s Guide provides a detailed tutorial for 

musicians interested in pusning their sampling skills further. An 80 db Input Sampling Filter increases 
the Mirage’s sampling rate to improve the quality of sounds you sample. And the Mirage Visual Editing 

System (VES) gives you the ultimate keyboard/computer interface for even greater creative control. It 
includes the Apple Interface Guide, and Apple software (you provide the Apple He with Passport MIDI card). 

VES lets you see sound waveforms and program parameters on a monitor, so you can modify existing waveforms 
or create new ones, much as you would on a $25,000 digital synthesizer. 

So whether you’re starting from scratch or adding accessories to your Mirage, the Mirage digital sampling keyboard 
can take you to new heights of performance. And at $1695, it won’t take you for a high price. 

Sound Library: # 1 -Piano, 
bass, fuzz guitar, synth 
bass, percussion, wood 
flutes. (Included with 
Mirage) 42-Synthe-
sizers. (Included with 
Mirage) #3-Cellos, 
violins, upright bass, 
saxophones, trumpets, 
trombones. #4-Rock 
drums, electronic drums, 
orchestral drums. (In¬ 
cludes snares, basses, 
toms, cymbals, tympa¬ 
nies, timbales, hand¬ 
claps, gongs, etc. ) 
#5-Piano ( + one oc¬ 
tave), marimba, elec¬ 
tric piano. #6-Guitars. 

Ensoniq provides a 
library of disks with 
digitally recorded 
sounds. $39.95 ea. 

Sequencer Expander: 
Adds 1,024 events so 
you can sequence longer 
passages. $69.95 

The Advanced Sampler's 
Guide: Tips and tech¬ 
niques for more ambi¬ 
tious sound sampling. 
Includes MASOS 
sampling software. 
$49.95 

VES lets you view 
waveforms with an 
Apple He to create 
virtually perfect "loops." 
$299.95 
(Soon to be available 
for Macintosh.) 

In Canada: 
6969 Trans Canada Highway 

Suite 123 
St. Laurent, Quebec H4T1V8 Canada 

In Europe: 
Ensoniq™ Europe 

65 Avenue de Stalingrad 
B1000 Brussels, Belgium 

In Japan: 
Minami Morimachi Chu-o Bldg. 
6-2. Higashi - Tenma, 2-Chome 
Kita-Ku, Osaka 530 Japan 

263 Great Valley Parkway. Malvern. PA 19355 

ENSONIQ, and Mirage are trademarks of ENSONIQ Corp. 
Apple Ue and Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Passport is a trademark of Passport Designs, Inc. 



FERRY: [Nodding sheepishly] Precisely. But I must say that 
up to this point the previous In Your Mind album had been 
my least favorite record and I was looking for a dynamic new 
combination of elements. None of the musicians I'd brought 
along with me had ever worked with each other and it was 
all very weird. We were in Switzerland in the winter, with a 
lot of snow, everything very bleak—the perfect environment 
for what became a cold, bleak record. [He shudders.] Uhh! 
My girlfriend [Jerry Hall] ran off with somebody [Mick Jagger], 
and the music turned into blues, very sad. 

I was after a kind of Duchamp thing, inspired by one of 
his most famous works, “The Bride Stripped Bare By Her 
Bachelors, Even,” known popularly as “The Large Glass.” 
Richard Hamilton, my teacher at Newcastle, had done a 
reconstruction of it in 1964, and I had always loved the mys¬ 
tical, intellectually convoluted qualities of Duchamp's work. 
I also liked the idea that after being one of the most important 
artists of the twentieth century, with his dadaist brilliance, 
and then jumping into cubism, futurism and all that, Duchamp 
finally gave up and played chess for the rest of his lif.e, until 
he died in his eighties. [Laughter] He used to do things he 
called “ready-mades," which was signing bicycle wheels 
and urinals and objects that were already made. I felt I was 
doing the same thing on the album by putting my signature, 
if you will, on other people’s songs. 

And suddenly, I was faced with my first commercial failure. 
It was a bunch of firsts: my first time with American players; 
the first time I tried for a laid-back, behind the beat sense 
of space on a record; the first time I had no single; the first 
time I had a flop. 

Therefore, partly due to the punk thing, and partly because 
I felt my image had gotten so out of control, I decided I’d 
better put Roxy back together again. So we did it with Man¬ 
zanera and Andy Mackay and a few people who’d also been 

on Bride. It felt like a whole new phase and I decided I’d 
make a go of it under the group name, and Manifesto, Flesh 
& Blood and Avalon were the results, along with what was 
a lot of touring for us. 

In truth, I find each album to be exhausting, because I 
don’t consider what I do to be disposable pop music. I get 
very serious about it. I want to share it in the present. I may 
even start out trying to make the song difficult, but then 
melody overtakes me, and funky guitar, and traditional body 
rhythms. So I figure that while I can still groove, I should, 
while I can still feel this sensuality, which /s a part of me. 
And I’ll maybe wait for the day when I’m in a wheelchair 
before I get into non-rhythmic atonality. Although I'm a white, 
European, very English sort of person, I do understand and 
love the rhythms of black music. The combination of rock 'n' 
roll, Celtic things and black music that I've been experiment¬ 
ing with lately has been quite good, I think, sol'll keep with it. 
MUSICIAN: Frequently people expect the artist to be the em¬ 
bodiment of his work. The fan and devotee look forward to 
meeting someone they admire because they expect to see 
his art in him, but that's never so. What you paint or compose 
or write is never who you are. Bather it's an expression of 
who you would like to become, the growth you hope for, the 
personal reach you envision. It's always a full length ahead 
of who you know yourself to be. 
FERRY: Yes, yes! That's exactly it. My work is not me. Creating 
is a touching thing, it's a hurting thing. You're trying to dis¬ 
cover how you really regard things and there's pain in that, 
an intensity, because with that recognition as the starting 
point, you're then trying to make something that is extra to 
yourself, that is better than yourself. 
MUSICIAN: Did Boys And Girls live up to your own revised 
expectations? 

continued on page 113 

EXPRESS YOURSELF 
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HOOKED 
ON 
DIGITAL? 
BY SCOTT ISLER 

hese are the talking rings?” 
Rod Taylor holds up a small, 
shiny item and examines it. He 

looks puzzled. “They talk.” 
Inconceivable-buttrue! Sure enough, 
Yvette Mimieux spins the ring on a glass 
table top, the surface glows, and a voice 
is heard on the movie soundtrack. As 
the ring slows down the voice lowers in 
pitch. So much for sound reproduction 
in the 8028th century. 
The scene above is from The Time 

Machine, the 1960 film of H.G. Wells’ 
1895 novel. Wells' turn-of-the-century 
protagonist would surely have been 
familiar with the cylinder phonograph; 
he was probably also aware of the then-
recently-introduced disc record, a 
seemingly dubious improvement. The 
movie appeared three years after the 
launch of stereo records. In between 
the book and the film, of course, were 
such audio innovations as electrical 
recording (1925), the long-playing disc 
(1948) and magnetic tape 



in the recording studio (1949). 
All these refinements—and let's not forget the early-70s 

Edsel of recording innovation, quadrophonic sound—kept 
within a philosophical tenet of converting sound waves to an 
analogous storage medium: the spiraling wavy groove of a 
disc, the flowing magnetic field of tape. Problem is, these 
media add their own message to the original signal in the 
form of tape hiss and surface noise. The technical limitations 
of tape and vinyl disc, meanwhile, require engineering ma¬ 
neuvers that constrain the sound. Is there a better way? 

How about this: A silvery disc four-and-three-quarters 
inches in diameter that looks like something you should run 
a necklace through and wear to a disco—that delivers its 
signal against a background not of tape hiss, clicks, pops 
or scratches, but total silence—that can play over an hour 
without interruption—that costs nearly twice as much as an 
LP record—and that is currently so difficult to mass-produce 
that you’re lucky to find what you want anyway? 

The recording industry is betting on the Compact Disc, a 
system developed by a partnership of Philips in Holland and 
Sony in Japan. Unlike last decade's quadrophonic debacle, 
the gamble appears to be paying off. According to the Elec¬ 
tronic Industries Association, in 1983 there were 35,000 CD 
players sold to U.S. dealers. Last year that figure leaped to 
208,000. This year the E.I.A. estimates sales of 600,000 with 
another 900,000 projected for 1986. Okay, so it’s small 

It's easier to make 
Compact Disc players than 
Compact Discs themselves. 
At present, manufacturing 
the discs is an expensive, 
clinical affair. 

potatoes compared to the sixty to eighty million turntables 
in this country. But it took videocassette recorders six years, 
and color television sets eleven years, to score what CD 
players may hit in three years: annual sales of a million units. 

The Compact Disc itself is a marvel of the computer age. 
The disc is a handmaiden of the digital recording process, 
which, like other technological great leaps forward, repre¬ 
sents a break in conventional thinking. Unlike analog record¬ 
ing systems, the digital method samples an incoming signal 
discontinuously. Each "sample” is electronically converted 
into a sixteen-bit code—a number—stored on tape, then 
transferred to the CD master as a series of microscopic pits. 
A CD player “reads” the pits on a Compact Disc 44,100 
times a second with a low-power laser beam and converts them 
into the fluctuating voltage known and loved by all au¬ 
diophiles. CD specs—notably for flat frequency response, 
signal-to-noise ratio and distortion—are mind-bogglingly uto¬ 
pian. 

Great, huh? Well, how would you like to throw out your 
entire collection of LPs, singles and cassettes to make way 
for this obviously superior medium? “The turntable business 
is going to hell in a handbasket fast," says Robert Heiblim, 
vice-president of sales and marketing for Denon America. 
Marc Finer, product communications manager of Sony’s con¬ 
sumer audio division, agrees: "There's been a tremendous 
de-emphasis on the turntable market since the Compact 
Disc became in-demand.” (Both Sony and Denon make turn¬ 
tables as well as CD players.) Heiblim cites market research 
showing that CD fans stop buying vinyl records. Emiel Pe¬ 

trone, senior vice-president, Compact Discs, for PolyGram 
Records, sees “manufacturing plants of LPs phasing out in 
the 80s." 

The vinyl disc’s terminal illness began in October, 1982 in 
Japan, when and where the CD was introduced. The follow¬ 
ing March, Europe got its first taste of the new technology, 
and by August of 1983 CDs were available in the U.S. The 
recording industry has been virtually unanimous in its praise 
for the new format, and why not—it’s an economic godsend. 
When introduced, Compact Discs retailed for around 

twenty dollars. Prices have since fallen to the twelve-to-fifteen 
dollar bracket; PolyGram has a budget line for under ten dol¬ 
lars a disc. Although a CD can play uninterrupted for over 
seventy minutes, the vast majority of Compact Discs are 
simply high-tech editions of LPs with running times of about 
forty minutes. Technics product manager Rick Del Guidice 
points out another benefit (to manufacturers): the CD’s 
“domino effect on other components," leading.to upgrading 
of amplifiers and speakers to realize the new knockout sound. 

CD players are dropping in price fairly rapidly, contributing 
to the feeding frenzy. Sony’s first player listed at $900; indus¬ 
try spokespersons now talk about cracking the $200 barrier 
by the end of the year, with a $100 player predicted for next 
year. Not only have prices gone down, successive genera¬ 
tions of players have been smaller, lighter and better able 
to track CDs even when subjected to vibration or shock. 
Sony and Technics have portable players; Sony introduced 
a car CD unit last year, and more are expected this fall. 

“The big concern,” Heiblim says, "is where the product is 
going to come from to support the sales of hardware.” He 
compares the industry to a roller coaster, with the hardware 
and software manufacturers never quite matching up. “The 
market is highly stimulated. It’s going too crazy, outrunning 
the horse." 

The problem is that it's easier to make CD players than 
CDs themselves. At present, Compact Disc manufacture is 
an expensive, clinical affair. A CD plant costs at least twenty 
million dollars, takes a year or two to start up, and, for custom 
pressing, isn’t terrifically profitable. “This is perhaps one of 
the most romantic investment issues you can raise right now," 
Heiblim states. “The return on the investment is not that im¬ 
pressive. It can be five years before you get a return on 
custom pressing. Most venture capitalists are not interested." 

Consequently, there is just one CD pressing plant operat¬ 
ing in the U.S.: Digital Audio Disc Corporation in Terre Haute, 
Indiana, a joint venture between CBS Records and Sony. 
Outside of that, all CDs are made in Japan or Europe. Heiblim 
says Denon’s Japanese CD plant is booked solid through 
next spring. Denon is reportedly opening a U.S. plant; Heib¬ 
lim is reluctant to discuss the project for fear of reverberations 
on the volatile Japanese stock market. A Virginia custom CD 
plant, Digital Images, was planned but never materialized. 
Technical difficulties plagued Digital Audio, limiting its use¬ 
fulness to small labels desperate for CD pressing facilities. 

Ryko is one such independent label, a CD-only company 
scrambling for plant time. “It's a constant juggling act," says 
partner Rob Simonds, “using different manufacturers, trying 
to cover yourself at all times.” His Japanese manufacturer 
was promising February delivery on orders taken in July. 

Simonds is also president of East Side Digital, a Min¬ 
neapolis-based CD wholesaler and CD-only retailer. The 
store began as an outlet for gourmet LP pressings. Then, 
Simonds says, “Compact Discs came along and I saw the 
high-quality record market was going to go right down the 
tubes!” He lists an estimated 4,500 CD titles in his 
catalogue— considerably more than the 3,300 available CDs 
claimed by Leslie Rosen of the Compact Disc Group, an 
industry organization. The difference may be attributable to 
CDs released by foreign record companies but officially un¬ 
available here. 

The British Decca Record Company, for example, has CDs 
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of the Rolling Stones' Aftermath, Between The Buttons and 
Beggar's Banguet albums, among others. The Compact Disc 
Group's semi-annual catalogue lists only Still Life and Re¬ 
wind. Record companies have to renegotiate royalty agree¬ 
ments with their artists for CDs, creating a patchwork situation 
from country to country. Labels plead that Compact Discs 
cost three times as much as records to produce, and try to 
get artists to agree to the same dollar amount as they get 
on records. This doesn’t always work. Columbia Records 
deleted, then reinstated, CDs of Pink Floyd’s Wish You Were 
Here and The Final Cut albums after legal difficulties arose 
and were negotiated. 

The thorny issue of royalties means there are no CDs by 
surefire names like Frank Sinatra, the Beach Boys or the 
Beatles. Toshiba EMI did issue a CD of the Beatles' Abbey 
Road for sale in Japan only. "They kept a very tight rein," 
Simonds says, “and still seventy-five percent of 'em ended 
up outside Japan.” The company withdrew the title after Bea¬ 
tles representatives complained. 

(Coincidentally or not, the Beatles, Beach Boys and Frank 
Sinatra all have the bulk of their work on Capitol Records in 
the U.S. Capitol is the only major label not part of the Compact 
Disc Group. Simonds says Capitol/EMI, without any plants 
or manufacturing arrangements, is “pretty much closed out" 
of the CD business; instead, the company has been pushing 
its XDR cassette tape processing. One theory is that Thorn 
EMI, Capitol's British corporate parent, was hoping the CD 
format, pioneered by a European rival who owns PolyGram, 
would bomb. Capitol executives could not be reached for 
comment. In July, Thorn EMI announced construction of a 
Compact Disc plant in the U.K.) 

Whether you allow for 3,300 or 4,500 different CDs, that's 
some distance behind the roughly 85,000 different LPs in 
print. Compact Discs are still a seller’s market, which is why 
smaller record companies are sniffing for open slots in CD 
plant schedules. GRP, a |azz label, started recording digitally 
in 1979, and now does about thirty percent of its sales in the 
new format. Ryko may not have the superstars, but if you 
want to hear Irish traditional music on a CD, you'll have to 
buy theirs—for the time being. If you can find it. 

“It has never ceased to be difficult to get Compact Discs," 

iEarly acceptance of one 
standard for CD prevented 
rival formats from dividing 
the market. But no such 
agreement exists on how to 
package them. 

declares Art Shulman, director of stores for Chicago-based 
Laury’s. In June CDs accounted for over thirty-five percent 
of total sales in the four full-line shops. Just over two years 
ago, Laury’s became the first store in the U.S. to carry CDs 
in depth. Now they have 3,100 titles in stock, Shulman claims, 
selling at $15.98 and $16.98—but he's not satisfied. “The 
demand far outstrips the production capacity. I can’t get 
enough to sell. Some major record companies are only filling 
thirty percent of the line items we order." His advice to shop¬ 
pers: “If you see it in a store, buy it then. I can’t promise 
you’ll see it again." 

Shulman cites “astronomical" price cuts in CD players as 
spreading the medium's popularity—“it's no longer an elitist 
item”—but sees prices stabilizing for the discs themselves. 

"It doesn't make any economic sense. Prices are as low as 
they are now for marketing reasons. Warner Communications 
decided they wanted to spread Compact Discs, so they 
reduced the price." Most other record companies have fol¬ 
lowed suit. Shulman says players can be assembled like 
microwave ovens—cheaply, if not always carefully—but strin¬ 
gent manufacturing tolerances on the discs prevent similar 
cost-cutting. 
The early acceptance of the Sony-Philips standard for 

Compact Discs prevented rival formats from setting the mar¬ 
ket against itself. Unfortunately, no such agreement exists 
on how to package the things. The one advantage LP records 
have over CDs is that big twelve-inch-square cover for self¬ 
promotion. CDs are generally kept in a clear plastic “jewel 
box" similar to the standard Norelco case for cassette tapes. 
It’s a fine, classy container, but it’s also too...too compact. 
Record companies don’t want retailers hiding CDs behind 
lock and key; retailers don't want shoplifters helping them¬ 
selves to costly, pocketable merchandise. The uneasy solu¬ 
tion has been a 6x12-inch package—either molded plastic 
or cardboard—housing the disc, jewel box and booklet with 
album-cover graphics. 

This spring, Warner Bros, committed digital apostasy; The 
CD of Prince's Around The World In A Day shipped in a 
cardboard sleeve inside a cardboard box. Outraged CD 
enthusiasts sputtered about the insult of keeping a state-of-
the-art, last-a-lifetime objet in a cheap, flimsy cover. Unde¬ 
terred, Elektra Records (a Warner sister label) issued Motley 
Crue’s Theatre Of Pain in a modified cardboard sleeve, and 
Warner Bros, announced more of their CDs would be “going 
cardboard." 

The cardboard sleeve is about one-third the cost of a 
plastic jewel box—a patented design, but available free of 
charge to all manufacturers. Hale Milgrim, Elektra's vice-
president of creative services, says marketing, not 
economics, dictated the switch; the thinner cardboard jacket 
is more portable, and designed to pry CDs away from au¬ 
diophiles and into the mass market. 
Simonds remains skeptical. He observes that the 

cardboard industry is “scared shitless about the popularity 
of the Compact Disc in a jewel box. They see their business 
dropping very quickly if, as many predict, the Compact Disc 
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replaces the LP. They're trying everything to get the major 
labels interested in an all-cardboard package." Heiblim 
thinks Warner Bros, goofed by charging the same as for 
jewel-box CDs. Denon in Japan issued cardboard-jacketed 
CDs of teenybopper music at a budget price. 

Prince and Motley Crue fans, though, can’t choose their 
CD packaging, unless they buy an empty jewel box after¬ 
ward. Warner Bros, claims the CD of Around The World In 
A Day, cardboard or no cardboard, has sold over 60,000 
copies. Simonds has found that Prince “does not sell on CD, 
not in the top ten level”—a comment on the still-skewed 
Compact Disc market. “Heavy metal does better than you'd 
think" on CD. One of Simonds' big sellers is Peter Gabriel's 
1982 Security album, “one of the first all-digital recordings 
to be released, and probably the most impressive-sounding 
pop Compact Disc." 

i^^ll-digital classical-music 
productions far outnumber 
all-digital pop CDs. Dynamic 
range and lack of interruption 
matter more with "serious" 
music than pop. 

All-digital pop CDs—albums recorded and mixed and/or. 
edited, as well as mastered, on digital equipment-are pres¬ 
ently far outnumbered by all-digital productions of classical 
music. Broad dynamic range and lack of interruption, the 
CD’s most obvious advantages over LP and cassette, matter 
much more with “serious" compositions than pop songs. 
(Legend has Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony determining the 
new format's maximum running time.) In the 1970s some au¬ 
diophile classical-music labels mastered in digital, soon fol¬ 
lowed by the majors. This backlog of digital classical record¬ 
ings, plus the expense involved in buying a CD player, as¬ 
sured that the medium originally catered to fine-arts tastes. 
To overtake the tape/record market, CD has to be more 

than a yuppie toy. The players are currently more accessible 
(in quantity and relative pricing) than the discs, but record 
companies are trying to spew out CDs as fast as their sput¬ 
tering machines will sputter. With our priceless cultural heri¬ 
tage of pop music recorded on analog tape, digital remaster¬ 
ing assumes crucial importance for “breaking" the CD. Ideal 
analog-to-digital transfers bring the equivalent of the original 
studio master tape to your home. Historical material— 
whether a 1957 performance by Billie Holiday, or 1956 mono 
recordings by Elvis Presley—become so vivid as to shatter 
time as effectively as anything H.G. Wells could think of. But 
transfers can also be disastrous, reeking of tape hiss or worse. 

Even digitally recorded material can yield substandard 
CDs. When engineer Roger Nichols recorded Donald 
Fagen's The Nightfly, “we took great pains to place everything 
just right"—the Compact Disc offers much better stereo im¬ 
aging than the LP. The CD version, however, “was just a 
blur," Nichols says. “We found out the CD had been trans¬ 
ferred accidentally from an analog tape. When they fixed it, 
you could compare the two Compact Discs and really hear 
the difference.” The problem is not with the CD medium, 
which is virtually invisible, but the source provided for the CD. 

“In the beginning," Nichols explains, "the people respon¬ 
sible for making the decision for what to use on Compact 
Disc were not familiar with the technology. They have a stan¬ 
dard procedure: Run an eq tape copy from the master mix, 

then a production master, then tape copies for cassettes 
from the production master. By now you’re into a fourth-gen¬ 
eration analog tape copy. Even with a digital mix the record 
company always required an analog eq copy." 

Tapes and records need eq, or equalization, to compen¬ 
sate for shortcomings in reproducing parts of the sound 
spectrum. The CD laughs at those limits (metaphorically 
speaking, that is), but the joke's on the consumer who gets 
stuck with a carelessly mastered Compact Disc. 

Nichols, house engineer for Steely Dan, first got involved 
with digital while working on Gaucho in 1979. “There was a 
Soundstream machine in the studio to play with, but I didn’t 
think it was quite ready yet.” He still wasn’t sure when record¬ 
ing The Nightfly in 1982, so he cut the basic tracks in analog 
but used a 3M 32-track digital machine for back-up. Listening 
to the digital playback, Nichols thought something was wrong 
with the equipment. "It took us a little while to realize we 
were hearing the deficiencies with analog on a digital 
machine.” The Nightfly was finished in digital, and Nichols 
hasn’t returned to analog since. 

Jim Boyer, who often works with producer Phil Ramone, 
engineered the putative first Compact Disc, Billy Joel’s 52nd 
Street (1978). “Digital tape is more exciting but it requires a 
little more cautiousness,” he warns. “You can't overload it. 
Eq translates differently than in the analog medium. You find 
yourself being more timid.” The danger is ending up with 
too harsh or sibilant a sound. Boyer hasn't changed his mik¬ 
ing methods, “just how I equalize." He also suggests altering 
monitor systems “to be more discriminating to the high end. " 

Analog tape masters have to be re-eq'd for the digital tape 
master. “The process is ill-defined,” Boyer admits. “Some¬ 
times digital copies sound worse than analog. It reproduces 
your mistakes exactly. If you didn't have the azimuth correct, 
it reproduces that. It's a little more forgiving when you're 
recording.” 

Engineer Bruce Botnick, who’s also hooked on digital, 
points out an additional problem with transfers. “A lot of these 
old tapes from the 50s and 60s have lost a lot of shine. 
High-frequency particles are very minute patterns, and in 
time they revert to an inert state.” 

Another black mark against analog tape. Indeed, Botnick 
enumerates four big hurdles between analog input and what 
the record-buyer hears: the studio cutting amplifier, the cut¬ 
ting head, the home playback stylus and cartridge, and the 
home preamp. The preamp is still yours, but digital's eliminat¬ 
ing three out of four ain’t bad. 

Editing digital isn’t as easy as analog, and the expensive 
equipment boosts production costs. As studios feel compel¬ 
led to “go digital,” though, competition will drive (and is driv¬ 
ing) down rental fees. Electronic editors hook one machine 
to another, like video editing—only with no generational loss 
from one copy to another. 

Is there nothing wrong, then, with digital recording technol¬ 
ogy? Enter Doug Sax, a feisty curmudgeon where CD is 
concerned. President of Sheffield Lab and the Mastering 
Lab, Sax releases audiophile LP pressings. Lately he's also 
issued some CDs, which he says are very good, but he’s 
not happy about it. 

“In resolution and musicality, digital is a backward step 
for audio,” Sax declares. "If you feed it a mediocre signal, 
as ninety-nine percent of them are, it does a pretty good job. 
But as you get more nuance in the electrical signal it becomes 
more and more unsatisfactory in capturing that signal. It 
doesn’t have a low level, it has very poor transient response 
and no detail. When one or two instruments are playing it 
does a good job; when the music is complex, the system 
falls apart.” 

Sax acknowledges the CD is “a fantastic home system, 
and it offers freedom from wear and noise. The only thing it 
won’t do at the present time is offer sound comparable to 
the best on analog." When the latter category can mean 
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ART BLAKEY • KENNY BURRELL • RON CARTER • WALTER DAVIS JR. • 
JACK DE JOHNETTE • LOU DONALDSON • CURTIS FULLER • JOHNNY GRIFFIN • 

HERBIE HANCOCK • JOE HENDERSON • FREDDIE HUBBARD • BOBBY HUTCHERSON • 
STANLEY JORDAN • CHARLES LLOYD • CECIL McBEE • JACKIE McLEAN • 

JAMES NEWTON • MICHEL PETRUCCIANI • WOODY SHAW • JIMMY SMITH • GRADY TATE • 
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On February 22,1985 history was made. In celebration of the return of 

the legendary Blue Note Records, New York's Town Hall was sold out, and 

the feeling of electricity was in the air. Before the long night had ended, 28 

Jazz giants had played their hearts out and given some of the most inspired 

performances of their careers. 

Every sight and sound of this event was filmed and digitally recorded. 

And this historic evening is now available as four individual albums and as a 

limited edition commemorative four-record boxed set, complete with the 

original concert poster. 

And watch for the stereo video cassettes, coming soon on Capitol Video. 

“ONE NIGHT WITH BLUE NOTE." HISTORY, RECORDED. |glliraBII«H)l| 
ON BLUE NOTE RECORDS AND HIGH QUALITY XDR CASSETTES. blue note , INDIVIDUAL ALBUMS 



dropping a couple of thou on a cartridge alone, you’re forgiv¬ 
en for settling for a CD player—but not by Sax. 

“With all of its good numbers, it's still not sounding as good 
as analog to critical people, and I’m one of them. Why? The 
sampling rates are too low, the filters are aberrant. There's 
no nuance or accurate attack. You can't pick out the instru¬ 
ments you want to listen to; it becomes an indistinct blur." 

This isn't all subjective impression. Dennis Drake, Poly¬ 
Gram Records’ studio manager and chief engineer, admits 
that "there were certain compromises with the sampling rate 
to make it cost-effective." He's not complaining, though; “you 
can get a $200 CD player, hook it into your system and 
increase the quality of your system tenfold. 

“The uniformity of players from different manufacturers has 
to be tightened up. We’re seeing an influx now of players 
from all countries; some of them are using analog circuits to 
save bucks. Manufacturers have to hold up their end of the 
bargain. The same disc sounds different on different players." 
That’s probably not what you first heard about Compact 

Disc players. Then again, you probably also heard that the 
discs were impervious to everything short of a direct nuclear 
hit. True, CDs don’t relay audible scratches, but if you let 
your cat sharpen her claws on one—or if you fingerprint a 
CD with peanut butter—you may cause the laser beam to 
mistrack. If so, you should also exchange your CD player 
for a mudpie mold kit and forget about high tech for a while. 

It’s easier to believe that the Compact Disc really will 
supplant the analog record as a preferred medium of storing 
sound. Retailers, engineers and manufacturers give the LP 
until 1990 at the latest to clear up and get out; by then they 
expect the CD will have supplanted the black vinyl record. 

Is there no hope, then, for us millions of turntable owners? 
Heiblim is slightly reassuring. “I don't think they'll ever elimi¬ 
nate records,” he says, citing that medium’s low production 
costs versus CD. The LP could survive as an “underground” 
medium for those without access to a Compact Disc pressing 

plant. Conversely, Sax and Petrone, who's also chairman of 
the Compact Disc Group, agree the LP will linger on only as 
a high-end curio for audiophiles willing to drop a couple of 
thou on a cartridge alone. The 78 rpm record staggered 
along for ten years after the introduction of the LP, so the 
1990 deadline for LP doesn’t seem that unrealistic. 

And you ain’t seen nothin' yet! PolyGram has joined forces 
with Warner Bros, to develop a compact video disc the same 
size as a CD but storing digital video as well as audio infor¬ 
mation. (Pioneer already has a player that accommodates 
both CDs and the company’s analog video LaserDisc sys¬ 
tem.) The proposed "CV” would use a CD’s subcode tracks 
to generate computer-style graphics. A full video image, re¬ 
quiring much more information, reduces the disc's playing 
time to several minutes—in effect, a video single. If this 
sounds like something out of The Time Machine, look for the 
video-image output port on the next generation of CD players. 

Nor is video the CD's only future application. With the 
format's computer-information storage capability (read-only 
memory), a single Compact Disc can hold the equivalent of 
the Encyclopedia Britannica. Or, using a limited bandwidth 
to cover only a vocal range, three to four days' worth of 
spoken-word material can fit on one CD "talking book.” 

The optical disc clearly isn’t going away. The industry has 
too much riding on it: a shot in the arm for sales, a format 
free (so far) from suicidal cost-cutting, and maybe even a 
formidable barrier to the home-taping bugbear. You must 
have noticed you can’t record on a Compact Disc. Nay¬ 
sayers? Let them talk: 

“The exaggeration of sibilants by the new method is abo¬ 
minable, and there is often a harshness which recalls some 
of the worst excesses of the past. The recording of massed 
strings is atrocious...." Doug Sax again? No, that's Compton 
Mackenzie, editor of The Gramophone, writing about the new 
electrical recording process in 1925. Too bad he didn’t have 
a time machine. El 
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For a serious musician, switching to a 
Casio CZ-5000 could be all it takes to 
launch a serious career. 

The CZ-5000, obviously, is no 
ordinary synthesizer. It's a full-size poly¬ 
phonic keyboard that gives you the best 
of two worlds: the ease of programming 
and rich sound of an analog synthesizer, 
along with the clarity, compactness and 
data processing speed of a digital. 

And that’s only the beginning. This 
lightweight piece houses a powerhouse 
of features, including a programmable 

key split, tone layering, a modulation 
wheel and an optional sustain pedal. It 
also has 64 on-board sounds created by 
Casio’s unique dual line of sound gener¬ 
ators and shaped by six 8-stage enve¬ 
lope generators. 

What’s more, the CZ-5000 ’s 
8-track sequencer gives you, in effect, a 
multi-track recording studio wherever 
you go—allowing you to enter up to 6,800 
notes manually, or 3,400 notes in real 
time. These you can edit, mix, then store 
on standard cassettes for easy access. 

If all this isn’t enough, the sequen¬ 
cer will also drive other MIDI keyboards 
—like our CZ-101 andCZ-1000. And 
when it’s set to receive MIDI, its 8 chan¬ 
nel multi-timbral capabilites make it 
probably the most versatile of any key¬ 
board in its class. 

Wherever your career is now, a 
Casio CZ-5000 could be just what you 
need to launch it onto the charts. 

CASIO 
Where miracles never cease 

Casio, Inc. Electronic Musical Instrument Division: 15 Gardner Road, Fairfield, NJ 07006 New Jersey (201) 882-1493, Los Angeles (213) 803-3411. 



WE LEAVE OUT 
YOU DON’TN EED: 

What makes our digital delay systems sound 
so clean? 

ADM: Adaptive Delta Modulation. 
When PCM-based delay systems hit their 

cut-off frequencies, they unfortunately hit an 
electronic “brick wall.” Frequency response falls 

The ADM 1020 gives you all the popular special effects at an affordable price. Over one second 
maximum delay time. Perfect for the first time user or for the multiple effects user who needs a second 
unit. Bolt this one into your rack and flex your creative muscles. 

Go beyond the standard effects with the ADM 1024. Comb filtering, tuned resonance, vocorder 
effects and much more. With a little experimentation you can create effects we've never heard of. This 
is the unit that built the DeltaLab reputation for quality and reliability. 

©1985 ANALOG & DIGITAL SYSTEMS INC ADM 1030. The performance tool. User programmable version of the ADM 1024. Up to four effects 
addressable on command. Programs the complete effect-not an approximation like some other units. 
Use it with the optional ADM-STL footswitch. It's like a ton of stomp boxes in one little rack mount. 



DeltaLab 

THE ONEE FFECT 
“BRICK WALE’ 
flat on its back. Phase distortion goes wild. Natu¬ 
rally, the sound suffers. 

DeltaLab delays are more sensitive to the 
dynamic characteristics of musical sound. Our 
patented ADM circuitry eliminates the “brick wall.” 

The result? 
Clean, sharp effects: flanges that really rip; 

slapback that knocks you silly; doubling, chorusing 
and thickening that never slide into the mud. 

Audition one today at your DeltaLab dealer. 
Listen and compare. 

DeltaLab delays really cut. 
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It’s a late-April evening at Sound Castle studio near Glendale, just north of Los Angeles, and Maurice 

White is mixing a cut for his first-ever solo album. Clustered around the giant blinking Neve 

console are White, Brian Fairweather and Martin Page, two friendly Scots serving as co-writers 

and associate producers, and a young hot-shot engineer named Bill Bottrell. The four arc repeatedly 

playing a torchy new ballad called “Lady Is Love,” beginning to put together a composite from 

White’s four lead vocal tracks. A bank of outboard delays and reverbs are hooked up, but the 

vocals seem a bit too dry to White already perceptibly if good-naturedly nervous at having a 

journalist hear the unfinished LP, he’s not eager to display his unornamented vocal outtakes. He 

turns to the youthful Bottrell and quietly asks if he doesn't think it could use some more reverb. 

“No,” says the engineer officiously. “Too many people bun’ vocals in all that echo. VC e'll keep it 

like this for now.” 

Oh boy, smiles the journalist, a front-row seat while the legendary pharoah of the studio dresses 

down some upstart kid who probably wasn’t even born when White played on his first hit record. 

This is the Chairman of the Board you’re talking to, son. 

Maurice White shrugs. “Okay.” 

Wait a minute, stop the tape. 

Are we talking about Maurice White, the founder/leader of Earth, Wind & Fire, the man who 

most of us can easily imagine doing his recording inside the Temple of Luxor, flanked by his 

obedient priestly and musicianly lieutenants and receiving cheers from the adoring populace? Is 



this the mysterious Howard Hughes-like 
tycoon who once lorded over a small 
corporate empire from his imposingly 
stark, white office? The person in the 
control room tonight is either a changed 
man, or the bearer of a bum rap. Or a 
little of both. 

Meeting Maurice White for the first time 
in the waxed-linoleum-with-ping-pong-
table decor of the rec room at Sound 

Castle is a bit like meeting the Wizard 
of Oz off the set. In the flesh, the star 
of wide-screen LP epics and stage 
spectacles is of moderate stature and 
slight build, a pleasantly ordinary, mild-
mannered and, well, nice person. Now 
beardless, his tennis game sharpened 
and a health food enthusiast, he wears 
his forty years well. There’s less aura of 
the Great Teacher about him, fewer pro¬ 
nouncements and more conversation. 
Maurice, or 'Reece, as he calls himself, 
laughs easily and often. One of his 
loudest came at the mention of the ill-
fated Bee Gees movie Sgt. Pepper’s, 
for which EWF adapted a Beatles song. 
White groaned, covered his eyes and 
shook with mirth as he muttered, "Uh, 
what a film! Oh boy, that was really 
something! Augh.” At another point, he 
dissolved in hilarity upon pondering the 
idea of people making records without 
a live drummer. 

There’s a small trace left of the accent 
he acquired growing up in Memphis 
under the strict supervision of his 
grandmother, who not only gave White 

a heavy dose of church-going gospel, 
but who instilled the strong moral cur¬ 
rent that pervades his music. The young 
White frequently visited his parents in 
Chicago and moved there after finish¬ 
ing high school. He intended to be a 
doctor like his father, "but that didn’t 
last”; he went instead to music school 
and then spent three years at the 
Chicago Music Conservatory. His goal 
of being a music teacher was short-cir¬ 

cuited when he "lucked out” and got a 
job as the house drummer at Chess 
Records—“That was the university I 
needed." White played for four and a 
half years on hits by Jackie Wilson, 
Chuck Berry, the Dells, Little Milton, the 
Impressions, Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy Wat¬ 
ers, Willie Dixon, Etta James, Fontella 
Bass and Billy Stewart, among others. 

In 1966 White caught the ear of 
Chess artist Ramsey Lewis and joined 
his trio, an experience which “taught 
me how to present myself to an audi¬ 
ence. The whole band was just three 
guys, no vocals, so you had to be doing 
something of interest. I learned how to 
get up in front of twelve thousand 
people and turn 'em out!" White moved 
briefly to the Bay Area in the spring of 
1970, then to Los Angeles where he put 
together "a real fusion band. We played 
a lot of jazz. We were trying to show 
record companies that black acts could 
sell albums." Signed to Warners, they 
showed they could sell albums in mod¬ 
erate quantities, but after eighteen 
months White reformed the band in a 

more vocal vein, and moved over to Col¬ 
umbia (where he’s stayed for twelve 
years). There Earth, Wind & Fire showed 
they could sell albums in outrageous 
quantities. “I think we were the wedge," 
White reflects. “People like us, Stevie, 
the Commodores opened the pop 
music door for black acts." 

By the 80s, the sales were cooling 
out: after silencing the doubters with 
1981 's platinum Raise!, the band’s 1982 
follow-up Powerlight dipped to gold. 
Their last album, Electric Universe, was 
made in a climate clouded by solo proj¬ 
ects and overextended commercial ex¬ 
pectations. Decidedly disappointing 
musically, it also garnered no metallic 
designation whatsoever, breaking a 
streak that went all the way back to their 
first LPs. White now agrees Electric Uni¬ 
verse was seriously flawed: “Some¬ 
times after working with one entity for a 
long time, stagnation sets in. You have 
the same ingredients all the time, the 
same people and the same problems. 
“And when I look back on it, I 

should’ve taken a little more time to think 
about the songs and be a little freer in 
my mind. But there were too many 
things on me, emotionally. I had to rush 
the mixes, couldn’t take my time, all this 
pressure. And at the same time, I think 
some guys in the group were pushing 
too hard, trying to do solo records and 
this, that and the other. And some guys 
were not being serious enough about 
their careers. Now I have nothing 
against solo records, but as a unit we 
weren’t functioning properly. 

“After Electric Universe, I had to take 
a little look at myself, say, 'Wow, what's 
happening here?’ I just started to rede¬ 
fine the music, see it from a different 
space, see what I wasn’t doing." White 
took his first year off in two decades, 
and assessed his situation. 

“All this time I’d been carrying re¬ 
sponsibilities, making sure Earth, Wind 
& Fire continued, taking care of this and 
that, helping everybody live from day 
to day. You know, being Big Brother. 
Suddenly I had an opportunity to look 
at 'Reece for a second, a chance to 
think about myself for a change. I had 
accomplished so much, I hadn’t had a 
chance to even sit back and check out 
a whole bunch of successful records 
that I'd done. Now that I’ve taken time 
to do that, I’ve watched a new man 
emerge, someone who's very happy 
and very loving. So I have changed.” 

White had another revelation about 
the sales figures that supposedly 
proved him a loser in the 80s: “The thing 
that I had never really come to grips 
with was that our later records by nor¬ 
mal standards were selling great num¬ 
bers, but here people were saying that 
they were failures. I’m still selling gold 
and platinum, yet I’m a failure? There’s 
lots of guys out there who wish they 

The Wizard of Oz leaves his throne room: “I got tired of being Big Brother.” 
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could get a gold record or even sell 
three hundred thousand. So I had to 
start looking at that. You can really get 
swept off your feet, right out of the real 
world, by listening to all this marketing 
bullshit. I had to get myself to a point 
of seeing what's real. All my better rec¬ 
ords were made when I was in touch 
with myself and not just going off on 
what the media was saying.” 
Thus in the spring of 1984 did 

Maurice White resolve to do a solo 
album. How did it feel, making that de¬ 
cision, the presumably over-confident 
White is asked. “Scary. Very scary. I'd 
had so much success with the group. 
Now it was Maurice who? My new man¬ 
ager, Shep Gordon, just told me he's 
finding I’m the best-kept secret in the 
world. Just to think about doing some¬ 
thing alone: Tm going to be onstage all 
by myself!’ But what you never think 
about is every time you're onstage 
doing something great, you're by your¬ 
self anyway." 

White, however, didn’t want to be 
quite as much by himself as he was in 
the Complex, his West Los Angeles rec¬ 
ord label (America Recording Com-
panyj/production company/office/stu-
dio fortress across town. “The last three 
or four years, I would normally record 
in the Complex. And I was primarily iso¬ 
lated—I would isolate myself. I really 
wasn't aware of what was going on 
around town. Making my solo record 
got me out of the Complex and out into 
the streets again. It was like letting go 
of who I’d been and saying 'Okay, I’m 
willing to start over, whatever I gotta do, 
I’ll do it.’ ” 

White assembled an all-star band, in¬ 
cluding drummer JR Robinson, bassist 
Abraham Laboriel, keyboardists Robbie 
Buchanan and Mike Boddicker, and 
guitarists David Williams and Paul 
Jackson. “It was wonderful. I had my 
pick of the guys! Everybody wanted to 
work with me—it turned out we had all 
admired each other from a distance. 
They gave the record a band sound, 
which has alwavs turned me on." 

White played traps on all the EWF 
albums through I Am. but decided to 
forego the drum chair for his solo shot, 
playing only “a lot of percussion. I really 
didn’t want the responsibility of being 
four or five people. I wanted to concen¬ 
trate on setting a direction for the record 
and then just performing.” White sang 
from the middle of the studio floor while 
building the rhythm sections, a process 
he characterizes as “a lot of trial and 
error. I’ll suggest things, we’ll play ’em, 
change ’em around. Sometimes it 
doesn’t happen right away, but being 
a musician, I can go in and work with 
the guys, hang in there till we get it. 

"The main thing that's brought me 
through all these years is my ability to 
communicate to the musicians in the 

studio the same emotion I’m feeling. 
That’s the key to making great records. 
I’ll have a guy playing something he 
didn’t know he could play—I’ve seen it 
many times. A certain power comes in 
the room and it just happens. I don't 
really know what that's all about, but it’s 
been that way for me.” 

White is asked about the already de¬ 
scribed Case of the Uppity Engineer, 
and how unlike his legend the incident 
seemed. White furrows his ample brow 
in perplexed annoyance: “I don't know 
where the idea or impression of me 
being a general in the studio came from. 
I’ve never worked like that. You won't 
get good product, it'll never come out 
right, it’ll be real tense. The only way 

you can really bring about creativity is 
by allowing people to create, to contrib¬ 
ute to what you're doing. That's why I 
gave that engineer full rein for a long 
period of time, let him do what he does, 
just to get his full input. 

“Of course," White adds ever so sub¬ 
tly, “we would not settle for what you 
heard at the beginning of the night." 

So where does he think he got this 
manipulative, power-centered image? 
“Let me tell you something,” White 
sighs. “When you’re real successful, 
when you create an aura around your¬ 
self, when people walk in the door and 
see you, they have all these basic ideas 
in their heads. If you tend to be a little 
bit out of the norm, in any way different, 

ZAWLXIL 

CHROMA 
POLARIS. 
6 6 After a month of ferocious traveling over 
land, water and sky — and IS hard-played 
concerts — the Chroma™ Polaris™ has proven 
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board feel.The tuning is amazing. (I only 
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board preset. Very easy to program. Overall, 
a real fine instrument.?} 
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then people's ideas seem to gravitate 
to an even bigger space, and they 
create more of a wall. Especially if you 
did an inteview with me at the Complex. 
You'd come into this great big office in 
this great big building, and here I am 
at this desk, looking down at you....” 
White chuckles delightedly at the ar¬ 
rangement. “You're going, ‘DAMN! Who 
/s this guy?’ 

“Basically, though, I'm the same per¬ 
son now that I’ve always been, a very 
open-minded guy, a pretty happy guy. 
There may have been times when I've 
been under more pressure or more iso¬ 
lated, but I feel just like I always have.” 
Hmmm. Score one for the bad rap 

theory. Still, there must be something to 

the fact White dissolved his ARC label 
and plans to forego further Organization 
Man activity: “I can’t go in with a shirt 
and tie every day, be an executive for 
four hours and a musician the rest of 
the day. I can’t do that anymore. I’m a 
musician; I’m going to stay in music.” 

A good listen to Maurice White, the 
album, reflects the difficulty of deciding 
just how new is the “new" Maurice 
White, the person. It definitely sounds 
like Earth, Wind & Fire (just in case there 
was any doubt who got the children in 
this trial separation), but a fresh, fo¬ 
cused, and synth-informed Earth, Wind 
& Fire. The harmonic changes reach 
further than recent EWF, and the pacing 

of the nine songs and two segues (a 
residue of his conservatory years) has 
a broader sweep. There’s also a more 
relaxed, bubbly feel to the grooves, but 
White is clearly a man who is leaving 
nothing to chance, serving up an 
impressive volley of special effects, 
chord lifts, dynamic shifts and other 
crafty ways of keeping listeners’ atten¬ 
tion. Perhaps the biggest surprise was 
that he had so many vocal styles that 
weren’t heard in EWF, where the need 
to keep Philip Bailey’s angelic soprano 
employed tended to make 'Reece the 
more one-dimensional “other guy." 

So what would he release as a single? 
White had assembled a number of very 
contemporary tracks, like the flat-out 
funk of the LP opener, “Switch On Your 
Radio,” the giddy percussion celebra¬ 
tion of “Children Of Afrika,” the techno-
punky “Invitation” and three top-shelf 
ballads (one of which is “Lady Is Love" 
with considerably more reverb on the 
voice). But for the single, he chose 
something as retro as they come, Ben 
E. King’s 1961 classic, “Stand By Me," 
complete with a full complement of 
rhythm change-ups and hidden ball 
tricks. This is the “new" Maurice White? 

Nonetheless, he had good reasons. 
His “Stand By Me" vocal performance 
is possibly the best of his career, em¬ 
bracing pleas to his old listeners to still 
believe in him as an artist and to his 
doubting lover to stay with him (certainly 
for more intimate activity). Then, in an 
inspiring coda, he delivers a fragile 
hope that “all the world/come together/ 
live in harmony.” That last is, of course, 
the same sermon the White of old 
preached, but the floodtide of emotion 
he brings to it now makes it seem far 
more than bland utopianism. However 
old, however new, however its commer¬ 
cial fortunes, Maurice White is hands-
down the R&B album of the year. 

It reaffirms White's most enduring 
skill, his ability to keep ferocious 
grooves and a cast-of-thousands 
sound from overwhelming the melodic 
and chordal core of his music. “The 
most important thing is finding that right 
song," he nods. “If you have that, all 
the rest of the elements come together. 
Naturally I always heard rhythm, being 
a drummer, but coming from a more 
structured, melodic understanding of 
music, having a jazz and classical 
background, the melodies would fly. 
And that will always be in my music." 
White mostly writes with col¬ 

laborators, especially up-and-coming 
keyboard players—an unknown kid 
named David Foster helped him write 
“After The Love Is Gone," for example. 
Does White himself play piano? “I play 
at piano," he smiles. “I play pretty much 
what I need to play as a songwriter. I 
can lay it down, but I’m not a pianist. 
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I'm a percussionist and a singer. And 
an organizer, I put it together. The ad¬ 
vantage is that if I could just sit there 
and pump it out, I probably would write 
worse songs. Songs’d probably be 
awful! What I’ll basically do when I’m 
working with someone is sing the notes 
I want—I can actually sing the notes in 
the chord.” 

White's chief collaborators for the 
new album were two young Scots, 
guitarist Brian Fairweather and key¬ 
boardist Martin Page. Page and Fair¬ 
weather worked their way from Scotland 
to Liverpool and thence to London, 
where they formed a band called Q-
Feel and tossed a number one hit into 
the U.S. dance charts, "Dancing In 
Heaven." New age Tin Pan Alley types, 
they also placed tunes with artists like 
Raydio and Kim Carnes. In 1983 they 
migrated to Los Angeles, where they 
met White and "hit it off," though the 
Scots' dance-hit calling card did not 
particularly impress 'Reece: "'Dancing 
In Heaven’ was not really my taste—it 
was a disco song." White says the word 
disco with noticeable disdain, “Boogie 
Wonderland" notwithstanding. 

“But they had a lot of potential as writ¬ 
ers. They were also very involved with 
synthesizers, while I’m from an acoustic 
background. Together we have the 
acoustic approach with more of a syn¬ 
thesized underlay. It’s emotional and 
electronic too In dealing with elec¬ 
tronics, we’re really interpreting acous¬ 
tic instruments. They may be new 
sounds, but they relate to something 
that we’ve already experienced. In my 
new music, for example, synthesizers 
have the same reference as horns." 
White, himself a veteran producer 

who learned at the side of George Mas-
senburg, surprised some by sharing 
production duties with the pair, but he 
insists that should raise no eyebrows: 
“I’m always been more comfortable 
working out of a group, a combination 
of people bouncing ideas off each 
other. I don’t like to be isolated.” Was it 
tough to get the younger Scots to tell 
the old master when something was 
stinko? "In the beginning it was kind of 
hard for them to criticize me, but after 
we had a long talk and I told them what 
we were there for, it all worked out. I 
told them, 'If you hear something, make 
sure it’s right, because if I come out of 
the studio and hear it wrong, I’m going 
to go back in and do it anyway, so it 
might as well be then.”' 

White shares a propensity for produc¬ 
tion with another percussionist/singer, 
Phil Collins (“He and I are very, very 
similar"). Is being a drummer a good 
head start in approaching production? 
“Well, it's helped me tremendously in 
putting instruments together in order, in 
stacking them Everything has a place, 

and I think you learn a lot from being a 
master of time, the way syncopation is 
set together. It’s structure, layers on top 
of layers. The studio's a dream for me 
because I can take six hundred tracks 
and just layer stuff all day. We filled up 
all forty-eight tracks on some of the stuff 
for the new record.” 

During his year in limbo and the year 
spent making his record, White cut way 
back on his producing work (“I used to 
do twenty albums a year"), limiting it to 
Jennifer Holliday and four songs for 
Barbra Streisand. Barbra Streisand? 
“See, I’m an adventurer,” Reece chuck¬ 
les. "I'm up for anything...You know, 
bring it on, let me check it out, draw 
some experience from this. She had a 

chance to do something different and 
so did I. I learned a lot, especially 
because it got me involved with differ¬ 
ent writers, musicians, arrangers.... I 
couldn’t use Earth, Wind & Fire on her!" 

How does White approach a new pro¬ 
duction project? “I usually sit down and 
ask them, 'Where do you want to go? 
What do you hear?' It's important to dis-
concern myself with technical trips and 
to find out what the artist is trying to 
communicate. After I find that, I start to 
look for songs. Then the songs pretty 
much dictate the sound—I see a lot of 
people misuse that, only because they 
don’t get in touch with what the song 
has to say. Each song is basically a 
story, a mini-movie.” 
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White is asked for some specific 
examples from EWF: “Well, ‘Let's 
Groove' is very animated, it takes your 
mind to a place where this guy is having 
a good time. It's an electronic kind of 
sound, but it’s heart-throbbing too. 'In 
The Stone’? If you think of the stone, it’s 
ageless, magic, majestic, this whole big 
thing. So it’s strong, a big orchestra that 
comes on—BLAM! ’Fantasy’ has this 
whole ethereal vibe, harpsichords 
swimming around in your head. It's sim¬ 
ple, but true: the song should dictate 
the sound—the sound shouldn't dictate 
the song.” 

The first thing you notice about White’s 
unassuming L.A. digs (he's got a bigger 

place up in Carmel) are the records. 
Framed gold, platinum and double¬ 
platinum singles and albums seem to 
be everywhere. A few sentimental favor¬ 
ites are in privileged positions on the 
walls, like Ramsey Lewis’ “Wade In The 
Water," the first gold single White 
played on, and Spirit, not his first dou¬ 
ble-platinum album, but “the first one 
that went double platinum right away.” 
The rest are casually piled in kitchen 
corners and on bottom shelves, and 
White professes embarrassment at not 
having a proper place to display the 
more than thirty-five records—“One of 
these days I got to get me a room.” 

The other thing you notice right away 
are all the books, most of them new 
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hardcovers that White devours and then 
stuffs into his overpopulated shelves. 
On the elegant coffee table in front of 
the fireplace are two histories he's in 
the middle of, one on the 1948 creation 
of Israel, the other on the American Civil 
War. “Reading, that's my downfall," 
White smiles. “If I didn’t read so much, 
I’d have more time for working. And I've 
got a lot more books than what you 
see—there’s a whole room of just 
metaphysics.” 
The mention of metaphysics and the 

presence of so many beautiful art ob¬ 
jects from ancient Egypt and Africa 
throughout the Bel Air canyon house 
raise the subject of White’s song lyrics. 
The mass of books drives home the 
fact that despite the very general, nebu¬ 
lous nature of his on-record message, 
White’s mind revels in the specific, in 
concrete details of historical and relig¬ 
ious subjects. Given the sheer scholarly 
weight of the raw material for his songs, 
why weaken his insights by simplifying 
them so much? “Sometimes you can go 
a little beyond, where it’s unreachable 
and people can't get to you,” White re¬ 
sponds. “I have to be very careful with 
that. Even though there are a lot of 
things I’d love to talk about, a lot of times 
I have to stay real plain, real simple, so 
people can follow me. Because I’ve 
been really criticized for that, getting a 
little too esoteric, a little too outside, tak¬ 
ing it a little too far." 

White’s gotten used to criticism. He 
reads most of his bad press, the fre¬ 
quent critical clubbings of his idealized 
lyrics, his relentless positivism, and his 
still-unshaken belief in things "univer¬ 
sal.” “I heard that shit,” he frowns. “I 
read all kinds of stuff. People have said 
my lyrics were pretentious, that I'm not 
living in the real world.... Hey, your world 
is whatever you create. I’d rather say 
something positive and give somebody 
some hope rather than paint a dark pic¬ 
ture. I don't want kids singing a dark 
song—there’s no light in that. So the 
new album is still pretty positive. I don't 
think I could say anything else. It's a 
habit with me now,” he laughs. 

Given the preeminence of Doom, De¬ 
spair and Destruction in current rock 
lyricism, is there a place for Maurice 
White’s brand of Pollyanna positivism? 
“We live in such an instant society, in¬ 
stant coffee, instant cameras, every¬ 
thing happens so fast that people don't 
have time to appreciate the art. Some 
of us are still hung up in a lot of sen¬ 
sationalism. And a lot of people aren't 
very musical right now. There's a lot of 
great commerciality going on, but as 
far as innovative music, there's only a 

“The 70s was an exciting time for 
music because we saw change, we saw 
people taking chances. I think that will 
happen too in the 80s, once we start to 
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experience some kind of emotional 
crisis, something we all share. Inwardly, 
individually, we really do care, but we 
haven't learned how to care collectively. 
Everything might look very dim and very 
negative, but the higher part of us really 
doesn't want to fail. We will survive this." 
White shrugs. "I can’t look at it any other 
way. Hey, man, if you can’t see life as 
being positive, why you here? What’re 
you doing here?" 

A major part of Maurice White really 
doesn't want to fail either, and if his tena¬ 
cious optimism seems undimmed, his 
nervousness about the fate of his solo 
venture seems uncharacteristically 
high. He remained extremely secretive 
about the project thoughout the spring 
and early summer, finally submitted the 
finished masters to a delighted Colum¬ 
bia Records (who could badly use a 
Christmas hit LP), and then abruptly de¬ 
cided to replace two of the songs. De¬ 
spite his disclaimers, he undoubtedly 
senses that his viability as a major re¬ 
cording artist may depend on his ad¬ 
ding one more platinum album to that 
big pile—and this one will go up on the 
wall. Did returning to "new kid on the 

’Reece’s Pieces 
Most of Maurice White's songwriting and 
demoing is done in the second floor 
studio in his Bel Air home. “We’ve made 
some great demos up here, a lot of hit 
records. Now it’s so easy, it's all synthe¬ 
sizers and drum machines, we just run it 
right through, I go in and do the vocal 
and we got it." 

The studio's main desk is a British-
made AMEX board, recording into an 
Ampex 16-track (there's a second one, 
along with excess synths over at a Com¬ 
plex locker, if 'Reece starts really stack¬ 
ing tracks). The monitor speakers are old 
JBL 4311s and he just got a pair of big 
new 4318s. His bare-bones outboard 
gear is a dbx 160 compressor/limiter, an 
MXR digital delay and a Sound Workshop 
vocal doubler that White says he doesn’t 
use much. An Aiwa cassette deck shares 
the rack. In the vocal booth are a couple 
of Sennheiser protopower microphones, 
which White also uses onstage, a pair of 
AKG headphones and a huge bass 
kalimba. His more used keyboards are a 
Fender Rhodes, a Memorymoog, a 
Yamaha DX7, and a Roland Super Jupiter 
rack mount synth module he’s really big 
on. He's about to buy a Linn 9000 drum 
machine/keyboard recorder, but until 
then his LinnDrum, DMX and older Ro¬ 
land boxes will do. A Yamaha 50-watt 
combo amp with a 12-inch speaker sits 
in the corner. 
The mixdown at Sound Castle studio 

was done simultaneously on digital and 
analog machines, a Mitsubishi X-80 and 
two Studer A-800s wired together. The 
console was a Neve. Outboard gear used 
included a Yamaha REV-1 digital reverb, 
an EMT 521 digital reverb, an AMS digital 
delay and a Urei 1176 compressor/limiter. 
House monitors are Tannoy SRM 10Bs. 

block” status give White any final in¬ 
sights a younger musician could use? 

"One thing—it's worth staying in it, 
worth believing in yourself. Don't be dis¬ 
couraged by the big marketing act— 
and I know it’s very discouraging. Try 
to listen to and study as much music 
as you can, as many types as you can, 
because then your reservoir is very 
large and you’ll never get bored with 
yourself. Some guys don't. They learn 
how to play guitar out of book one, go 
out and have a great career for two rec¬ 
ords, and then it’s all over because they 
don’t have anything more to draw from. 
They're lost. If you have a lot to draw 
from, then your longevity is there. 

"I've experienced the record thing for 

many years and I've done very well. But 
I'd also like to check out working on 
films and I've been talking to people 
about some different projects. It’s like 
continual growth, new avenues, and if 
you have the capability to do it, what 
the hell. It’s always wide open. One 
thing I’d like to do now is some things 
with symphony orchestras, more of a 
combination of contemporary sounds 
with acoustic sounds. I like bigness I'd 
like to go experiment with a thousand 
trumpets, a thousand trombones! Actu¬ 
ally, I've always thought of having a 
trombone band—I'd like to see the pos¬ 
sibilities of that.” White smiles and 
shakes his head. “It'd be great, just be 
powerful. ” El 
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The great white hunter as Lord Jim°-or is it Jungle Jim?~soaks up some ambience, 

P E R • C U S S I 0 N 

STEWART COPELAND: LANDING ON IT 

Police Drummer 
Takes An Extended 
Rhythm Safari 

By Bob Giusti 

The first time I saw the Police was 
in the winter of '78 at a small, but 
prestigious, basement nightclub 

called The Rat located in Boston's Ken¬ 
more Square. Because they had 
cropped, bleached-blond hair and en¬ 
thusiastic energy they were im¬ 
mediately tagged as another of the 
British punk-underground wonders. 
With roughly two hundred lucky patrons 
rocking to a steamy set already in prog¬ 
ress, the band was jumping and pound¬ 
ing their way through an old B-side, 
“Dead End Job.” The drummer pum-
meled and slapped his drums with the 
precision of Billy Cobham and the aban¬ 
don of Keith Moon; I yelled into a friend’s 

ear, “This guy ain't no punk drummer.” 
Seven years later, with the Police a 

cultural pop institution, Stewart Cope¬ 
land remains a far cry from your run-of-
the-mill undereducated British ghetto 
kid who decided to pound his frustra¬ 
tions from 'life on the dole’ into a quick 
fling with the British music press. Just 
ask him, for example, about the TWA 
hostage crisis which was at its peak 
when we met over dinner. Beirut was 
Stewart’s old hometown—seems his 
Dad (an agent of the CIA) was heading 
the Lebanon office during Copeland's 
formative years before the family moved 
to London. What was his opinion on the 
crisis? “Well I know one thing, you don’t 
threaten violence to a Muslim culture 
that's already pretty macho-oriented," 
Copeland offers. “Especially when 
they’re holding the lives of innocent 
people. These people get more aggres¬ 
sive when they’re threatened, no matter 
what the consequences; if we just stick 
with solid diplomatic channels long 
enough, the State Department will prove 
their point and resolve this problem." 

Copeland is a great believer in the 

theory that if one sticks with a goal long 
enough, success in that area is an ex¬ 
tremely high possibility. He calls it 
“landing on it” and equates this 
phenomenon with patterns found in 
music and rhythms. As he explains it, 
“Supposing you have one pattern that 
beats every three seconds and one that 
beats every four. Put them together and 
every twelfth beat they’ll land at the 
same time, which is a simplified version 
of what happens in our world. Every so 
many beats, it'll all land.” 

Like I said, the guy ain’t no punk 
drummer. 

This is, of course, the era of Police 
extra-curricular activities, what with 
Sting’s solo LP exploits and the 
friendship of frets shared by Andy Sum¬ 
mers and Robert Fripp. But Copeland 
has been doing outside projects all 
along. Even while The Police were 
struggling for recognition in those early 
days, Copeland was busy producing 
solo work under the secret identity of 
Klark Kent and managed to chart high 
in the British top forty (single “I Don’t 
Care” reached #28) after “Roxanne" 
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had already come and gone the first 
time around. Was he playing it safe per¬ 
haps? Putting his eggs into more than 
one basket? "Nah, I was just hyper¬ 
kinetic at the time. My mind was working 
full time and I wrote a song that Sting 
just refused to sing. So rather than sit 
and boil about it I just walked in a studio 
and played all the instruments myself.” 

How about doing the soundtrack for 
Francis Coppola's Rumblefish? More 
unspent energy? “Well, I’m still not quite 
sure about the origins of that one. Ini¬ 
tially he was phoning me as a sort of 
technical adviser because he was con¬ 
cerned with this underlying theme of 
time running out, ticking away, and he 

wanted to deal with rhythm, time and 
space.” Coppola was so obsessed with 
the rhythmic quality of each scene that 
he actually had Copeland playing 
drums while the young actors paced 
themselves through rehearsals. 

Stewart is still up to his neck in extra 
work. There’s a twenty-five-minute mu¬ 
sic score for the San Francisco Ballet’s 
production of Lear. There’s an LP of 
songs for a thirteen-part cartoon series 
based on the Droid and Ewok charac¬ 
ters from Star Wars. And then there’s 
his new one-hour video LP project 
called The Rhythmatist (on A&M Video 
along with a soundtrack LP). 

Copeland went to Africa in 1984, tak-
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ing along Belgian director, V.P. Dutil¬ 
leux (a filmmaker who specializes in first 
contact with primitive tribes). The one-
hour film resembles what would occur 
if MTV commissioned their own version 
of Mutual of Omaha's Wild Kingdom, 
with Copeland the perfect Marlon Per¬ 
kins in his calm, matter-of-fact narrative 
style. Aside from the usual panoramic 
shots of the beautiful African land¬ 
scape, Dutilleux’s expertise in com¬ 
municating with the tribes provides 
unique opportunities for Copeland to 
use his percussion skills to cross over 
language and cultural barriers. 
“We had to learn how to show these 

people that we could be trusted to par¬ 
ticipate. There have been so many in¬ 
stances of exploitation by white men in 
the past that perhaps their guard was 
up," Copeland confides. “There were a 
few times where it did get a little carried 
away, like in the sequence where the 
ladies of the Kamba tribe were rubbing 
cheek to cheek. That got a little over 
my head—after they finished filming, 
the crew were packing up their cameras 
and ready to move on, figuring, ‘Hell, 
we got our shots, let’s go.’ And I'm still 
there in the middle of this intense ritual. 
Having been accepted into the brother¬ 
hood of the tribe, it wasn’t quite good 
manners to say, ‘Okay, cool, I got my 
shot, I’ll see ya all later.'” 

During filming, an incident occurred 
which received a fair amount of atten¬ 
tion over the wire services: while cross¬ 
ing through Zaire, Copeland and Dutil¬ 
leux were found without necessary 
visas. Soldiers detained the pair and 
escorted them, handcuffed, to the local 
slammer. During the evening, conver¬ 
sation began between the guards and 
Copeland about a popular local music 
form known as Lingala. He was shown 
various fanzines and listened to a few 
examples on the local radio broad¬ 
casts. Stewart was immediately en¬ 
tranced with the unique mixture of primi¬ 
tive tribe music with westernized pop 
flair. Upon his release the next day he 

continued on page 104 

Rhythmatism 
Stewart Copeland is a satisfied Tama en¬ 
dorsee. The drumhead on his 22-inch 
kick is a Remo Black Dot; all the rest are 
Remo Ambassadors. He also uses Paiste 
Rude and 2002 cymbals. His home 
studio has an Otari MTR 90 and MTR-12, 
a Fostex B-16, a Harrison desk, a Q-Lock 
synchronizer, Valley People and dbx 
compressor/limiters, AMS, Deltalab and 
Roland SDE-2000 digital delays, a Fair¬ 
light and a Kurzweil, with an SRC to drive 
both of them, and a bank of half-inch 
video records. His favorite tape is Ampex 
456. Copeland’s latest gig is for Amer¬ 
ican TV: it’s called The Equalizer, a 15-
part “cops and robbers shoot 'em up, 
guaranteed three fistfights and two car 
chases per episode." 
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PINO PALLADINO DOESN’T PR 
Paul Young’s Bassist 
Shines Through The 
Screaming Hordes 

By Rob Tannenbaum 

A full five hours before the concert 
in Boston, a gaggle of brightly-
dressed young women are keep¬ 

ing alive the early detection tradition of 
Paul Revere. There's no lighthouse to 
pass the warning to a waiting horse¬ 
man, just a wireless relay from street 
corner to street corner, spreading the 
word with a rapidity AT&T would envy: 
Paul Young has been spotted on 
Beacon Street. 
And he doesn’t look pleased. What 

with “Everytime You Go Away" zapping 
up the charts and gaining steady MTV 
play, Paul hasn’t had much time to win¬ 
dow shop on his tour of the States. 
Everywhere he goes, fans scream and 
throw roses and generally reenact his 
new video. But now instead of smiling 
and crooning at them, the way he does 
on MTV, Paul Young is trotting away, 
towards the safety of the Orpheum. 

Inside the theater, bassist Pino Pal¬ 
ladino warns a guest that the hysteria 
will continue during the show. “It's the 
way he's been promoted, unfortunately. 
We have a lot of teenyboppers in the 
first ten rows. They just scream all night; 
they don’t listen, but I'm sure there’s 
people in the back who want to hear 
the band.” 

A tall Welshman with an oval face and 
lanky body, Palladino is clearly over¬ 
joyed with the success he’s had In the 
last few years: international tours with 
Paul Young, sessions with Joan Arma¬ 
trading, Don Henley and Elton John, 
and an offer from Jimmy Page to join 
the Firm, which he turned down. But the 
bassist bristles at seeing Young 
grouped in with Duran and Spandau 
and Wham, just because his boss has 
a pretty face. “It pisses me off. He's a 
good-looking guy, so they put him on 
the teen magazines. But they buy the 
album, so they must like the music. Or 
maybe they just like to see Paul.” Pal¬ 
ladino shrugs. “Hopefully this album will 
get to an older audience.” 

Although Pino's father is Italian (“Pal¬ 
ladino is like Jones in Italy. It’s very com¬ 
mon in Cleveland, too.’’) his mother is 
Welsh and their son was born in the 

capital city of Cardiff. 
“In Catholic school, there was a priest 

who played guitar. He used to do these 
folk nights in church. So I started with 
C and D, and then decided to take 
classical guitar lessons. I loved the 
sound of it.” 

As he grew older, Palladino discov¬ 
ered the wonders of the amplifier. “I was 
more into T. Rex than the Beatles,” he 
says, but it was Led Zeppelin that really 
made him forget Sor. "Led Zeppelin III 
was one of my favorites. I could proba¬ 
bly sing every song they ever did." His 
first band, Trapper, did Zep covers—a 
memory Palladino blushes at. “You al¬ 
ways hear people say they listened to 
Coltrane when they were kids, but I think 
a lot of people started with Zeppelin.” 

Pino naturally was drawn to fusion, 
which was in many ways a revolution 
led by bored bassists. “I bought Jaco’s 
first album, and I didn’t know what to 
make of it. There was some unbeliev¬ 
able playing on it. I also used to listen 
to John Martyn's guitar playing. He had 
a bass player in the old days, Danny 
Thompson, who played the double-
bass. That had a lot of influence on me." 

He also discovered old blues records, 
mainly Stax releases and Otis Redding. 
“I loved it all, but I didn't know it was 
Duck Dunn I was listening to.” 
While playing in a three-piece blues 

band with guitarist Mickey Gee (known 
for his work with Dave Edmunds), he 
decided to leave Wales. “There’s a lot 
of music there, there’s even Welsh reg¬ 
gae. But a lot of the stuff is sung in 
Welsh, which makes it hard to market 
anywhere else in the world.” Jools Hol¬ 
land, the former Squeeze keyboardist, 
was forming a boogie-woogie band, 
and when he offered Pino a flat in Lon¬ 
don and a “small but reasonable wage” 
in 1979, the bassist gladly relocated. 

He stayed with Holland for a year and 
a half, playing on the band's disappoint¬ 
ing debut. “That was an odd thing," Pal¬ 
ladino says carefully. “We did the album 
with [producer] Glyn Johns, which was 
a great experience, but I don’t know if 
that’s what Jools had in mind." 

On the cover of Jools Holland And 
His Millionaires, Palladino is shown 
holding that sainted icon of boogie-
woogie, the upright bass. But he admits 
he never played the thing, and that he 
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had to borrow it from a friend for the 
photo. His next job came on another 
instrument he had little experience with, 
though it's now his calling card—the 
fretless bass. 
“Gary Numan wanted someone who 

could play fretless. I heard this from his 
drummer Chris Slade [now of the Firm], 
another Welshman. I had played it a bit, 
but hadn’t touched it in a long time. So 
I put some strings on it and auditioned. 
I was probably out of tune,” he laughs, 
“but once you get the pitch in, it's much 
easier to play. There are no frets in the 
way, so it’s like a bottleneck guitar." 

Palladino couldn't have been too out 
of tune—he got the job with Numan, 
playing on the I Assassin album and 
tour. In the meantime, he was called in 
to a session with a British singer whose 
previous band, the Q-Tips, had brief 
and modest success. He was intro¬ 
duced to Paul Young, who was strug¬ 
gling with a remake of Marvin Gaye’s 
“Wherever I Lay My Hat.” “It was just a 
drum machine, a guide keyboard and 
a guide vocal,” Palladino recalls. “The 
producer, Laurie Latham, said, 'Do 
something melodic in the beginning.’ 
We tried to put a Weather Report vibe 
on it." Pino picked up his fretless and 
played a silky, startling intro that set up 
Young's beautiful vocal. He played on 
four or five other songs, and didn’t think 

too much more about it. 
“Then I left Numan because I was 

gonna join up with Chris Difford and 
Glenn Tilbrook, after Squeeze broke up. 
We rehearsed for two or three weeks, 
the whole band, but it was taking a long 
time and when Paul’s single took off 
("Wherever" soared to #1 in England 
and peaked at #70 in the U.S.), he said, 
‘Let’s get a band together.’" 
The success of “Wherever I Lay My 

Hat,” still Young's best moment, quickly 
established Palladino’s reputation. He 
was invited to join Joan Armatrading’s 
Secret Secrets band, a who’s who of 
young British talent that included 
guitarist David Rhodes, keyboardist 
Nick Plytas and Simple Minds drummer 
Mel Gaynor. From those recordings, 
Palladino learned that Armatrading’s 
reputation as a dominant session leader 
is accurate. “She knows what she wants 
and how to get it. She made us rehearse 
four or five numbers before we went 
into the studio. And after two hours in 
the studio, it was happening. That was 
a great record.” 

The next call was from Don Henley 
and his guitarist/collaborator Danny 
Kortchmar, who had been knocked out 
by Palladino’s part in Young’s hit single. 
“I didn't know what to expect when I 
went to the session, because I'd only 
met Henley once, briefly, and I was in 

awe of him because of the Eagles. So 
when I got in the studio, it took me a 
few hours to realize they're normal 
people.” The ice was broken by a 
mutual love for old blues records. “I 
played some lick and Danny said, ‘I 
know that. That’s Robert Johnson.’ I 
said, ”’Ang on a minute. I didn’t do it on 
purpose.’ After that, it was very crea¬ 
tive.” 

On "Sunset Grill,” Palladino’s slippery 
fretless lines echo the dank, sleazy bar¬ 
room setting so well, you can almost 
smell the stale Budweiser. “There 
wasn’t a lot of room left around the bass 
frequency, because there's a lot of syn-

continued on page 122 

Pinotes 
“I have a lot of different basses, but 

the fretless Music Man Stingray is the only 
one I use. I bought it second-hand about 
four years ago, and they didn’t make 
many of them. It’s got Rotosound 
strings—.040, .060, .075, .095. My 
backup is a Pedulla fretless. That’s the 
bass on 'Sunset Grill.' My fretted basses 
are a Yamaha, a JD and a Precision. 

“For effects, I use an MXR pitch-shifter 
on two numbers and Ibanez multi-effects, 
mainly for the compressor. The amp is a 
Trace Elliott, an English amp that just got 
distributed in the States. It’s got a 500-
watt head. It's the most reliable gear I’ve 
every used—it's never broken down and 
it’s loud." 
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The Prophet 2000’s velocity sensing 5-octave keyboard provides 
you with precise control over loudness, modulation amount, 
timbre, sample start points and crossfading between two separate 
sounds. The keyboard’s weighted action responds positively to 
every nuance of your playing technique. Additional user sampling 
enhancements include a variable input level control, complex 
sample editing (reverse, mix, truncate), and automated looping 
functions such as computer assisted zero cross over and zero 
slope selection to help you find the best possible loop points. 

The Prophet 2000 comes with multiple wavetables stored in on 
board memory for building “traditional” synthesizer sounds. You 
can play these sounds alone or in conjunction with sampled 

sounds by splitting the keyboard or layering sounds on top of each 
other. The on-board 3'/2-inch disk drive provides you with a fast 
and easy method of storing your sounds and custom programs. 

The Prophet 2000 features complete MIDI implementation, as well 
as very impressive arpeggio capabilities including programmable up, 
down, assign, extend, auto latch, and transpose modes. 

Superior sound quality has long been a trademark of Prophet 
instruments. The Prophet 2000 adds to this legacy. 

Visit your Authorized Sequential Dealer today and ask for a 
demonstration. Listen to the sound. Hie superior quality of the 
Prophet 2000 is as unbelievable as its low price! 

Sequential is proud to introduce the Prophet 2000, an 8 voice professional quality 
sampling instrument. Based on 12 bit digital technology, the Prophet 2000 will 
reproduce any sound you sample with astounding realism and studio quality audio 
fidelity. And that’s just the beginning! Once you’ve sampled a sound (or selected 
one from our library of pre recorded factory disks), you can modify it by using the 
many digital, analog, and keyboard controls provided. Each voice features a 4 pole, 
low pass VCF, a VGA, and velocity controlled, four stage envelopes. You can 
assign multiple samples (up to 16) anywhere on the keyboard. 
By assigning two or more samples to the same keyboard range 
you can create layered sounds and multiple 
voice stacks for unison effects. 
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For a complete catalog, please send $2.00 to Sequential, Inc., 3051 N. First St., 
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POWER AMPS: SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL 
New Ideas in the Old 
Struggle to Cool 
Down & Lighten Up 

By Alan di Perna 

Hot and heavy" may be desirable 
qualities in this week’s heavy 
metal discovery, but they’re 

lousy attributes for a power amplifier to 
have. In many respects, the evolution 
of power amps has been one long quest 
to cool down and lighten up. Replacing 
bulky, heat-emitting vacuum tubes with 
lightweight, efficient transistors was a 
big step along the way. But in the past 
few years, we’ve seen increasingly 
complex solutions to old amplification 
problems, and a new generation of dis¬ 
crete power amps for studio monitoring, 
sound reinforcement, or even that rack¬ 
mount system for guitar or keyboard 
you keep saying you’re going to get. 

A Few Powerful Basics 
Essentially, an amplifier is a trans¬ 
ducer—a conversion device. It takes 
small AC voltages from a microphone 
or other audio input and converts them 
into large DC voltages. These are 
passed on to loudspeakers or head-

Crown Micro-Tech 1000 

phones, where this electrical energy is 
converted into the physical energy we 
call sound. Ideally, the output signal’s 
waveform should have the exact same 
shape and proportions as the input sig¬ 
nal's waveform, but be bigger in size. 
The extent to which an amplifier can 
reproduce the exact proportions of the 
input signal determines its fidelity. 

In order to amplify the input signal, 
it’s necessary to add power, which 
comes from ordinary AC wall current. 
A transformer takes it, turns it into us¬ 
able DC power and passes it along. 
This part of the amp, the DC power sup¬ 
ply, is the focal point in designers' at¬ 
tempts to put the modern power amp 
on a diet. 

Here’s the problem. The amplifier 
must provide enough power to handle 
the most extreme volume (or amplitude) 

peaks in the audio signal. This requires 
large, heavy transformers. If there isn't 
enough power, the tops of these peaks 
will be cut off, in which case you get 
what’s known as clipping. But even with 
the loudest, raunchiest sound you can 
imagine, these extreme peaks only 
occur once in a while. Most of the time 
the amp is using less than half of its 
available DC power. Where does the 
rest of this energy go? It’s dissipated 
as waste heat. To deal with this heat, 
manufacturers have typically had to use 
bulky heat sinks and cumbersome fans, 
further increasing the size and weight 
of the amplifier. How could all that 
wasted power be avoided? 

The Split-Level Solution 

One answer was to come up with multi¬ 
level or "intelligent” DC power supplies 
that could “read" the input signal and 
provide only as much power as the sig¬ 
nal required at any given moment. One 
of the pioneers in this field was Bob 
Carver, who set the industry buzzing a 
few years back when he came out with 
a little six-inch cube that was actually 
a 200-watt power amp. It was a suitably 
dramatic introduction for what Carver 
calls his magnetic field power supply, 
so called because it stores energy in 
the electrical field of filter capacitors 
and in the magnetic field that exists in 
the transformer coil. 

Carver used a series of bridge rec¬ 
tifiers and a duty-cycle control circuit 
to tap the magnetic field coil at three 
different power levels. The result is 
three different ranges of DC power sup¬ 
ply voltage: ±50V, ±80V and ±125V. 
A circuit called the commutator senses 
the input signal to the amplifier and en¬ 
gages the supply voltage level that will 
provide just enough power to ad¬ 
equately amplify the signal. 

Carver compares the commutator to 
a rotary pot that turns the DC voltage 
up or down based on cues from the 
input signal. This, of course, makes for 
less waste energy to be dissipated as 
heat. The latest Carver magnetic field 

model is the PM-1.5. Weighing twenty-
one pounds and taking up just two rack 
spaces (which means that it’s 31/z 
inches high), it delivers 450 watts into 
eight ohms. 

The Fifty Percent Solution 

QSC Audio went another route in creat¬ 
ing their multi-level DC power supply, 
using conventional transformers and 
rectifiers. The two different power levels 
are achieved via a parallel structure of 

QSC Series Three 

half-voltage and full-voltage transistors. 
In effect, this creates two separate 
power supplies. Output voltages of zero 
to fifty percent of the amp's total power 
capacity are drawn from the half-vol¬ 
tage power supply, which cuts down 
considerably on waste energy. When 
the output voltage demand exceeds 
fifty percent, the signal is switched to 
the full-voltage supply. 

QSC’s Patrick Quilter compares this 
kind of power supply to a small efficient 
car engine with a turbocharger for peak 
power demands. (Power amp manufac¬ 
turers seem to love analogies.) This, he 
explains, is better than a large ineffi¬ 
cient engine chugging along at a frac¬ 
tion of its power capacity and wasting 
gas. QSC's latest version of the half-vol¬ 
tage design grace their Series Three 
amplifiers, which range from 110- to 
285-watt models (into eight ohms) and 
use a passive cooling system (no fan). 

The Smart-Ass Solution 

Soundcraftsmen's Phase Controlled 
Regulation (PCR) is another notable 
variation on the theme of “smart” power 
supplies.ln the PCR scheme, the output 
DC voltage is sensed and compared to 
a fixed reference voltage on a continu¬ 
ous basis. Based on fluctuations in the 
output voltage, an error-correcting sig¬ 
nal is sent to Soundcraftsmen’s phase 
controlled regulator. This, in turn, regu¬ 
lates the conduction time of two silicon 
controlled rectifiers (SCRs) connected 
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to the transformer. The SCRs allow the 
phase control regulator to determine 
how much of the AC voltage coming in 
from the wall will be converted to DC 
power—all, of course, in accordance 
with the demands of the final output of 
the amp. 

The PCR system was introduced last 
year in Soundcraftsmen's PCR-800 
amplifier. A second model, the PCR-
1200 has just been added. It's rated at 
375 watts (into eight ohms). 

The Floating Center Solution 

A common objection raised against 
multi-level power supplies is that they 
can produce distortion as they switch 
between power levels, although experts 

Peavey Digital Energy Conversion Amp 

disagree on just how audible—if at all— 
this distortion is. This is part of the 
reason why Crown opted for a different 
type of design for their recent entry into 
the high power/low profile market, the 
Micro-Tech 1000. 

"In most amplifiers, the center path 
of your transformer is grounded and the 
output stage is floating,” explains 
Crown's Doug Engstrom. “In the case 

of the MT-1000, it's just the opposite. 
The center tap is floating and the low 
side of the (two-sided) output stage is 
grounded. This arrangement gives us 
a large voltage swing (overall output) 
with lower voltage across each indi¬ 
vidual output stage. We’ve got two sec¬ 
tions of the outputs conducting at the 
same time. This way, we have avoided 
a 'totem pole’ output stage, where 
you’re switching between different 

REALTIME EQUALIZERS: 

Altar EO 

Othei 

Altar EQ 

Realtime Equalizer they work wonders. 

RM 6510 216th SW, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 (206) 774-7309 

each slider until all the green LED's are on, yielding 
±1dB system accuracy that’s practically impossible to 
achieve by ear. We could tell you how much better 
Rane’s State Variable equalizers eliminate feedback 
without ruining the rest of the sound, and how these 
Constant-Q filters are more precise and independent, 
reducing the need to re-adjust adjacent sliders. 

But don’t take our word...believe your own ears. Test¬ 
drive an RE 27 or RE 14 at your nearest Rane dealer. 
Hear for yourself the kind of eye-opening effect they 
have on any speaker system. No sticker-shock, though. 

SIMPLY PERFECT SOUND, 
EVERY TIME 

only $849 for the RE 27 and $749 for the RE 14, suggested list price. 

Plain equalizers are becoming obsolete. Ask anyone who's used a 

RE27 %-OCTAVE and RE,1.4"605®^OCTAVE \ 
REALTIME EQUALIZERS 

We could write pages of claims on hçvy ttjq innovative three-color 
realtime artatyzerS bûift Into hie RE 27 and RE 14 will enable such a 
dramatic sonic improvement you'll think you have a whole new sound 
system. We could expound upon how quick and simple it is to adjust 

power supplies connected in series. 
This is how we avoid the problem of 
switch distortion or notch distortion.” 

The Digital Solution 

As in every other audio field, digital 
technology is making its impact on 
power amps, notably Randall’s PWM 
series and Peavey’s DECA series. While 
both use digital techniques, the two are 
actually quite different. The Randall 
PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) design 
uses high speed digital switching be¬ 
tween DC output supply rails to gener¬ 
ate a constant 150 kHz pulse wave. The 
variations in the width of the wave cor¬ 
respond to level changes in the audio 
input. The 150 kHz wave is then filtered 
off and the audio signal is represented 
as a series of DC shifts in the final out¬ 
put. 

"When you’re switching the outputs 
to the power rails, the efficiency is very 
high,” says Randall vp/engineering 
Gary Sunda. "No power is dissipated 
by the switch itself. Virtually all the 
energy is converted to audio power, 
which goes down the speaker wire. The 
switcher is 93 to 95% efficient.” 

Randall's PWM series presently in¬ 
cludes 250- and 1000-watt models. Ac¬ 
cording to Sunda, the company is now 
working on new compact digital power 
amps that will deliver 1.5 and 1.8 
kilowatts of power. There’s also a line 
of digital bass amps on the way. 

Peavey’s digital power amp is called 
the DECA, which stands for Digital 
Energy Conversion Amplification. Un¬ 
like Randall's PWM design, the DECA 
works by actually taking the audio sig¬ 
nal and digitally sampling it. The sampl¬ 
ing frequency is about 500 kHz, accord¬ 
ing to company president Hartley 
Peavey. The system, however, does not 
use the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) 
digital format used in many other audio 
applications. 

“We do a level slice on the input sig-
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Band in photo: Right Time, Boston. 
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nal and encode that into digital pulses,” 
explains Peavey design engineer Skip 
Taylor. “It's not a PCM type of sampling, 
but it is a strict 0/1 type of digital pulse. 
After the audio input is changed into a 
pulse representation of the signal, we 
step up the energy, or power, of the 
signal digitally. We're actually doing the 
power conversion—or power amplifica¬ 
tion—in the digital domain. We convert 
the signal back to analog just before it 
goes out to the speakers." 

By doing their amplification in the di¬ 
gital domain, the company is able to 
use smaller and lighter transformers for 
a compact design. According to 
Peavey, the DECA system makes for 
ninety percent efficiency, as compared 
with the thirty to forty percent efficiency 
of conventional linear (analog) power 
amps Peavey DECAs come in 700- and 
1200-watt models (both into eight 
ohms). 

The Ultimate Solution 

Still in its infancy, digital power amp 
technology has yet to prove itself in ex¬ 
tensive field experience. If the manufac¬ 
turers’ claims are all true, it would seem 
that digital can solve the classic power 
amp design problems more efficiently 
than analog “split level" approaches. 
But the ultimate test of any amplifier is 
not how well it converts wall current to 
DC power—or how light, compact or 
cool running it is. The most important 
question is how it sounds. In the long 
run, the answer to which of these new 
high-tech solutions is best is in your 
ears. 

Developments from page 103 
nica had a small new electret con¬ 
denser, the AT853, that sure didn't 
sound small. Electro-Voice also de¬ 
buted a cardioid condenser shrimpie, 
the PL10, with virtually no proximity ef¬ 
fect and thus perfect for close-miking. 
E-V also had a miniature omni con¬ 
denser, the PL4. Upstairs at TOA was 
an attractive but tough new condenser 
line with indicator LEDs to remind you 
the power's on. Best of all was TOA’s 
nifty little headphone mike with a control 
on the phantom power box to mix up a 
direct signal if the line feed your sound¬ 
man’s giving you isn't loud enough to 
hear your own vocals. Will guitarists 
ever sing with headphone mikes, or do 
you think it's too un-manly? 
Three more unusual instruments 

close our tour of summer N A M M, 
(which as everybody tends to forget, 
stands for National Association of Music 
Merchants). One was over at Fairlight, 
where Todd Rundgren held court and 
the Voicetracker MIDI vocal controller 
drew crowds; it’s a wild little video ef¬ 
fects system called the Computer Video 
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Instrument that's half what a conven¬ 
tional system costs. Another was the 
answer to every harmonica player’s 
prayers: a $3000 MIDI harp synthesizer 
called by its British inventor the Mil¬ 
lionizer 2000 because “it can do a mil¬ 
lion and one things.” Last, maybe best, 
was the “Bass Schizotron with Picking 
Droids,” a bass guitar and MIDI 
keyboard spliced together, made by 
Guess Musical Instruments of Baton 
Rouge, LA, self-described as “the 
leader in multiple-identity robotic musi¬ 
cal instruments." I’m not even going to 
ask about the “automatic weapons 
gunsmith with music degree" who co¬ 
designed it. Some things are best left 
to the imagination. 0 

OMD from page 30 
ness has hurt. 

“To get a large following that's going 
to make you a fortune and help you to 
retire, you need to do the same thing 
for long enough that people can pick 
up on you and then always buy the next 
LP because they know it's going to be 
a minor variation on the previous one 
they like so much. We haven't done that. 
But because we’ve never been fashion¬ 
able, and just do what the hell we feel 
like doing, we've never really gone out 
of fashion in a big way. One year we’ll 
do some things that people don't like, 
but that doesn’t mean next year they’re 
going to dislike what we do.” Come 
back O.M.D.—all is forgiven! 0 

THE 
SENNHEISER 
OF WIRELESS 
MICROPHONES. 

Only a Sennheiser 
sounds like a Sennheiser. 

That’s why Sennheiser 
condensers and dynamics 
are industry standards. 
Superior response, direc¬ 
tional characteristics, over¬ 
load resistance, pop 
suppression, lower handling 
noise-you know the reasons. 

Now, you can have 
Sennheiser performance 
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microphone. Like all 
Sennheisers, it's techno¬ 
logically in a class by 
itself. With unique circuitry 
that includes a DC-to-DC 
converter for longer, more 
consistent performance 
from standard AAA batter¬ 
ies. So you change 

batteries less often, while 
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cleaner, crisper, dropout-
free performance. 

We could tell you a lot 
more about the Sennheiser 
of wireless microphones. 
Like double-wall construction 
that eliminates mechanical 
noise. And recessed controls, 
to prevent mistakes. 

But perhaps the most im¬ 
portant advantage Sennheiser 
wireless mies have over 
every other on the market, is 
that they're the only ones 
that start with a Sennheiser 
microphone. 

Discover the difference 
at your Sennheiser dealer, 
or contact us for more 
information. 

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.) 
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CASIO’S ABOUT-PHASE 

By Jock Baird 

The New CZ-5000 Will Turn 
Some Professional Heads. 

exactly what envelope shapes you 
want, but otherwise the six EGs are a 
sleeping giant of parameter control. 
Programming for the CZ family has al¬ 
ready become an art form among the 
software companies: Cherry Lane's CZ-
RIDER has terrific sounds, and Music-
Data and Hybrid Arts are preparing 
some of their own. Another nice im¬ 
provement in the CZ-5000 is off-loading 
to tape as well as the Casio RAM car¬ 
tridges which are now hard to get, due 
to spreading CZ fever. 

Now check out the sequencer. It’ll put 
eight voices in any combination on eight 
tracks, but when driving external MIDI-
connected instruments, there’s no limit 
on the number of polyphonic voices. 
The on-board memory is 3,500 notes in 
real-time, but if you step-program, you 
can double that number. Be advised, 
though: step-programming the CZ-
5000 is not for the squeamish. The 
sequencer controls resemble a tape 
machine’s, and you can punch in (but 
not out!) in the real-time mode. To expe¬ 
dite mixing, there’s a Track Check func¬ 
tion that can change levels and timbres 
and kick in and out the portamento and 
glide. The MIDI interface has its own 
sophisticated send/receive traffic cop 
programming section to accommodate 
even the most bizarre juxtaposition of 
instruments. 

Unless you cling spinelessly to the 
presets, the CZ-5000 requires an owner 
who is ready to learn some fairly in¬ 
volved computer-related programming. 
That one little liquid crystal display— 
two lines of sixteen characters each, 
with cursor—is what tells you what 
those eighty-two pushbutton controls 
on the CZ-5000 are doing, and they do 
enough to fill a full-size terminal. But it’s 
nothing a bit of faith and manual-read¬ 
ing shouldn't cure. 

The CZ-5000 will probably be making 
big inroads this fall at two levels of the 
working musician class. The moder¬ 
ately well-endowed player will find it a 
potent addition to his front-line 
keyboard stack. The extremely well-en¬ 
dowed player who gigs with Fairlights 
will still fall in love with it for hotel-room 
writing and demoing. Either way, a sig¬ 
nificant number of pros may soon be 
saying, “Casio? Didn’t they used to 
make all those toy synths?” H 

When last we left Casio, “toy¬ 
keyboard” maker for the mil¬ 
lions, they had punched their 

way into the pro musician synthesizer 
market with the CZ-101, a $500 MIDI-
fluent digital synth based on their own 
Phase Distortion sound generation sys¬ 
tem. The next step in Casio’s plot to win 
the hearts and minds of America's pro¬ 
fessionals, the CZ-5000, is now upon 
us, and an extended visit with the synth/ 
sequencer is convincing evidence re¬ 
sistance may prove short-lived. 

One big goal of the CZ-5000 was to 
bring Phase Distortion synthesis to a 
no-compromises unit: the five-octave 
keyboard is full-scale (but not velocity¬ 
sensitive), and when its sixteen voices 
are arranged in two separate lines, a 
key strength of the PD system, you still 
get 8-note polyphony instead of the CZ-
101 ’s 4-note variety. Then the CZ-5000 
throws in an 8-track sequencer that—ta 
da!—can drive any external MIDI instru¬ 
ment. Now how much would you pay for 
the dicer, the grater, the Statue of Lib¬ 
erty pin, the AM/FM radio? But wait! 
We’ll give you a stereo chorus, a ring 
modulator! Well, the CZ-5000 may not 
work that well for a TV hard sell (though 
a fall ad campaign is in the works) but at 
just under $1200, this is a lot of instru¬ 
ment for the ingots. 

Phase Distortion synthesis is a pro¬ 
cess of digitally jimmying what’s called 
the “read phase angles” of yer basic 
sine and cosine waves, converting 
them to eight different waveforms you 
mix and match into thirty-three different 
combos. While the CZ is no breeze to 
program (ah, the mixed joys of digital 
synthesis), it does have a block config¬ 
uration analogous to analog's VCO-
VCF-VCA arrangement, so you ancient 
mariners don’t have to throw away what 
you already know. The CZs use two 
lines of three sections each, and meld¬ 
ing the two lines together gives the most 
compelling sounds. (Thistwo-lines-per-
preset setup shouldn't be confused with 
the Tone Mix function that on the CZ-
5000 mixes two presets to four voices.) 

A secret weapon in sound sculpting 
is an 8-step envelope generator for 
each section of both lines—six in all. 
That's an awful lot of step-program¬ 
ming, and fooling around on them is 
best accompanied by sketches of 
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One Step Beyond 
The V220 Tremolo 

Carvin Guitars are quality made in U.S.A. 
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Black chrome hardware add $20 List $40 
Goldplated hardware add $50 List $100 
Premium hardshell case $79 List $139 
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Ralph Carter (Eddie Money) 
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Earl Slick 
Andy Summers (Police) 
Scott Thunes (Frank Zappa) 
John Waite 

Carvin 
Dept.MP66, 1155 Industrial Ave. 
Escondido. CA 92025 



DEVELOPMENTS 
Recording, Percussion 
& Reinforcement News 
at New Orleans NAMM 

By Jock Baird 

For this second installment of our New Orleans N.A.M.M. wrap, it 
wasn't at all hard choosing where 

to begin. Tascam, who's been some¬ 
what low-key the last few shows, 
traveled some big miles on the “narrow 
gauge" recording railroad (narrow 
gauge means reducing the width of the 
tape needed). Tascam’s top news¬ 
maker was an 8-track mixer melded to 
an 8-track Vi-inch reel-to-reel deck, 
called the Studio 8. The tape transport 
section is about two inches thin—a 
major design hurdle—and once the 
plastic cover is on it, it looks and acts 
like a big cassette. The Studio 8 has all 

kinds of upper-end working features 
like SMPTE and MIDI interfaces, a noise 
reduction defeat on track eight only for 
recording sync code, and a smart set 
of transport functions for the three 
motors, including Return to Zero, 
Search to Cue, and an automatic stop 
at the end of the reel so you don't acci¬ 
dentally unwind in the heat of recording. 
The stereo mixer is totally flexible, has 
separate monitor control, and can be 
used for reinforcement. Best of all, the 
Studio 8 will sell for $3500. 
Tascam also put some of the Studio 

8 features and attractive cosmetics into 
a remake of their famed Portastudio, 
now numbered the 246, but kept the 
price at $1300. But their biggest push 
for narrow gauge was squishing sixteen 
tracks onto one-inch tape with superb 
specs. Called the MS-16, the deck uses 
“micro-radii” heads and matched ultra-
low-noise FETs throughout. Punch-ins 

are eased by identical Record/Sync 
and Repro head performance and Re-
cord/Function switches for each track. 
SMPTE/EBU interface, time code read¬ 
ing during fast forward and rewind, a 
tough Omega Lock servo transport, a 
sophisticated remote unit...the MS-16 
has virtually all the features and sound 

dbx's first appearance at N.A.M.M. in 
a while, celebrated by the introduction 
of a $149 version of their kick-ass com-
pressor/limiters, the 163X. Incorporat¬ 
ing dbx's OverEasy compression sys¬ 
tem, the 163X has a "One-Knob 
Squeezer,” a 1/4-inch jack on the front 
for direct input of instruments or mikes, 

dbx’s $l 49 I63X compressor/limiter 

quality on two-inch jobs for $9000. As 
if that weren't enough, Tascam brought 
out road-tough mixing boards for re¬ 
cording and reinforcement, the 200 and 
300 series, and showed prototypes of— 
gasp—a digital delay and reverb. 

Across the not-exactly-overflowing 
floor, Fostex was sporting a new $1000 
2-track mixdown deck with a third 
center channel control track for—you 
guessed it—time code. The so-called 
Model 20 can thus be used for master¬ 
ing music video clips. Fostex also 
wasn’t taking Tascam’s 8-track offen¬ 
sive lying down. First they modernized 
their popular A-8, the first 1/4-inch 8-
track deck out, renaming it the Model 
80 and adding a microprocessor-con-
trolled transport, keeping Dolby C, and 
promising a controller/autolocator op¬ 
tion for automation and potent SMPTE/ 
MIDI capability. Then they added a new 
8-track board, called the model 450, for 
$2000. Presto! An 8-track studio for 
$4000. One reason for all this increased 
8-track activity is Akai's MG1212 12-
track mixer-recorder. A year after it was 
introduced, the predicted problems of 
Akai inventing their own Beta-video-
cassette-like format have not material¬ 
ized, and the 1212 has impressively 
penetrated the home studio market. 

A less expected area of hot compe¬ 
tition was the around-$1500 digital 
reverb sweepstakes. Most people 
didn't know such a market existed until 
Lexicon’s superb PCM 60 appeared a 
year ago; now Roland and Yamaha are 
diving in with both feet with MIDI-equip¬ 
ped units, Roland with their SRV-2000 
and Yamaha with its REV-7. Roland also 
added MIDI to their new $800 SDE-
2500 digital delay. In the wake of Akai’s 
under-$1000 sampling delay (which 
added a disk drive this show), Korg and 
Ibanez have gotten into the game with 
strong offerings. 
Another big outboard splash was 

and is stereo-strappable in pairs. 
As far as what’s to come in recording 

technology, TOA offered one of the 
most daring predictions in displaying a 
few channels of a new type of switch¬ 
less mixing board that would be con¬ 
trolled from a computer terminal, with 
only LEDs on the board indicating what 
had been done. TOA predicts such a 
board could be made more cheaply, 
since traditional mechanical switches 
wouldn't be needed, and you'd already 
be three-quarters of the way to auto¬ 
mated mixing. Stay tuned on this idea. 
TOA also made a lot of friends with its 
little rack-mounted super-flexible MIDI/ 
whatever stereo mixer, the D-4. It takes 
four inputs, but it's expandable to ten, 
and is a 1x8 MIDI through-box, all for 
around $275. 

In the realm of electronic drums, it 
was Simmons' decision to take the 
mass market by storm that will now de¬ 
cide how much room for competition 
there will ultimately be. There are so 
many features packed into its new 
$1850 SDS 9, it’s hard to see who’s 
going to catch them. The best shot 
seemed to belong to Roland’s very well 
thought-out DDR-30 digital drum kit, 
selling for about the same price as the 
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bass amps, Trace Elliot. Having solved 
bass reinforcement problems suffi¬ 
ciently well enough to have won over 
most of the U.K.'s pop royalty, Trace 
Elliot saw a need for a no-compromise 
drum reinforcement system—you 
know, ultra-wide frequency spectrum 
and humongous dynamic range, stag¬ 
gering power peaks.... The result was 
their Electronic Percussion Amplifica¬ 
tion System, with a head that has com¬ 
puter grade capacitors, MOSFET out¬ 
put devices, a headphone output and 
transformers you could convert into 
condos; and a pair of speaker cabinets 
(available in stereo or mono/biamped) 
that use an 18-inch speaker for the lows, 
a 10-incher for the mids and a bullet 
tweeter for highs. That’s a lot of diame¬ 
ter for earthquake kick drums and artil¬ 
lery snares. The EPAS, by no means 
inexpensive, and the rest of the Trace 
Elliot/Status bass line now have an 
American distributor, Soundwave, lo¬ 
cated at 24835 Jacob Hamblin Road, 
Hidden Hills, CA 91302. 

Now that we've broached the subject 
of reinforcement, would somebody 
please tell me why everybody is going 
power amp mad? Sure, I read about 
the new-technology types mentioned in 
the article a few pages back, but what 
about all the others? Cerwin-Vega 
started making amps last winter and 
had several very muscular models driv¬ 
ing, among others, a fine new 2-way 
$200 studio monitor, the CM-10. JBL’s 
Urei arm debuted the 300-watt Model 
6290 amidst a wall of new Cabaret, 
Time Align and JBL monitor and P.A. 
cabinets. Roland came in with two new 
SRA Series stereo workhorses. Yamaha 
blitzed with four new P-Series amps, 
and piled on with a new speaker sys¬ 
tem, the S4115H II, and a new floor 
monitor, the S2115H II. And Peavey 
fielded a megawatt brute of a unit, the 
CS-1200. Speaking of Hartley Peavey, 
he and wife Melia were featured in a 
recent Inc magazine article in which 
Hartley says this about being a small 
American firm up against all those 
Japanese big guys: “Remember Get¬ 
tysburg. Us Southern boys have 
learned not to frontally attack fortified 
entrenchments.” 
Among the microphone contingent, 

Sennheiser came out from under the 
wing of its old distribution deal with Uni¬ 
cord and manned a good-size booth of 
their own. Although most ofthe changes 
on their mike line were either cosmetic 
or reviving old favorites, there wasn’t 
that much of this top-pro German line 
that needed changing. Nearby at 
Shure, there was a new mid-priced con¬ 
denser, the SM94, and a slightly mod¬ 
ified version of the SM58 at a highly 
modified price, the SM48. Audio-Tech-

continued on page 96 

SDS 9. Roland came up with separate 
snare and kick units—with their own 
hardware—as well as the basic triangu¬ 
lar pad. The setup has six voices with 
four presets per voice and extensive 
editing capabilities. It also takes more 
preset voices through a memory car¬ 
tridge. Roland shows growing expertise 
in getting good drum samples, as evi¬ 
denced by their TR-727 drum machine 
with on-board Latin percussion presets. 
Pearl was hanging in on the electro¬ 
drum chase too, selling their analog 
programmable Drum-X kit a bit lower 
on the price front at $1300. Rookie of 
the year in the drum-chip division: 
DST's LinnDrum library, (Digital Sound 
Technologies of High Point, NC). 

Two first-time digital drum entries had 
a rather unusual relationship—one 
costs ten times the other. At the upper 
end, weighing in at $2750, is E-mu's 
12-bit sampling percussion system, the 
SP-12. This is certainly upper-end stuff: 
touch-sensitive play buttons, enhanced 
programmability, user sampling (you 

One will get you ten: $2750 Emulator 
SP-I2 and Yamaha RX2I. 

knew E-mu had to get that in there), 
MIDI, disk drive options and SMPTE 
reader/generator. But the SP-12's 
strongest calling card as it sallies forth 
against the LinnDrum and the Ober-
heim DMX is its increased sampling rate 
and 12-bit data format, giving it fab¬ 
ulous digital fidelity. And weighing in at 
$275 is Yamaha's RX21. But don’t 
laugh: the PCM-generated voices 
sound damn fine, there’s plenty of pro¬ 
gram memory, it has accent and bal¬ 
ance controls, can interface with MIDI 
instruments, saves to cassette and 
even has a stereo output. Now if you 
bought ten RX21s and hooked them all 
together, would it sound better than one 
SP-12? We’ll probably never know. 

Some of the best news for drummers 
comes from a British maker of blue-chip 

The 
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Copeland from page 86 
traveled to Brazzaville where he scoffed 
up bootleg cassettes of popular record¬ 
ing acts in that genre. When he returned 
to Europe, Copeland went to Paris, 
where colonies of Zairians and Con¬ 
golese have immi grated. There he met 
a singer named Ray Lerna, an ex-direc¬ 
tor of the Zairian Ballet, and enlisted 
Lerna’s vocals to make the soundtrack 
LP for The Rhythmatist. 

Copeland’s first task was boiling all 
that raw material into a coherent ten-
song album. “As it turns out, they don't 
settle for the twelve-minute dance mix 
and most of their stuff can add up to a 
few hours. When I got home and lis¬ 
tened back, it didn’t have quite the 
same effect as it did out there in the 
environment with them all dancing 
around you and the sights and the smell 
and everything. So I got out the scissors 
and cut them up. I used them as colors 
on my palette, just editing and Scotch 
taping it together. 

“Another technique I used was col¬ 
lecting one-second samples with a 
Sony F-1 and the PCM system. I got 
quite a variety of different samples to¬ 
gether and put them in the Fairlight CMI 
computer and then fiddled around with 
it in such a way that I got my own 
melodies together with the multi-sam¬ 
pled sounds that I had recorded. Also 
I took Ray Lerna’s vocals and recorded 
them straight on the three Lingala 
tunes.” 
Copeland’s arranging and multi¬ 

instrumental performing skills date from 
his first musical forays—he's so at home 
in a recording studio, he tends to think 
of it as another instrument. "It's really 
funny how the music thing was such a 
private, at-home outlet,” he reflects. “My 
first instrument was not the drums; it 
was actually the trombone. I started 
drums when I was ten or eleven. My 
brother Ian had a set and I would sneak 
in and play them while he was out riding 
around on his motorcycle. He was a big 
man on campus, he was the most popu¬ 
lar kid in town, he had personality, 
charm, he could ride a motorcycle fast¬ 
er than anybody else. I was such a 
wimp. I was taking school seriously, I 
didn’t start growing ‘til I was eighteen, 
I was an undernourished kid, not par¬ 
ticularly good at anything. But Ian would 
take off to do his thing and I would play 
the drums and noticed I could do things 
he would spend hours struggling with 
just by thinking about it before I sat 
down to play! 

“So I became really involved with 
amusing myself at home. My parents 
had a reel-to-reel tape recorder and in 
those days the record head and the 
playback head were the same on cheap 
decks. Using the stereo buttons I was 
able to switch and record on side A and 

then rewind and record on side B and 
they would play back in sync. Then I 
would bounce the tracks back and 
forth. I was fascinated by recording 
techniques. The tape recorder is my 
second instrument. It led me to every¬ 
thing else because I learned how to play 
guitar and other instruments so I'd have 
something to play to when I recorded.” 
Copeland's first band was called 

Curved Air: “It was a genuine educa¬ 
tion," he sighs, “a great example of get¬ 
ting signed to a label, getting a decent 
advance, touring, and basically always 
being in debt and going nowhere. My 
brother Miles was our manager and I 
asked him one day, 'Miles, we got a 
twenty-five-thousand-pound advance 
for this album, how many records do 
we have to sell to make that money 
back?’ He said, 'Oh, fifty thousand al¬ 
bums or something like that.' 

"And I said, Really? How many al¬ 
bums did we sell?' And he answered, 
'Ten thousand.’ And suddenly we 
started realizing that the music industry 
was sick and dying at that point. Miles 
had scored us this money from the re¬ 
cord company and it was the same way 
right down the line, record companies 
were throwing large advances at bands 
that were not making it back. It was be¬ 
cause, in order to develop new talent, 
the middlemen involved, agents and 
managers, were working on too large a 
scale. Their operational costs and ex¬ 
pectations had far exceeded the pos¬ 
sibilities for a young band to make it in 
a sluggish British economy. Bands 
were touring and promoting themselves 
on a scale way beyond their means of 
supply from fans. 

"I used to daydream about how nice 
it would be to take half the money ad¬ 
vanced, cut out all the middlemen, and 
deal with the funds ourselves. By 1977 
the whole punk thing had exploded to 
a point where you didn’t have to play 
these huge halls with elaborate produc¬ 
tions. You didn't need high-priced 
agents to secure these gigs. You could 
call up a club owner and talk directly 
with him about a gig and earn a chance 
at smaller exposure first. People were 
buying independent recordings. Every¬ 
one became aware alternatives existed. 

“The funny thing is that a lot of the 
punk groups' organization was pretty 
flaky. They didn’t know anything about 
organizing a gig, planning what kind of 
sound and light system you could get 
away with, paying the right price and 
getting all there and back on time. The 
Police organization, which included my 
brothers and friends and myself, had 
experience. For that reason most of the 
Police’s first gigs were as substitutes at 
Clash or Sex Pistols concerts that didn’t 
get pulled off. The punk fans resented 
that and it took us a while to get our 
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own following. It wasn’t until we came 
back from that first tour of the States 
that we began to find support in Lon¬ 
don. But hey, we were ready and able 
to play and it was worth some of the 
bullshit to get out there and do it our¬ 
selves without the big machinery be¬ 
hind it all." Indeed, the band’s first LP 
was self-produced and financed by 
them for fifteen thousand pounds, fairly 
inexpensive when considering how 
successful Outlandos D'Amour be¬ 
came. 

For those of you who wonder if the 
Police will ever get back together, 
here’s Copeland’s emphatic reply: 
"Look, no matter how intelligent and 
talented we are as individuals, no mat¬ 
ter how great our individual solo efforts 
get, I don't think the sum of the parts 
could ever be as great as the whole. 
We are just too important to each other 
musically. No threé guys make music 
and contribute to the form the way we 
do. I've never played with a better 
guitarist or singer-songwriter before 
and I don't expect to in the near future. 
The Police have a lot more to say and 
do and I think we're all going to see that 
happen.” Copeland's comments are 
buttressed by a report the Police are 
planning a tour next spring. 
Copeland never considered being a 

musician as a plausible career plan. “I 
never thought I was actually gonna play 
drums for a living. I always figured I 
would get a job in banking or a business 
field where I knew you could make a 
living. Even being a road manager 
seemed easier than actually going on¬ 
stage and making it on sweat. I knew 
that musicians have to 'get wet’ and I 
just thought that I would never be pre¬ 
pared to 'get wet.' But it came out and 
grabbed me and I didn't really have 
much choice in it. All these years later 
I look around and say to myself, 'Shit, 
I’m a musician."’ H 
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“When the music gets hot, 
this Telex wireless doesn’t 
need to be pampered” 

As the beat gets stronger and music 
louder, a microphone often takes more 
abuse than its designers intended. 
During these up-beat sessions the 
sterile, idealized test conditions of the 
engineering lab are meaningless. You 
need a mike that can take the heat and 
the beat. Telex wireless is the primary 
mike for Joe Trippi. a working musician 
just like you. whose equipment has to work 
just as hard as he does He's the lead 
singer and manager of Fantacy, a popular 
high energy show band booked solid, and 
travelling nearly thirty-thousand miles 
a year. Joe has owned dozens of 
microphones throughout his career, but 
none that he likes as much as his 
Telex wireless. 

Two years ago. when he began his search 
for his band's first wireless system he was 
justifiably skeptical. He had heard some 
really questionable systems over the years 
and those that did sound good cost a 
fortune. Then he discovered Telex, an 
affordable system that delivered the 

BIG sound that Joe had come to expect 
from his wired system. His doubts 
about wireless faded when he took 

the system on the road and gave it a 
real workout. Joe loves the freedom and 

excitement that wireless brings to his 
act. and Telex hasn't let him down yet. 

He's never had an audio dropout because 
of the patented Pos-i-Phase Diversity 
system and his WHM500 has a great 

frequency response for his close-miking, 
high sound pressure vocal style. 

So. if you’re a musician/vocalist who wants 
an affordable wireless mike system that 

doesn't need to be pampered, write or call 
Telex for more information, then ask for a 

live demo at your favorite music/Pro Sound 
Store. Telex Communications. Inc . 9600 
Aldrich Ave. So.. Minneapolis. MN 55420 

For quick information, call toll free 

800-328-3771 
or in Minnesota call (612) 887-5550 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
I 

«Just a 
li’l ole 

country punk 
band from L.A. 
cleans up its act. 

Ain’t Love Grand 
(Elektra) 

Depending upon your per¬ 
spective, Ain't Love Grand is: 
A) A heavy metal record. B) 
X's most polished perfor¬ 

mance. C) A sell-out to MTV-land. D) 
The strangest C&W album of all time. 

Let’s try each view. Heavy metal? 
Well, Ain’t Love Grand was produced 
by Michael Wagener, who has recorded 
quite a lot of the stuff. He got his first 
stab at X with the single ‘‘Wild Thing," 
and the band certainly has learned from 
the experience. Billy Zoom's guitar is 
big and beefy, filling out the band’s 
sound but without the clangor that clut¬ 
tered the band's early recordings, while 
D.J. Bonebrake's drums now pack 
enough punch to power X’s sound in¬ 
stead of merely driving it. 

Notice that Exene Cervenka and John 
Doe are singing better than ever— 
smoother harmonies, fewer clunkers— 
and you’ve got a powerful argument for 
choice B. But this isn’t mere profes¬ 
sionalism, despite the ease with which 

John and Exene's new-found facility al¬ 
lows them to execute the sudden stylis¬ 
tic shifts that add zing to "What's Wrong 
With Me.” By clearing up the band's 
sound, the inner strengths of X’s 
songs—previously obscured—are al¬ 
lowed to shine. Notice how Zoom’s 
guitar carefully rounds out each phrase 
in “Around My Heart," or how the band’s 
shifting dynamics turn "I’ll Stand Up For 
You" from a pleasant tune to a credible 
love song. This is genuine punkcraft. 

It's also really commercial, which 
might leave some listeners arguing that 
this album is a sell-out to MTV. Frankly, 
I think they’re overreacting, for while 
studio sheen does make X more ap¬ 
proachable to mainstream pop fans, it 
doesn't mute the edges or eccen¬ 
tricities that made this band matter in 
the first place. “Little Honey," for in¬ 
stance, could as easily have fit on 
Linder The Big Black Sun, while “Love 
Shack,” despite its boogie guitar hook, 
borrows its perspective from More Fun 

In The New World. And if MTV ever 
shows a video of “What's Wrong With 
Me," I'll sit in for Martha Quinn. 

But the possibility that most intrigues 
is the notion that Ain't Love Grand is 
really a C&W album in heavy metal 
chaps. It isn’t simply that Doe and Cer¬ 
venka prefer Johnny Cash/June Carter 
harmonies; it’s the underlying twang 
and easy simplicity that characterize 
most of this album's melodies, espe¬ 
cially “Burning House Of Love" and “My 
Goodness." Working country music 
song structures into rock 'n' roll is hardly 
unusual—Springsteen does it through 
much of Born In The USA—but few 
bands have heretofore attempted such 
an extreme application. 

Which is why I'd argue that, A, B, C 
or D, this is clearly X’s most important 
record, and one that deserves hearing. 
Who knows? Maybe after a few careful 
listens, you’ll decide that Ain’t Love 
Grand is: E) X's best record yet. 

- J.D. Considine 
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GEORGE CLINTON 
Some Of My Best Jokes Are Friends 

(Capitol) 

To the uninitiated, George 
Clinton is the Frank Zappa of 
black music with all the pros 
and cons that comparison im¬ 

plies. Clinton, like Zappa, glories in 
satirical humor (both brilliant and sim¬ 
ple-minded), cartoon-like LP jackets 
and even more cartoonish vocal tex¬ 
tures, whiz-bang theatrics, and sen¬ 
sibilities supercharged by politics, 
bathroom humor and sex. Where 
Zappa's musical obsessions devolve 
from Stravinsky, Varèse, avant-jazz, 
and doo wop, Clinton’s focus is on 
James Brown, psychedelia, roadhouse 
funk, and street-corner harmonies. Lord 
knows, both men can make interesting 
music out of extremely tedious con¬ 
cepts—and vice versa. 

If Clinton's had a rougher ride than 
Zappa, it may be that an intelligent, will¬ 
fully weird black man is less acceptable 
than one who is white. (Clinton's often 
been too perverse for black folk yet too 
“black” for white folk.) Still, he's never 
abandoned his (lately) one-man funk 
crusade—funk for Clinton being the es¬ 
sence of improvised, naturally-kinetic, 
communally-imaginative black creativ¬ 
ity. He's survived disco, creative burn¬ 
out and financial problems, and even, 
at least since the inspired lunacy of 
“Atomic Dog,” the spectre of success. 
Some Of My Best Jokes Are Friends, 

his third solo venture, harkens to the 
glorious early-70s prime of progressive 
black pop, when Earth, Wind, & Fire, 
War, Kool & The Gang, Curtis Mayfield, 
the Meters and, yes, Clinton himself (in 
his Parliament and Funkadelic guises) 
stretched everyone’s ears, but remains, 
at the same time, totally up-to-date. 
Gorgeous George not only tames banks 
of synthesizers, but dares to mix them 
with, gasp, real instruments! The result 
is surprising and sonically spectral. 

On “Double Oh Oh," for instance, a 
popping snare sound and stuttering 
bass drum map fresh rhythmic territory 
while falsetto yelps, gospel growls, 
group chants and harmonized cho¬ 
ruses recall the glories of Sly. “Plea¬ 

sures of Exhaustion” offers a rollicking 
gong-driven groove with jitter-bugging 
synth licks, a percolating flute solo and 
a sticky, slinky ode to sweaty love¬ 
making, while a real drummer lays down 
enough tricky off-beat accents to make 
you wish the electronic handclaps had 
been obliterated. And on “Bangla¬ 
desh,” a soppy, languorous ballad, 
slightly hysterical looney-tune vocals 
breathe a descending chromatic 
melody, followed in succession by 
mock-symphonic violins, a squealing 
guitar solo and a keening sax break. 
Yet for all his rococo harmonic tenden¬ 
cies, Clinton's music still sounds fresh, 
arranged with a sophisticated ear and 
a minimum of bullshit. 
Make no mistake—Jokes is mostly 

killer, not filler. 'Twould be a shame if 
its lack of commercial crossover merely 
reinforced Clinton's reputation as a 
great, neglected pop artist. Isn’t it time 
America gave it up for the funk? 

- Randall F. Grass 

MimscobicSebtet 

LET’S FLIP! 

/ Jtr.it 

THE MICROSCOPIC SEPTET 
Let’s Flip 
(Osmosis) 

The Microscopic Septet attacks 
its music with a healthy and at 
times outrageous sense of 
humor. But that doesn’t mean 

that the Micros play “fake jazz” (John 
Lurie’s unfortunate coinage). In fact, 
their music is as serious as a heart at¬ 
tack; it just happens to be the kind of 
heart attack that tickles. 

Let's Flip!, recorded live in Rotter¬ 
dam, doesn’t deliver quite the manic 
punch of the Micros’ first album, Take 
The Z Train, but does confirm what that 
record suggested: This is an original 
band, with the chops to handle the jazz 
vocabulary and the irreverence to stand 
it occasionally on its head. It’s also ec¬ 
lectic without resorting to hodge-
podgery. Sure, pianist Joel Forrester’s 
Latin-tinged “The Lobster Parade” 
segues into the closing vamp from “Hey 
Jude,” but the way these guys play it, 
it actually sounds appropriate. 

At the heart of the Microscopic Septet 
is an unusual four-saxophone front line. 

None are particularly brilliant soloists, 
although Don Davis on alto and Phillip 
Johnston on soprano have their mo¬ 
ments. But their ensemble work is ex¬ 
quisite, and they know how to play to 
their strengths. Johnston’s “Why Not?” 
is three-and-a-half minutes of gorgeous 
melody with nary a solo to be heard. 
On several other selections, improvisa¬ 
tion takes a back seat to composition 
and teamwork. 
The Micros' humor can be bracing 

(the oddball backbeat of Forrester’s 
“Boo Boo Coming”); it can also annoy 
(a cloying Middle European melody line 
of Johnston’s “Lazio’s Lament,” re¬ 
peated ad nauseam.) But you never 
doubt that this group is awake, and you 
never know what they’ll do next. Of few 
bands can either of these claims be 
made with confidence. (Available from 
N.M.D.S., 500 Broadway, New York, NY 
10012). - Peter Keepnews 

Stajuy Gut Hatt- UM. 

BEAT RODEO 

BEAT RODEO 
Staying Out Late With Beat Rodeo 

(1RS.) 

Beat Rodeo, Rubber Rodeo, 
Rank & File, Jason & the 
Scorchers— bet you can’t re¬ 
member when rock musicians 

identified more with Indians than cow¬ 
boys. Beat Rodeo presents an espe¬ 
cially suspicious case: singer/guitarist/ 
songwriter Steve Almaas is a former 
punk-rocker who saw the light after 
Reagan was elected. 

But the delightful Staying Out Late 
With Beat Bodeo makes it easy to ignore 
shifts in ideology. The album’s dozen, 
mostly brief originals reveal a solid tune¬ 
smith at work. Almaas sometimes veers 
into country pastiche; there's flutter 
echo (on “Mimi"), slide dobro in 3/4 time 
(“Who’s Gonna Be Around”), burping 
rhythm guitar à la vintage Johnny Cash 
(“You're The Only Reason”) and a melo¬ 
dramatic best-friend's-girlfriend situ¬ 
ation descended from Lefty Frizzell’s 
“Long Black Veil” (“Heart Attack”). Then 
he’ll turn around and play jangly power¬ 
pop (“Just Friends"), or come up with 
a suspended melodic phrase (“Not The 
Girl Loves Me"). “Pet Project" and the 
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Rockpilish “Falling Out Of Love” imply 
Beat Rodeo learned about American 
country music from Dave Edmunds— 
an unsettling proposition. But “Mis¬ 
take,” the record's most adventurous 
cut, sucks in the listener with its slow 
tempo and thumbnail analysis of a 
failed relationship. 

Almaas' winsome singing recalls 
Squeeze’s Glenn Tilbrook, while 
guitarist Bill Schunk's elegant solos are 
models of Telecaster economy. The 
songs are singlemindedly devoted to 
luv, and Almaas has a near-religious 
devotion to fundamental chord changes. 
Add simple but effective rhythm back¬ 
ing, and you get an album that's built 
to last. 

There is not one note of keyboard on 
this record. - Scott Isler 

JOHN MELLENCAMP 
Scarecrow 
(PolyGram) 

S
carecrow is as bold, austere, 
ominous as the imagery of its title 
song, “Rain On The Scarecrow,” 
which tells the wrenching story 

of small family farms in the Midwest fac¬ 
ing foreclosure. The track opens with a 
jangled metronome of a ghostly guitar 
figure that, as it grows more harsh, re¬ 
veals itself with cinematic clarity as the 
sound of an approaching storm. After 
a jolting percussive thunderclap, a 
harsh-voiced phantom speaks through 
the torrential downpour: "Scarecrow on 
a wooden cross/ Blackbirds in the barn/ 
Four hundred empty acres/ That used 
to be my farm." The spooky religious 
imagery seems like a near-Biblical in¬ 
dictment of Reaganomics, but is in fact 
neither a political cant nor a sentimental 
sermonette. Rather, the song is an an¬ 
them calling for courage at a funeral for 
a lost heritage. 

With “Rain On The Scarecrow" as its 
leitmotif, the rest of the album explores 
themes of loss and acceptance within 
the context of John Cougar Mellen¬ 
camp's southern Indiana legacy. The 
intensely autobiographical “Small 
Town” is preceded by a haunting snip¬ 
pet of a Depression-era lullaby sung by 

Laura Mellencamp, John's grand¬ 
mother. Then a celebratory acoustic 
guitar rings out as John reflects on his 
own rearing in a matchbox-sized burg, 
marked by a heavy commitment to 
Christian fundamentalism, and a 
strained effort to see the world through 
a wider lens. 

Musically, the record is the diary of a 
man raised on 1960s rock and roll. On 
buoyant tracks like ‘.‘Rumbleseat,” 
“Lonely Ol' Night,” and the exhilarating 
bonus track on the LP’s CD and cas¬ 
sette, “R.O.C.K. in the U.S.A," Mellen¬ 
camp’s music suggests the winning 
spareness of numberless car radio 
singles by the Rascals, the Music 
Machine, and the Standells, and his 
band percolates with the kind of pecu¬ 
liar strengths that bygone garage and 
bar band personnel always let serve as 
their signatures. But while Larry Crane’s 
broody, agitated guitar on Scarecrow 
pays homage to the Animals and Dick 
Dale, his playing is utterly contempo¬ 
rary, and Crane’s blustery style entirely 
his own. 

Scarecrow's production values are 
striking. The Uh-Huh team of Mellen¬ 
camp and Don Gehman have achieved 
a crisp spaciousness from John’s stan¬ 
dard rock five-piece that must be heard 
to be believed. Kenny Aronoffs bright, 
ultra-rich drums are literally mixed like 
lead vocals, often dueting with Mellen¬ 
camp. And John's resonant, lower regis¬ 
ter singing adds compelling coloration, 
especially on his bittersweet ballad with 
guest star Rickie Lee Jones, “Between 
A Laugh And A Tear.” . 
Some might feel that Heartland Rock 

has become a trend in the last few 
years. More accurately it’s the sound of 
certain mature, third-generation Amer¬ 
ican rockers who have uniquely per¬ 
sonal stories to tell about themselves 
and their previously unsung working¬ 
class constituencies. Scarecrow ranks 
with Night Moves and The River as an 
inspired and unflinching musical testa¬ 
ment, and on Cougar Mellencamp’s 
broadest and most vivid canvas thus 
far. It's a rock ’n’ roll “Grapes Of 
Wrath." - Timothy White 

DAVID WEISS 
Virtuoso Saw 
(Cut Time) 

pears, we're easily bored with grand 
traditions and suckers for musical 
novelty, and on this album Weiss has 
certainly provided one—elegant, 
graceful renditions of standards from 
“Summertime" to “Eleanor Rigby” 
played on, well, a saw. Yes, the same 
tool that can turn a broken-down shack 

into a handyman's delight displays, at 
least in Weiss' dextrous hands, a light 
timbre, and a melodic range that puts 
your clumsy wooden axes to shame. 
Weiss bows his saw like a violin, and 

receives ample accompaniment from a 
splinter group of L.A. Philharmonic 
musicians who are doubtlessly thrilled 
to get away from their tiresome reper¬ 
toire of Brahms and Mahler to play tunes 
they and Weiss can really sink some 
teeth into. My only caveat is the lack of 
popular song titles that might have 
given this project greater thematic 
unity—surely favorites like “If I Were A 
Carpenter," “Woodchopper’s Ball," “I 
Saw Her Standing There” and “Tree-
monisha” would be more appropriate. 
In any event Weiss’ wide vibrato and 
harmonic imagination are delights, his 
technique on this otherwise humble tool 
inspiring. And his record provides proof 
of a wise musical axiom—wood¬ 
shedding pays off. Available from: Cut 
Time Records, P.O. Box 65361, Los 
Angeles CA. 90064 - Mark Rowland 

David Weiss has been the 
principal oboist in the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic for 
twelve years, but let’s face it, 

if this LP contained classical oboe 
music it probably wouldn’t be reviewed 
here. Like the audiences on Johnny 
Carson, where Weiss occasionally ap-

NICK LOWE 
The Rose of England 

(Columbia) 

Wise guy Nick Lowe has spent 
so much of his career daring 
us to take him seriously that 
it can be hard to see beyond 
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Jan Garbarek, one of jazz’s most influential saxophonists, presents 
a group album of striking melody and powerful understatement. 
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his flip facade. Remember, this is the 
man who sang about a dachshund de¬ 
vouring its owner, the rascal who celeb¬ 
rated disposable pop music by making 
it a cornerstone of his work. Sometimes 
overlooked are his numerous triumphs 
as a producer, for Elvis Costello and 
others, or compositions like “Without 
Love,” which eloquently restates famil¬ 
iar truths without resorting to cliché. 

The Rose Of England doesn’t resolve 
this tension between the old boy’s silly 
and serious selves in the slightest, but 
it does provide further evidence of his 
renewed artistic vitality, first observed 
on last year's Nick Lowe And His Cow¬ 
boy Outfit. Lowe (vocals, bass) and 
drinking buddies Paul Carrack (key¬ 
boards), Martin Belmont (guitar), and 
Bobby Irwin (drums) epitomize the best 
aspects of pub rock, playing fast, foot¬ 
loose, and on the beat. Fans of fun will 
gravitate to "7 Nights Of Rock," a 
roadhouse raveup performed by hillbilly 
shouter Moon Mullican thirty years ago, 
and “Long Walk Back,” a greasy instru¬ 
mental in the mold of 50s classics like 
"Raunchy” and “Honky Tonk." Contem¬ 
porary top forty receives a sharp salute 
in “I Knew The Bride," thanks to crisp 
backing from Huey Lewis & the News. 
However, Lowe spends much time 

here exploring various permutations of 
amour, giving The Rose Of England an 
unexpected emotional punch. “I Can Be 
The One You Love” and “Lucky Dog" 
affectionately offer a shoulder to cry on. 
Other tracks are less encouraging: the 
pall cast by John Hiatt’s “She Don't Love 
Nobody” is merely intensified by Lowe’s 
bubbly delivery, while his own “(Hope 
To God) I’m Right" finds Nick anxiously 
waiting for the perfect soulmate. Never 
known for vocal prowess, he nonethe¬ 
less sparkles on Elvis Costello’s “Indoor 
Fireworks,” inflecting a wordy ballad 
depicting love as a theatre of conflict 
with a hushed reading that's simply 
haunting. 

If you're not up for feeling intense, 
never fear—The Rose Of England 
doesn't require a crying towel. Cos¬ 
tello’s opus aside, this wonderful platter 
has a sassy zing, and it’s easy to ignore 
the angst. Besides, anyone who closes 
his LP with “Bobo Ska Diddle Daddle” 
couldn’t be serious, right? - Jon Young 

DAVE BARTHOLEMEW 
The Monkey 

SMILEY LEWIS 
Ooh La La 

New Orleans, land of a thousand 
dances and creole mystique, 
is also home for the wacko 
novelty song: “Ya Ya,” "Te Ta Te 

Ta Ta,” “Ay La Ay," “Ooh La La,” “Do 



Re Mi” and “Tee Nah Nah,” to name 
just a few profoundly senseless titles. 
Over the years New Orleans musicians 
have done their best to quench their 
fans' thirst for musical looniness, be it 

ripping off Louis Jordan or putting car¬ 
nival Indian chants to an R&B back-up. 
During the 50s most of this musical tin¬ 
kering was done by Dave Barth¬ 
olemew—talent scout and producer for 
Imperial Records, leader of a band that 
backed up Fats Domino and recorded 
with just about anyone who blew 
through New Orleans, and writer of that 
Freudian paean to lending a helping 
hand, "My Ding A Ling ” 

By the mid-50s, R&B was slouching 
towards R&R, and on The Monkey, a 
reissue of Bartholemew’s singles on Im¬ 
perial, and Smiley Lewis’ Ooh La La— 
where Lewis is backed by Barthole¬ 
mew—the music covers a lot of ground. 

On “That's How You Got Killed Be¬ 
fore,” recorded in 1949, Bartholemew 
and his band blast-off like any late-40s 
jump band—tight, funny, swinging. 
Bartholemew's lyrics feature urbane 
crooning, while he plays trumpet with 
all the growling animation of Louis 
Armstrong. By 1955, however, guitars 
had begun bumping horns off to the 
R&B graveyard. On "The Monkey," one 
of the weirdest New Orleans tunes I’ve 
ever heard (and according to John Bro¬ 
ven, N.O. authority, an influence on 
Jamaica's Bluebeat scene), an omi¬ 
nous, leering Bartholemew sings about 
the relative virtues of fuzzy primates vs. 
man, over a one chord vamp shoved 
along by harsh, metallic guitar. And on 
the raucous tenor bust-out "Hard 
Times," the first feedback-coated note 
of Justin Adam's solo more or less sums 
up the next fifteen years of guitar rock. 
Smiley Lewis had a big, open-

throated voice that would have 
sounded as at home singing field hol¬ 
lers as slick R&B, and his 50s singles 
are some of the best produced in the 
Crescent City Ooh La La doesn't in¬ 
clude all of his better known tunes (rela¬ 
tive term—none broke nationally), but 
does boast consistently swinging, “sec¬ 
ond-line" backdrops for his yodeling, 
and deep, bluesy vocal style. Like The 
Monkey, Ooh La La is a far from perfect 
collection, several singles are wasted 
attempts to cash in on someone else's 
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complete with GC-1 instrument connect¬ 
ing cable. Go for the max ... now. t 

WE TOOK THE WORRY OUT OF WIRELESS 

Samson Music Products, 124 Fulton Avenue, Hempstead, New York 11550 (516) 489-2203 TLX 510 222 1630 
In Canada: Omnimedia Corporation, Ltd., 9653 Côte de Liesse, Dorval, Québec H9P 1A3 514-636-9971 
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kazumi watanabe’s 

Gramavision u 

Listen To Our Vision: on quality Teldec or Audiophile pressings, 

Chromium Dioxide B.A.S.F. cassettes and Compact Discs. 

Write for catalog: Gramavision, 260 West Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10013 

never been, the relation¬ 
ship between human beings 
and nature." 

"Mobo Club”, 18-8506-1.* 

Earlier Visions: 

"Mobo I", GR 8404, 

and “Mobo II”,* GR 8406. 

"Available on Compact Disc. 

many 
KAZUMI WATANABE MOBO CLUB ,ma?®S / ^nt m Y COm ’ 

1 positions for 'Mobo Club'. 
Memories, a scene, people 

' I have met, places I have 

el stupido hit. But even the bad songs 
help clarify the musical connection be¬ 
tween New Orleans and the rest of the 
country. And the good ones bump and 
grind until it hurts. Records available 
from Down Home Records, El Cerrito, 
CA 94530. 415-525-1494. 

Peter Watrous 

NEIL YOUNG 
Old Ways 
(Geffen) 

Is Neil Young’s return to country a crass attempt to win back an au¬ 
dience alienated by Trans or 
Everybody's Rockin’, or does it 

mark a genuine return to his roots? 
Probably both. Young hasn't sounded 
this committed to his material since Rust 
Never Sleeps—he connects to this low-
key music far more earnestly than to 
synth-pop or rockabilly. But his intensity 
is squandered on ten offerings that say 
more about Young's standing as a 
country music fan than as songwriter. 

Superficially, Old Ways marks an en¬ 
couraging return to form. “Wayward 
Wind,” “My Boy,” and the title track wear 
traditional values like badges of honor, 
while their traditional musical and lyric 
motifs evoke a warm, comfortable set¬ 
ting. Unfortunately, Young's defensive 
attitude belies that spirit. In “Get Back 
To The Country,” Young rewrites his 
own “Are You Ready For The Country,” 
by replacing rural seduction with smug 
self-righteousness. “When I was a 
younger man/ Got lucky with a rock and 
roll band/ Struck gold in Hollywood/ All 
that time I knew I would/ Get back to 
the country,” Young sings, deprecating 
and disowning his past. Young may yet 
evolve from a competent to a clever 
country songwriter, but cutting himself 
off from the rock-oriented work that in¬ 
sures his position as a major artist 
seems foolish. 

Not that Young has completely aban¬ 
doned his old ways. With characteristic 
disregard for straight narrative, “Misfits” 
shifts between relaxing astronauts in a 
space station and a sneezing prostitute 
in a Texas hotel lobby. A direct descen-
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dant of Young's most ambitious mid-70s 
songs, it lacks the focus or turbulent 
guitar work that energized, say, "Cortez 
The Killer.” Young has also retained the 
reactionary streak that stained Hawks 
& Doves and re-ac-tor: “Working Cow¬ 
boys” is a jingoistic paean to the West 
that could have been a Reagan cam¬ 
paign song, “California Sunset” a dis¬ 
tressingly chauvinistic Chamber of 
Commerce commercial. Neil Young's 
desire to make real country music may 
be sincere, but succumbing to formula 
isn’t how to do it. “Old ways can be a 
ball and chain," Young sings. So can 
new beginnings. 

- Jimmy Guterman 

Ferry from page 64 
FERRY: I was nervous until it went into 
the charts at number one in England, 
but over here, I get a bit of the “Who 
do you think you are?” reaction, being 
asked why I'm not more successful 
here, but I’m game to make an even 
greater go of it. It’s been a fascinating 
journey thus far, and I suppose I've 
taken a crack at just about every goal 
I can think of. 
MUSICIAN: Except acting, interestingly 
enough. It's curious that someone as 
image-aware as yourself wouldn't want 
to expand your suave persona on, say, 
the big screen. 
FERRY: [Brooding] I don’t know that I’m 
cut out for it. I'd love to surprise myself 
by doing it well, but it would have to be 
a very special project, because it’s an 
art form that has become too subject 
to commercial pressure. I wouldn't want 
to trivialize a lot of the heartfelt effort of 
the past by doing it badly. That would 
crush me. 

I guess it’s a matter of someone im¬ 
agining me doing something in film that 
would be a natural and perfect fit. 
MUSICIAN: Hmmmm. I could see you as 
a great, very spectral romantic lead 
playing opposite some haunted beauty, 
you a shadowy figure of desire who has 
absolutely no dialogue. 
FERRY: [Face brightens; he grins slyly] 
Ahh! See, that's why I never say a total 
no to the prospect! So now, have you 
any more ideas on how we can bring 
off this inspired little role? H 

PROMOTE THE SALE 
OF YOUR MUSIC 
PRODUCTS 

SELL MUSICIAN IN 
YOUR STORE 

CALL BRAD COLLECT AT (617) 281-3110 

LEARN SAXOPHONE THE WAY 
ERNIE WATTS DID. 

AT BERKLEE. 

“It was my 
scholarship at Berklee that 
impressed upon me the importance of 
education. In every situation, whether it 
be in a recording studio or live on stage, 
you need to have a firm foundation on 
which to build a career. Berklee gave me 
that foundation.” —Ernie Walls 

The credits of Grammy-Award winning saxophonist Ernie Watts (’66) 
include sixteen years on the NBC- TVs’ "Tonight Show ” Orchestra; studio 
sessions for major jazz and pop figures such as Cannonball Adderley, 
Quincy jones, Frank Zappa, The Jacksons, Neil Diamond, etc.; and record¬ 
ing for film and television including, ‘‘Ghostbusters,’' “Tootsie,’’ “Grease,’’ 
"Hill Street Blues,’' "Fame,’’ “Cagney and Lacey,’’ and many others. 

Berklee has helped produce thousands of professionals who 
now enjoy successful careers in all aspects of today’s music busi¬ 
ness. For a current catalog, contact the Berklee Admissions 
Office. Call toll-free: 1-800-421-0084 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST). In 
Massachusetts call: 617-266-1400. Or write : BERKLEE, Admis¬ 
sions Office, Dept. F14,1140 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02215. 

Berklee 
College of Music 

Where careers in music begin. 
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Pointer Sisters 
Contact (RCA) 

The Pointers never downplay their gos¬ 
pel roots, they underplay them, allowing 
all that vocal power to sneak up through 
the melody. Meanwhile, Richard Perry’s 
slick production, with its cool synth-pop 
bop, makes the contrast even more de¬ 
licious. So even though this album is 
purely pop product, what counts is that 
the songs here really do make contact. 
How many other hit machines can you 
say that about? 

UB40 
Little Baggariddim (A&M)_ 
"I’ve Got You, Babe” may not be the reg¬ 
gae cover the world has been waiting 
for, but playing Ali Campbell’s tart tenor 
off Chrissie Hynde's weary alto is such 
a perfect send-up of the original's dippy 
optimism it would have worked even as 
a polka. Of course, UB40 has always 
let melodic sense outstretch its sense 
of “riddim,” and that’s why even a toast 
like "Mi Spliff” is infectious instead of 
merely hypnotic. 

Godley & Creme 
The History Mix Volume 1 (Polydor) 
Calling this History Repeats would have 
been too obvious, but you get the point. 
Having Trevor Horn boil old 10cc tracks 
into “Wet Rubber Soup” makes sense— 
gimmick begets gimcrack—even 
though its strongest hooks are its most 
ephemeral, like the murmured “Big 
boys don't cry" from “I’m Not In Love." 
But who knows? Maybe they’re just 
plugging “Cry,” the single. You can 
never tell with wise guys. 

The Blue Nile 
A Walk Across The Rooftops (A&M) 

“Tinseltown In The Rain” is a stunning 
bit of tunelessness, because its images 
and obsessive repetition pull the lis¬ 

tener as surely as any hook. It’s hard 
to say whether the assemblages of 
epigrammatic chants and circular in¬ 
strumental fragments that make up the 
bulk of this album count as songs. But 
it is worth noting that the closer this 
band gets to standard song structure 
(e.g. “Stay"), the less interesting they 
become. 

Patti Labelle 
Patti (Philadelphia International) 
As expected. Patti Labelle's “last” Philly 
Int. album is really just studio leftovers, 
although with a difference. Instead of 
settling for vintage rhythm beds. Reggie 
Griffin and Shameek the Mix tinker with 
the tracks, add synths, drum machines 
and hip-hop splices so these songs 
sound newer than they are. Caveat 
emptor. 

Shriekback 
Oil And Gold (Island) 
Is this what Gang of Four might have 
become? It isn't just the way David 
Allen's busy basslines ground the 
music's funk foundation, either, for 
Shriekback follows through with every¬ 
thing from female back-up singers to 
the unreadable but culturally neutral 
phonetic lyric sheet. Too bad they du¬ 
plicated the inadequate lead vocals as 
well; otherwise, Oil And Gold would 
have been as alluring as it is abrasive. 

I Am Siam 
She Went Pop (Columbia)_ 
Abba in Chic clothing. 

Dwight Yoakum 
Guitars, Cadillacs^Etc., Etc. (Oak)_ 

No sane person takes L.A. cowboys 
seriously anymore, which may be why 
Yoakum's hick credibility comes as a 
shock. It's one thing to cut a “Ring Of 
Fire” that makes the man in black sound 
like a city slicker; quite another to write 
"Miner's Prayer," a genuinely affecting 
Kentucky lament. And once you hear 
how his voice breaks throughout “It 
Won't Hurt," you may wonder what you 
ever saw in Ricky Skaggs. (6201 Santa 
Monica Blvd.. Hollywood, CA 90038) 

Robert Fripp 
Network (with the League of Gentlemen) 
God Save The King 
(Editions EG) 

Who can blame Robert Fripp for feeling 
ahead of his time? Now that King Crim¬ 
son imploded yet again, here come two 
re-issues that suddenly make a lot more 
sense. Side one of Network is a 

cleaned-up sampler that ought to send 
listeners scurrying back to the sorely-
underrated Exposure, while side two 
ironically rethinks the first side of God 
Save The Queen (a vast improvement). 
God Save The King repeats that rethink, 
and adds enough League of Gentlemen 
to show what a good sketchbook it was. 
(Jem Records, So. Plainfield NJ 07080) 

Motley Crue 
Theatre Of Pain (Elektra) 

Finally, the most heavily-painted band 
in America adds some punch to its 
sound. Still, that doesn't stop “Smokin' 
In The Boys Room" from sounding like 
a slick cover-band's club demo. 

Earle Mankey 
Real World (Happy Hermit) 

As a producer, Mankey has always had 
a genius for vivid sound and quirky ef¬ 
fects, so it should come as no surprise 
that both are in abundance here. But 
he pushes well beyond mere sound ef¬ 
fects here, demonstrating a pop sensi¬ 
bility that's alluringly hermetic. Mitch 
Easter isn't the only independent studio 
maven worth hearing, y’know. (6520 
Selma Ave., #567, Hollywood CA 
90028) 

Alex Chilton 
Feudalist Tarts (Big Time) 
If soul legends die hard, it seems only 
fair that would-be soul legends should 
do the same. Chilton’s blue-eyed croon, 
so affecting with the Box Tops, is now 
so utterly fey that it’s charming in spite 
of itself. But it's hard not to wonder if 
the ragged backing tracks were cut be¬ 
cause there was no budget to correct 
them, or because Chilton figured the 
instrumental clams would cover his 
own. (6410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los 
Angeles, CA 90038) 

The Knitters 
Poor Little Critter On The Road (Slash) 

It's nice to know that the members of X 
and the Blasters love the old songs. If 
only they could learn to sing them. 

Various Artists 
Sleepers (Finnadar) _ 

Not all avant-garde music grates, you 
know. This collection of drones, trance 
pieces and homemade mantras is a 
wonderland of sounds in sympathy, and 
makes for far better (and less deaden¬ 
ing) background music than the Wind¬ 
ham Hill line of aural wallpaper. That 
doesn't say much for the music's con¬ 
tent, but then, that's the point. 
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Largamente. 
cantabile. 

IF SOME OF YOUR FAVORITE 
READING DOESN'T HAVE WORDS, 

WE'D LIKE TO HEAR YOU. 
Can you read the music on this page? 

If you can, you may be qualified to take ad¬ 
vantage of one of America’s unique musical 

opportunities. You may be qualified to 
perform as an Army Band Member. 

Few performing opportunities offer 
as much variety. An Army Band is a concert 
band, a dance band, a parade band, and 
various combos and ensembles. 

Army band members also play for all 

kinds of audiences: military audiences, 
high school audiences, concert audiences, 
sporting-event audiences, you name it. 

The benefits are right in tune, 
too. If you can read music, and you 
qualify, you’ll enter the Army at an 
advanced pay grade, attend the 
School of Music and have a chance to 
perform with a first-line professional 
quality instrument. 

Other benefits include a chance 
to travel and to earn up to 30 days 
paid vacation each year. 

Which is a great way to catch 
up on your reading. For more infor¬ 
mation, send in the postcard. 

Or write: Army Opportunities, P.O. Box 7715. 
Clifton, NJ 07015. 

ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 



SHORT TAKES 

Jackie McLean 
Jackie's Bag (Blue Note)_ 
Featuring two of McLean’s trickiest 
compositions (“Quadrangle” and “Ap¬ 
pointment In Ghana”), this is a key 
document from 1959-60, a period when 
the great alto saxophonist was shoving 
off the formal restrictions of hard bop. 
It’s the prize item in EMI's second batch 
of Blue Note facsimile reissues. Also 
recommended: Lee Morgan’s The Side¬ 
winder, Kenny Dorham's Trumpeta Toc¬ 
cata, Bobby Hutcherson's Total Ec¬ 
lipse, McCoy Tyner’s Tender Moments, 
Tony Williams' Spring, Dexter Gordon's 
Doin' Allright, Donald Byrd’s Byrd In 
Hand, Herbie Hancock's Speak Like A 
Child (not one I’m particularly fond of, 

I but its influence is undeniable), Intro¬ 
ducing Johnny Griffin, Horace Silver 
And The Jazz Messengers (with Kenny 
Dorham and Hank Mobley), The Fabu¬ 
lous Fats Navarro Volume 2, Bud Pow¬ 
ell Volume 2, Miles Davis Volume 2, and 
Sonny Rollins Volume 2 (one of Monk’s 
final appearances as a sideman). The 
material on Thelonious Monk Genius Of 
Modern Music Volume 2, A Night At 

: Birdland Volume 2, and Clifford Brown 
Memorial Album you presumably al¬ 
ready own on Mosaic boxes—and 
shame on you if you don’t. Blue Note 
also recently brought out five more pre¬ 
viously unissued albums. The real 
treasure is guitarist Grant Green's Born 
To Be Blue, also featuring tenor saxo¬ 
phonist Ike Quebec and pianist Sonny 
Clark. Hank Mobley's Another Workout 
is his typically excellent jazz; and Stan¬ 
ley Turrentine’s ZT's Blues is far 
superior to his recent Straight Ahead. 
Bud Powell's Alternate Takes is manna 
for Powell completists, and Freddie 
Hubbard’s Here To Stay, previously av¬ 
ailable on a 70s twofer, is a must for 
Blue Notephiles if only for striking Reid 
Miles graphics. 

Craig Harris 
Tributes (PTC)_ 
The prodigious trombonist’s third album 
as a leader is the first to capture his full 
measure as a soloist, bandleader and 
composer. He forsakes trombone for 
didjeridoo on one track—a pointless 
self-indulgence—but everything else is 
fabulous: an elongated bop line, an Af¬ 
rican highlife in march formation, an in¬ 
spired bit of tomfoolery dubbed “24 
Days An Hour,” and two sweet-and-sour 
ballads that reveal the normally ex¬ 
troverted Harris’ unsuspected flair for 
the reflective. The topnotch supporting 
cast includes bassist Dave Holland; 
drummers Billy Higgins and Famoudou 
Don Moye accenting the rhythmic 
acuity of Harris' writing; and Vincent 
Chancy’s French horn adding just the 
right pinch of vinegar to an all-brass 
front line that also includes trumpeter 
Junior Vega and cornetist Olu Dara. 
(North Country Distributors, Cadence 
Bldg., Redwood, NY 13679) 

Kip Hanrahan 
Vertical’s Currency 
(American Clave/N.M.D.S.)_ 
I distrust the jejune existential oneups-
manship of Hanrahan’s lyrics, and I've 
always found Jack Bruce’s melodrama¬ 
tic vocal delivery difficult to bear. Still, 
there is so much here to admire—David 
Murray's booting tenor solos, Arto 
Lindsay's corrosive guitar licks, Steve 
Swallow’s supple bass lines, Ignacio 
Bertoa, Milton Cadona and Pontilla Or¬ 
lando Rios’ percussive brio—that I find 
myself tabling my objections, especially 
when the infectious “Shadow Song 
(Mario’s In)" comes on. 

Woody Shaw 
Setting Standards (Muse)_ 

Shaw has matured into a contemporary 
Kenny Dorham; the similarity isn't in his 
phrasing or timbre but rather in master¬ 
ful improvising too often taken for 
granted in the rush to crown new trum¬ 
pet kings. This quartet album with 
pianist Cedar Walton is Shaw's Quiet 
Kenny—an exemplary program of bal¬ 
lads and near-ballads without an ounce 
of fat or sentimentality. 

Ron Carter & Jim Hall 
Telephone (Concord Jazz)_ 
Both of these supreme improvisers are 
also thoughtful accompanists, which is 
the secret to their success as a duo. 
This is their third album of quiet, em¬ 
pathetic guitar-and-bass conversa¬ 
tions. The twelve-years-old Alone To-

Francis Davis 

gether remains the definitive example 
of their teamwork, but this new one has 
its share of special moments. 

John Lewis 
J.S. Bach: Preludes And Fugues From 
The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book 1 
(Philips)_ 
Though he doesn't play it entirely 
straight, the MJQ's august music direc¬ 
tor approaches Bach with a sense of 
modesty reflecting his own tidiness as 
a pianist and composer. What his tactful 
embellishments sacrifice in fidelity, they 
more than compensate for in charm and 
harmonic discernment. 

Kevin Eubanks 
Opening Night (GRP) 
The young guitarist’s third album as 
leader can't be faulted for a lack of vari¬ 
ety. He’s variously unaccompanied, in 
duet with percussionist Big Black, and 
in combo jousts with flutist Kent Jordan 
and saxophonist Branford Marsalis. All 
it lacks is what Eubanks himself still 
lacks: consistency and individuality. 

Fred Hersch 
Horizons (Concord Jazz)_ 

Mike Abene 
You Must Have Been A Beautiful Baby 
(Stash)_ 
Hersch is a relative newcomer. Abene 
is a Maynard Ferguson alumnus (don't 
hold that against him) who has spent 
the better part of his career accom¬ 
panying singers. Both have an expan¬ 
sive touch and commendably broad 
taste in composers: Thelonious Monk, 
Billy Strayhorn, Fats Waller, Steve Swal¬ 
low and Harry Warren in Abene's case; 
Duke Ellington, Herbie Hancock, 
Wayne Shorter, Alec Wilder and 
Richard Rodgers in Hersch's. 

Widespread Jazz Orchestra 
Paris Blues (Columbia)_ 

In concert this nonet revives some of 
the glories of the swing era, along with 
some of the mere pleasantries. Happily, 
their major-label debut emphasizes the 
glories, even though vocalist Ronnie 
Wells' exaggerated soulfulness is all 
wrong in this anachronistic setting. 

Geri Allen 
The Printmakers (Minor Music/PSI) 

She’s rapidly becoming the most in-de-
mand young pianist in New York; the 
taut lyricism of her debut album (with 
bassist Anthony Cox and drummer An¬ 
drew Cyrille) makes it easy to hear why. 
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Michael Shore 

Stewart Copeland 
The Rhythmatist (A&M Video) 
His drumming with the Police adeptly 
integrates ethno-rhythm into Western 
pop, so you’d expect this African 
documentary to offer a substantive 
peek into the deep polyrhythmic se¬ 
crets of the jungle telegraph. Instead, 
we get a hideously self-indulgent 
travesty that's a smirking, cultural-impe¬ 
rialist monument to Copeland’s own 
elephantine ego. Copeland reduces 
great close-up footage of polyrhythmic 
pagan rituals to local color (repugnantly 
racist pun fully intended) subservient to 
the dominant motif of Copeland the 
Rhythmatist as macho-mysterioso 
Eastwoodian figure among the sav¬ 
ages. What an inexcusable waste of 
time and money! You could learn more 
about Africa and its rhythms by buying 
an issue of National Geographic and a 
field-recording LP—and you'd spend a 
lot less money, too. 

Prime Cuts: Jazz And Beyond 
(CBS/Fox)__ 
The first various jazz artists video com¬ 
pilation (to my knowledge) has a cute 
between-clips continuity device: a 
scrap-metal beatnik with goatee and 
beret, punching up each clip on a com¬ 
puter. And it's got two instant classics 
of the nascent jazz-promo genre: Miles 
Davis’ "Decoy,” with the maestro shot 
by Cucumber Studios in glistening 
hard-lit black and white, spinning ab-
stract/geometric full-color forms out of 
his horn and the air; and Chuck Man¬ 
gione's “Diana D," a horribly limp Barry 
White update more than saved by direc¬ 
tor Zbigniew Rybczinski's Nam June 
Paik burlesque/tribute. The Clarke-
Duke project's "Heroes" is a neat little 
Republic serial take-off, and Hiroshima's 
“San Say” has a mildly intriguing urban 
Kung Fu scenario that just rolls over and 

dies at the end. The rest is eye-and-ear 
candy of varying quality, generally 
low—from the sub-Koyaanisqatsi back-
drops for Andreas Vollenweider's 
watercolor harping to the computer-age 
martial-arts bombast of Al DiMeola's 
“Sequencer.” Still, worth owning for the 
Miles and Mangione clips. 

Marc Bolan On Video 
(Passport) 

It’s nice to know that someone remem¬ 
bers Marc Bolan and T. Rex, now that 
Power Station has butchered the 
classic "Bang A Gong (Get It On). " Most 
of these archival clips are tossed-off 
German TV lip-synchs, with the occa¬ 
sional low-budget promo clip thrown in. 
“Ride A White Swan” quaintly reminds 
us how low a priority rock video was in 
Bolan's heyday: He appears onstage, 
yes, riding a white swan. It’s really tragic 
that Bolan died before the video age; 
his androgynous good looks and fey, 
sexy charm shine through as much as 
his gift for the disposable pop hook in 
the classics “Metal Guru." “Telegram 
Sam” and “Jeepster." Adam Ant's nar¬ 
ration compares Bolan to the Beatles 
and calls him a punk progenitor— 
neither claim is appropriate. But let’s 
hope ‘today’s young pop fans care 
enough about Bolan’s legacy to provide 
a market for this tape. 

Benny Carter 
(Sony Video LP) 

“The key word for me is 'enjoyable,'” 
jazz giant Carter says in this fine install¬ 
ment of the Jazz At The Smithsonian 
series. “If it’s not gonna be fun, let's not 
do it.” “Fun” or not, Benny Carter is cer¬ 
tainly enjoyable. Accompanied by vio¬ 
linist Joe Kennedy and a Kenny Barron-
Georges Duvuvier-Ronnie Bedford 
rhythm team, Carter swings through 
standards like “Take The A Train” and 
“Honeysuckle Rose." One small com¬ 
plaint is that he plays only alto sax, not 
trumpet or clarinet. The interview with 
Willis “Voice of America” Conover is, as 
usual in this series, too brief and insub-
stantive. 

Bass Guitar Master Class 
With John Entwistle 
Finally, an instructional home music 
video review from someone besides 
Drummers Collective; Hot Licks had 
several guitar tapes featuring Arlen 
Roth before this came out. Here you 
can learn all about fingering, plectrum¬ 
playing, octave technique, chords, 
solos, hammer-ons and pull-offs (Ent¬ 

wistle is the original Eddie Van Halen 
of the bass), phrasing, walking bass 
lines, harmonics, string-bending and 
more from one of rock's most innovative 
and respected bassists. The first half 
has Entwistle alone, playing and chat¬ 
ting; he's a bit uncomfortable, but his 
trademark deadpan drollery and sheer 
skill get him through. Things pick up 
when he's drawn out for jamming and 
dissection-through-discussion by gui¬ 
tarist Roth, obviously an old hand at 
such encounters. On-screen notation 
and an accompanying booklet make 
this as instructive as it is insightful. Didja 
know the guy was influenced not by 
bassists but guitarists—Duane Eddy in 
particular? ($53.45 including postage 
and handling from Hot Licks Produc¬ 
tions, Inc., P.O. Box 337, Pound Ridge, 
NY 10576) 

Tina Turner 
Live Private Dancer (Sony Video LP) 
Another consumer warning: This is the 
same show HBO ran as a special earlier 
this year. But if you didn’t catch it then, 
check this out by all means. David 
Bowie's longtime video director David 
Mallet shot this last December in 
Birmingham, England, and in his usual 
razzle-dazzle style. A beaming Bowie 
emerges from backstage dry ice to duet 
with the Burner on “Tonight” and two 
versions of “Let’s Dance” (the Chris 
Montez oldie and the Bowie newie). 
There’s also a duet with Bryan Adams, 
Turner’s opening act. Add her commit¬ 
ted performance of superb Private 
Dancer material, and you’ve got an ex¬ 
ceptional concert video. 

News: Plenty of stuff coming soon: 
Prince And The Revolution In Concert, 
nearly two hours of the “Purple Rain” 
tour for just $29.98 list (Warner Music 
Video)...One Night With Blue Note 
(Sony), a document of the all-star rebirth 
of the grand old jazz label...from RCA/ 
Columbia MusicVision, Bob Marley: 
Legend, a collection of promo clips, 
concert footage and interviews; Go-
Go’s Wild At The Greek, and none other 
than Mad Dogs And Englishmen...The 
Cars: Live 1984-85 from Vestron . Can 
you believe Godley and Creme spent 
$200.000 on Sting's rather boring “Set 
Them Free” video clip? Seems they shot 
each band member in performance 
separately, then layered them all with 
Ultimatte to make it look like they were 
all playing onstage together—sort of. 
The justly renowned G&C have started 
their own video label called, cleverly 
enough, the Video Label. 
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Hot Licks Video & Audio Topes 
Learn with the world's top players—right in your ownhome 

ROCK GUITAR (6 tapes & tab) 
Six intensive hours working on all of the 
beginning through advanced rock 
techniques that will have you on the 
way to becoming a complete rock 
guitarist! 

LEAD GUITAR (6 tapes & tab) 
A strong foundation and exploration of 
lead techniques, including countless 
new licks, patterns, and exercises, 
taught by one of lead guitar s most 
experienced veterans! 

ADVANCED LEAD GUITAR 
(6 tapes & tab) 
Stdrting where LEAD GUITAR left off, this 
series tokes lead playing to some of its 
artistic and technical heights! Arlen 
pulls out all the stops here, and there's 
no doubt even very advanced players 
could learn quite q few new tricks! 

BLUES GUITAR (6 tapes & tab) 
Currently working on the blues guitar 
film. “Crossroads” with actor Ralph 
Macchio, Arlen has here recorded 
the definitive blues guitar course. 
From slide to string bending, to 

THE MASTERS SERIES: 
JOHN ENTWISTLE 
(2 tapes & book) 
One of Rock's all-time greats who 
helped rock THE WHO for nearly twenty 
years now shares with you the secrets 
that have made John one ot rock's 
most Importent players! Two great 
tapes plus a 64 PAGE BOOK! 

fingerpicking, it s all here! 

NASHVILLE GUITAR 
(6 tapes & tab) 
The definitive study on country guitar! 
All the unique "pedal steel” licks are 
here, along with all of the other 
techniques that have made Arlen Roth 
one ot the most influential country lead 
pldyers dround! Rockabilly too! 

HEAVY METAL (1 tape & tab) 
This is a special intensive one-hour 
taped lesson designed to have you 
playing metal the proper way, with the 
development ot speed and dccuracy 
at the top of the list. You'll also learn 
about the roots of heavy metal. 

HOT LICKS VIDEO 
Utilizing the most advanced technology 
and graphics. Hot Licks now brings you, 
up elote, all the techniques and styles 
you 've wanted to master! Best of all. 
you’ll never miss a note, because you'll 
see the music and tab on the screen, 
as It’s being played! Truly the finest In 
home music Instruction! 

LEARNING ROCK AND HEAVY 
METAL GUITAR 
with Arlen Roth (one hour) 
An intensive lesson aimed at the 
beginner who wants to develop all of 
the proper skills and head oft bad 
habits Guaranteed to make you a 
better Heaw Metal and Rock player! 
ADVANCED ROCK AND LEAD 
GUITAR with Arlen Roth 
(one hour) 
This video, tor the advanced guitarist, 
shows with complete accuracy all of 
the techniques that can make your own 
style shine! This is truly a master class 
with Arlen Roth and contains enough 
material for six lessons! 
SUDE GUITAR 
With Arlen Roth (one hour) 
One of the world's great slide players. 
Arlen Roth finally shows you. up close, 
exactly how he creates the unique slide 
sound From damping to the various 
tunings, from country to blues to rock, 
all of the great slide styles are here! 

HOT COUNTRY LEAD GUITAR 
(one hour] with Arlen Roth 
Tele blasters beware! This is the hottest 
study of country lead guitar you'll ever 
come across! Arlen shows you. up close, 
all of the techniques that make his 
country style so unique Don't miss it! 
CHICAGO BLUES GUITAR 
with Arlen Roth (one hour) 
All the feeling and technique of Chicago 
Blues are felt here with special attention 
paid to the expressive qualities of lead 
blues playing The best blues instruction 
available! 
BASS GUITAR MASTER CLASS 
With John Entwistle (one hour) 
Picking up where his audio series 
leaves off. this video with John is truly 
bass guitar history1 He shows you all of 
his unique left and right-hand 
techniques as well as discussing how he 
comes up with the kind of bass parts 
that helped rock THE WHO! A unique 
learning experience' 

Each Hot Licks 6 tape course Is $65. Plus postage: (US & Can) $4 50. (EUR) 
$7 air. (Asia & Aust.) $8.50 air Entwistle is $35, Morse & Farlow are $28. Plus 
postage: (US & Can) $2, (Eur) $4 air, (Asia & Aust.) $5 air. Classical & Heavy 
Metal are $12.95. Plus postage: (US & Can) $1.25. (Eur.) $3 air, (Asia & Aust.) $4. 
Videos are $49.95 each Postage: (US & Can) $3.50. (Eur) Só (Asia & Aust.) 
$750. Send $1 for catalog for more detailed info (Free with order). 
Checks allow 3 wks. Checks accepted on US bonks and US dolldrs only. 

Steve Morse Van Manakas 

THE MASTERS SERIES: 
STEVE MORSE 
(2 tapes & book) 
Winner of Guitar Player’s Overall Best 
category, this package gives a unique 
insight into Steve's style, technique, 
practicing routines, and artistry. 

CLASSICAL GUITAR 
(1 tape & music) 
This tape, recorded by Steve Morse, will 
have a non-classical player playing 
beautiful and complex pieces by the 
end of one hour! A great lesson with a 
great classical guitarist! 

JAZZ GUITAR (6 tapes & book) 
Van Manakas, one of Jazz guitar’s 
brightest new artists, provides you with 
a solid founddtion in Jazz knowledge, 
technique and theory over the course 
of six well-paced hours, with a book 
jam-pocked with photos and music! 

FUSION GUITAR 
(6 tapes & music) 
This series is truly the finest Instruction 
available today on Jazz-Rock Fusion 
guitar, and shows thot you needn't be 
very ddvanced to begin to moster 
some of this challenging Intriguing style! 

THE MASTERS SERIES: 
TAL FARLOW (2 tapes & book) 
This 2 tape and book package 
documents for the first time anywhere 
the sty le and genius of this Jazz titan! 
You'll find this to be a truly historic event, 
as well as an unforgettable learning 
experience! 

THE COMPLETE BASSIST 
(6 tapes & music) 
Jerry Jemmott, the legendary R&B, 
Blues, and Jazz gredt, has recorded six 
hours of intensive bass workouts for the 
serious student. All the styles dnd 
techniques are here to truly make you 
the “complete bassist!” 

Please Send Me: 
□ ROCK GUITAR (5 tapes) 
□ LEAD GUITAR (6 tapes) 
□ ADVANCED LEAD GUITAR (6 tapes) 
C NASHVILLE GUITAR (6 topes) 
□ BLUES GUITAR (6 tapes) 
□ HEAVY METAL GUITAR (I tape) 
□ ACOUSTIC LEAD GUITAR (6 tapes) 
□ THE COMPLETE BASSIST (6 topes) 
□ JOHN ENTWISTLE (2 tapes & book) 
□ STEVE MORSE (2 tapes & book) 

□ JAZZ GUITAR (6 tapes & book) 
□ FUSION GUITAR (Ó tapes & music) 
□ ARLEN ROTH'S NEW EP 

PAINT JOB ($8.50 ppd US) 
□ VIDEO-LEARNING ROCK & 

HEAVY METAL GUITAR 
□ VIDEO-ADVANCED ROCK & 

LEAD GUITAR 
□ VIDEO-CHICAGO BLUES GUITAR 
□ VIDEO-HOT COUNTRY LEAD GUITAR 
□ VIDEO-SLIDE GUITAR 

□ CLASSICAL GUITAR ( I tape & music) □ VIDEO-BASS GUITAR MASTER CLASS 
□ TAL FARLOW (2 topes & book) VHS □ BETA □ 

I enclose $_check or M O payable to Hot Licks Productions. Inc 
(US currency only NYS res add local tax) 

Name_ 

Address_ 

City__State_Zip_ 

Phone_ 
Charge to my □ Visa □ Mastercard 

Account no__ 

Exp date_ 

Cardholders signature_ 

TO PLACE YOUR VISA MASTERCARD OR COD (COD US only) ORDER BY PHONE 
CALL THE NEW HOT LICK’S HOTLINE 914 763 8013 10-5 Eastern Time MON FRI 
HOT LICKS PRODUCTIONS INC. P.O. BOX 337, POUND RIDGE, NY 1057« USA 



CLASSIFIED 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
NEW JAZZ LISTENING CLUB FORMING. 
Contact "Jazz at Shore Fire Concert Series. " 1 -SOO-
631-2292. In New Jersey 201-870-2843. 

FINANCE YOUR PROJECT! Roger North 
music business consultant with track record. Will 
help you raise cash! Bands. Recording studios, 
record companies. 
Call 616-344-1663 for free information. 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS 
ROCK MUSIC BOOKS. Original JEFF BECK 
$9.95, Original ANGUS YOUNG $9.95, ZZ TOP 
Eliminator $9 95, SCORPIONS ANTHOLOGY 
$12.95, Original BLACKMOORE $7.95, Guitar 
techniques of ZEPPELIN $6.95. Guitar Techniques 
Of RUSH $6.95, VAN HALEN l&lI $ 12.95, Electronic 
Projects For Musicians $14 95 Free Catalog. DIS¬ 
COUNT MUSIC WAREHOUSE, PO Box 390A, New 
Market, VA 22844._ 

MAKE MONEY COMPOSING JINGLES 
Save yourself years of "hard knocks.” Send $9.95 
for how-to book JINGLE COMPOSER. Dept MM-7. 
Box 53. Harrison. N.Y. 10528. 

EMPLOYMENT 
FIND BANDS TO JOIN. Find musicians and 
gigs Write: MUSICIANS NATIONAL HOTLINE, Box 
7733, Murray, UT 84107 Phone (801) 268-2000. 

BANDS, MUSICIANS WE CAN find you the 
band, musician, gig, manager, or instruments you 
need Thousands of listings. Call: INTERNATIONAL 
MUSICIANS REFERRAL SERVICE, (718) 728 5650. 

FOR SALE 
GUITIE OR BASS GUITIE ! Anatomically correct 
fretboard neckties! Specify black or white. Send 
$10.00 each to: GUITIE, 69 Elm, Camden, ME 
04843 or Visa/MC 207-236-8051 

INSTRUCTIONS 
GUITAR INSTRUCTION BOOKS. The Right 
Touch—right handed hammering (Van Halen 
technique) $8.95, Teach Yourself Lead $7.95. 
Teach Yourself Rock Bass $7.95, Power Chording 
$5.95, Scale Power $5.95, ROCK TRAX 1-book & 
cassette course to teach beginners to improvise 
rock $8.95. Free catalog. DISCOUNT MUSIC 
WAREHOUSE, PO Box 390A, New Market. VA 
22844. 

WALT ECKSTEIN PIANO TUNING COURSE: 
Amazing new kit includes video and audio cas¬ 
settes, transparencies, illustrated text, tools and 
more. Write for free brochure: PO Box 441, 630 
Grant St., Oceanside. CA92054. (619) 122 2040 

PLAY ANY SONG OR SOLO by ear instantly 1 

Guaranteed! IMPROVISE LIKE THE MASTERS Ex¬ 
citing new method makes it easy. Free information! 
Write today. BATES MUSIC-MN. 5256 Beard. Min¬ 
neapolis, MN 55410._ 

PLAIN ENGLISH COPYRIGHTING for song 
writers. Complete illustrated package with blank 
form PA Send $8.95 to: MUSICIANS RIGHTS. PO 
Box 5485. Dept L. Rockford, IL 61108_ 

HEAR FOR YOURSELF! 

You can develop and enjoy PERFECT PITCH. Find 
out how from world famous expert DAVE L. BURGE 
The incredible ability to know any note or chord 
heard can be yours! Send you name and address 
today and request FREE PERFECT PITCH 
BROCHURE American Educational Music Publi¬ 
cations. Grand Lake Headquarters. P O Box 14-
R14, Presque Isle, Ml. 49777, (517) 595-2000. 

INSTRUMENTS 
BEST PRICES IN THE NATION!! On drums 
and keyboard equipment. THE DRUM/KEYBOARD 
SHOP will BEAT any price any store quotes nation¬ 
wide!! Call us and we ll prove it to you. (713) 524-1577 
1-800-624-2347._ 

FANTASTIC DISCOUNT ON STRINGS, 
reeds, etc....for free catalog write: RITCHIE'S 
MUSIC, 50 West Main Street. Rockaway. NJ 07866 

DRUMMERS! Drum Recovering Kits are avail¬ 
able. Over 30 choices for Pearls, Sparkles, Flames 
and Woodgrains. Send $1 00 for full info and sam¬ 
ples (refundable on first purchase) PRECISION 
DRUM COMPANY. Dept. A, 151 California Road. 
Yorktown Heights. NY 10598._ 

HUGE SAVINGS TO YOU! All major brands of 
guitar, strings, picks and drum accessories at the 
lowest possible prices. FRENCH'S MUSIC, Box 884, 
( Jeyeland TN 37311 (615)476 3016 ((all Jeremiah'• 

GUITARS — Pedal steels, Dobro. National. Vin¬ 
tage, new. Martin, Taylor, Guild, Ovation; Gibson 
mandolins, banjos; Kentucky, Goldstar, Stelling, 
Wildwood, Mastertone; D'Angelico, amps, multi¬ 
trackers, books, accessories. FREE 72-PAGE 
BROCHURE. MANDOLIN BROS., 629 Forest. Sta-
ten Island, NY 10310. (718) 981-3226._ 

VINTAGE INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE: 
Guitars, Mandolins. Banjos, Rock, Bluegrass, Jazz. 
Send for free in-stock list LARK STREET MUSIC 
221 Lark Street. Albany. NY 12210 (518) 463-6033 
except Saturday. Always buying used instruments. 
We ship everywhere._ 

Hot New Programs For OBXP, OB8, Prophet 600, 
Poly 6, JX3P. Send $12 95 (Specify volume 1 or 2) 
to: SOUNDSCAPES, PO Box 166826. Irvving. TX 
75016 

NEW Martin Brazilian rosewood guitars avail¬ 
able now from ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS (world s 
largest Martin dealer). Free catalogs. 1100 N. 
Washington, POB 1421Œ5, Lansing, Ml 48901 
(517) 372-7890._ 

KRAMER, GIBSON, DOD, RANDALL, 
ROCKMAN. much more, in our FREE DISCOUNT 
CATALOG. ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS. 1100 N. 
Washington. POB 14210-E5, Lansing, Ml 48901 
(517) 372-7890. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
THE “KINKS KONTROVERSY” 
The only American Fan Club. For information send 
SASE to: Rafaela “Rae” Filippe, 87-07 Dalny Road, 
Jamaica Estates. N Y. 11432. Ideas welcome. 

MUSICIANS 
32 VOICE PACKAGES FOR YAMAHA DX-7 
Fat analog-type synth sounds & dazzling special 
effects—instructions & programming tips included. 
(Demo cassette available $3.00.) Write to: R.L. Pro¬ 
ductions, PO Box 4692, Bay Terrace, NY 11360-
4692 or call 1-718-939-1649. 

MUSICIANS! Looking for the right group? BANDS! 
Looking for that one right player9 We've got the 
best! Hot Players Referral Service and Talent 
Agency. 513-931-8053. 

SERIOUS FEMALE ROCK MUSICIANS: 
Stop wasting precious time. The all-female rock 
band. BARRACUDA. WANTS YOU! Send tape, 
photo, and resume NOW! BARRACUDA. P.O. Box 
70246. Las Vegas. NV. 89170 (702) 736-8534—24 
HOURS 

PHOTOS/POSTERS 
COLOR CONCERT PHOTOGRAPHS! Huge 
selection. Send $2. for illustrated catalog/coupon 
Mention favorite. “SMILE," Box 15293-M, 
Chesapeake, VA 23320-0293 

CONCERT MEMORIES PRESERVED IN 
COLOR ! 1985 Rock Star Photos, Posters & Christ 
mas Cards! New Catalog & Sample—$2.00 ROCK 
N ROLL COLLECTABLES, P.O. BOX 564-M, NEW 
BRITAIN, CT 06050 

RECORDS/TAPES 
UK USA RECORDS: FANTASTIC CATALOG 
of records, tapes & books. Many imports & rarities! 
Our computerized search service can find it all! 
Send your want lists, requests, + three 220 stamps 
for catalog lo 28-D Pamaron Way, Ignacio, CA 94947. 

IMPORT DOMESTIC LPs I TAPES / CDs 
Huge selection of Rock, Metal. New Wave. Jazz. 
Independent Labels. Fast, personalized service 
Competitive prices. Latest catalog $1.00 Visa/MC 
accepted (818) 881-9908 MOBY MUSIC. 14410 
Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423. 

SONGWRITERS 
SONGS? LYRICS? America's leading music de¬ 
velopment company seeks songwriters/lyricists 
with marketable material. Best references Strictly 
confidential. American Music Connection gives you 
the facts! Free kit: 1 (800) 257-7880_ 

BECOME A SUCCESSFUL SONGWRITER! 
Save time and money! Producer tells how. $3.00 
Order today 1! Songwriter Survival Guide. P.O. Box 
24605, Ventura, CA 93002._ 

ATTN: SONGWRITERS WITH HIT POTENTIAL! For 
$125 00 have your songs recorded by Pro-N.Y 
musicians $5 00 for tape demonstration (applica¬ 
ble). Check payable to Jeff Lin, C&J Sound, 40 W 
27th St., Suite 485, New York, NY 10001 (212) 308 
4744 Ext 221. 

Music business careers! 
Learn the music business from the inside— 

prepare yourself for the marketing management 
or technical career you want. Top pro training 
in studio/concert/video production, artist repre-
sentation/management, retail/wholesale, promo-
tion/marketing, publishing, much more. Employ¬ 
ment assistance and financial aid available. 

Free brochure/career guide: 
call toll-free 8OO-554-3346, or write 
THE MUSIC BUSINESS INSTITUTE 
Hept. M, 3376 Peachtree Rd.. N.E. 

Atlanta, GA 30326 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Now You can sing with the world’s best bands! 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove 
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard 
stereo record and leave the background! 

Write or call for a free brochure and demo record. 
LT Sound, Dept. MG, P.O. Box 338, 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1258 



*ty- Print name__ 

State-Zip- Signed_ 
Prices good in U.S. only; all others add $7 per subscription. All non-U.S. subscriptions payable in U.S. dollars by International Money Order. Allow 4-6 weeks. 4161 

Put the sound of the 
80’s in your hands... 
With Guitar Player and Our Exclusive Soundpage™ 
Guitar Player Magazine can keep you on top of what’s happening in today’s 
rapidly changing world of music. Whether it’s the latest changes in musical 
styles, the hottest new guitarist on the block, or some blazing new licks to 
complement your own music. . .you’ll find all this and more in 
Guitar Player. I n addition, each monthly issue features our 
exciting Soundpage™. . . a free, flexible plastic record with 
musical examples (plus written transcriptions) to help 
improve your playing month after month. You can 
get all this plus: playing tips from the pros, new 
product tests, interviews with the stars and 
much more for just $23.95 ( 12 monthly 
issues). . .saving you over $6.00 off 
the cover price. Don’t let the 80’s 
pass you by . . . subscribe 
to Guitar Player today! 

Yes, I want to learn more about the exciting music of the 80’s with Guitar 
Player and your exclusive Soundpage™. Please send me 12 monthly issues for 

just $23.95 . . . saving me $6.00 off the cover price. 

□ Payment Enclosed □ Bill me later □ Charge my VISA or □ MasterCard 

Name - Card # 

Address- Exp. Date 

The 
Guitar Player 

Guarantee 
Should you ever be disap¬ 

pointed in your Guitar Player 
subscription for any reason, just 
let me know and I’ll refund the 

balance owed ASAP. 



Palladino from page 90 
thesizers and drum machine. So I ap¬ 
proached it in a more melodic way." It 
ranks as another of his best moments, 
and it also earned him a tour offer from 
Henley, which he turned down to record 
a second album with Young. 

The same dedication led him to turn 
down Jimmy Page, who was looking for 
a fretless bassist for the Firm. A mutual 
friend had been trying to introduce Pal¬ 
ladino to his boyhood idol for a while, 
and the meeting was finally arranged. 
“So I went for a blow with him and it 
turned out to be an audition. We just 
played 12-bar blues, and a few songs 
that he’d written with Paul Rodgers. We 
played ‘Radioactive.’ I really enjoyed it. 
Playing with Jimmy was fantastic." 

There was the additional bonus of an 
all-Welsh rhythm section with drummer 
Chris Slade. “I thought about it for a 
week and decided not to do it.” 

Next, Pino showed up to do one track 
with the British duo Go West, “because 
they wanted to do something different. 
We just started redoing a few of the 
other ones, so I ended up on a couple 
of tracks.” “Missing Persons" offered a 
chance to revive his Welsh reggae tal¬ 
ent, and on the dance hit “Call Me," he 
drove the beat with some fancy, double¬ 
time thumb-slapping. But most of the 
tracks used drum machines, which Pal¬ 
ladino finds limiting. “They're hard to 
play with, because you have to stay on 
the beat and you can't put a lot of feel 
into it. A machine doesn't have any 

Start hitting it right now! Subscribe today. 
Modern Drummer. The one magazine read 
by thousands of professional drummers 
who want to know everything that s hap¬ 
pening in their world lust complete the 
coupon here and start receiving Modern 
Drummer magazine 

Monthly issues keep you informed about 
the top talents in drumming the newest 

equipment, books and records the lat¬ 
est info about the business side of drum¬ 
ming and the hottest tips about playing 
tuning, muffling, miking, maintenance and 
more. 

Everything you want - and need - to 
know about drums, drummers and drum¬ 
ming. Don t miss a beat Subscribe now. 

Yes. I d like to have my own subscription to MODERN DRUMMER 

□ One Year 112 issues! $22.95 CTwo Years <24 issues! $4 1.95 □ Airmail add $50* per year 
USA Canada. Mexico USA Canada Mexico 

□ $27.95* Foreign □ $46.95* Foreign ’Payable in U S. funds only 

NAME _ —-

ADDRESS___ 

CITY_ STATE _ ZIP -

□ Payment enclosed (check or M.O. please! □ Please bill me □ Visa □ MasterCard 

Account Number_- Exp Date -

Return coupon to Modern Drummer Publications Subscription Services PO Box 469 Cedar Grove New Jersey 07(X)9 

Your subscription will start with the next available issue Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery 100552 

MODERN DRUMMER MAGAZINE 

heart, and you can't get a groove." 
As busy as he’s been, Pino found time 

to play on a track for Elton John's next 
album. With even Chicago using a fret¬ 
less bass, the instrument has snuck its 
way into the mainstream. “Before it was 
mainly jazz guys, Jaco and Mark Egan. 
But a lot more people are using it in 
pop music now. It's a lot more lyrical, 
and it sympathizes well with the vocals. " 
Is that why Palladino plays exclusively 
fretless? “I get asked to play exclusively 
fretless. I take my fretted basses out at 
sessions and they say, 'But we don't 
want fretted bass. That’s why we got 
you.”' 

Palladino's latest goal is to master the 
Chapman Stick. “I went to see the guy 
who invented it, and he demonstrated 
it for fifteen minutes. I bought one, but 
I haven't had enough time for it. It's a 
bastard of an instrument." 

He does play it a bit on The Secret 
Of Association, the new Paul Young 
album. Palladino's bass cuts through 
the ornate arrangements with a distinc¬ 
tive simplicity, from the staccato funk 
lines of “Tear Your Playhouse Down" to 
the gelatinous slapping of “Bite The 
Hand That Feeds” (“I was trying to get 
that Larry Graham sound”). Compared 
to the first album, Palladino says, Secret 
is “more serious, a lot less novelty.” 
Young has his moments, particularly his 
cover of Tom Waits’ disturbing “A Sol¬ 
dier’s Things," but there are still some 
suggestions that the singer is a soul 
pretender, the Robert Palmer of the 80s. 

“Paul’s a great singer,” Palladino in¬ 
sists. "He’s got The Voice, which very 
few people have. There’s more in 
America than in England. In fact, Danny 
Kootch said to me one day, about the 
Band Aid record, ‘Tell me why every 
English singer except Paul has to go 
“ooh-ah-ooh-ah-ooh" with their voice.’ 
It’s all Bryan Ferry and David Bowie. 
They’re both fantastic, but I think they 
took a lot of their stuff from the old soul 
singers and then gilded it their own way. 
You have to look deeper than that, and 
pull your own style from it." 
That’s a good description of Pal¬ 

ladino’s uniqueness. He says his style 
is very traditional—“real roots stuff, 
mostly blues." But he still shops around 
for new inspiration. “I bought a tape 
today of guitarist Stanley Jordan. And 
it’s just fantastic, beautiful playing. I get 
inspiration from all sorts of instruments. 
If you want to learn to solo in the Jaco 
fashion, you have to really get into 
bebop saxophone—Charlie Parker and 
all that. I’m not seriously into it. I just 
listen to everything and draw from what¬ 
ever I can. 

“The bass is still a supportive instru¬ 
ment,” Palladino concludes. “It's great 
to anchor everything down, but if you 
can throw in a few licks, why not?” H 
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You can only begin to imagine 
the sounds you and your guitar 
can create with the FX 65 Stereo 
Chorus and FX 75 Stereo Flanger. 
And they’ll sound just as good 
down the road as they do today. 

Because they’re built to be 
tough, gig after gig. 

Check out the entire FX line 
from 
DOD. 

The largest line of signal processing equipment in the world. 



THE PERFORMANCE 
HAS BEGUN. 

BUT IT’S JUST THE 
BEGINNING. 

The Yamaha DX7. It’s on just about 
every recent major album, and in just about 
every major band and studio in the country. 

And now, you can be out front, strutting 
your stuff, with the new KX5 MIDI-controlled, 
touch-sensitive remote keyboard. 

So all the incredible musical power and 
accurate, flexible voicing you get from a DX7 
can now be strapped around your shoulders. 

But wait folks, this is just the first act. 
There’s more coming for the DX7. 

A whole series of products that will make the 

most amazing synthesizer ever heard into the 
most amazing music system ever heard. 

’Cause like the song says, “We’ve only 
just begun.” 

In the meantime, why not visit your 
Yamaha dealer and check out the instrument 
that started it all—the DX7. 

Yamaha International Corporation, 
Combo Products Division, P.O. Box 6600, 
Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., 
Scarborough, Ont. MIS 3R1. 

@ YAMAHA 




